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EDITORIAL
last December I had an opportunity to travel to

Holland, where I grew up, to visit family and friends
and find out how myoId country had changed over the
years. Browsing through bookstores on my recent trip I
noticed many new Dutch books that related in one way or
another to the trauma of the World War II experience.
It seems that every twenty years there is an upsurge of
soul-searching on that topic. As I traveled around the
country on the excellent Dutch trains--in between
family visits and birthday Parties--I had a chance to
read some of those books and to re-live that time when
I was a kid and there was a war on.

The German Army, which occupied Holland during
much of tbe war, controlled the official news media and
mixed what little news they let through with heavy
doses of propaganda. As a result, we citizens grew
extremely hungry for real news.

This hunger and the ingenuity and excitement it
bred bears a remarkable resemblance to the craving for
information we find today in the personal computer
community, and the clever ways we've developed to
satisfy that. The underground news networks that
spread through Holland remind me in some ways of the
Public domain phenomenon today. The big difference is
that the Public Domain activity oPerates above ground
and is spurred purely by the desire to solve problems,
rather than fear and loathing of an anned enemy.

In the war, we Dutch people listened illegally to
the BBC. In response, the Germans jammed the BBC
frequencies. When they found this not effective
enough, they ordered us to turn over all our radio
receivers to them. Although many still listened to BBC
broadcasts on hidden radios, most people had to get
their news second-hand. A lively word-of-mouth
exchange began which spread information amazingly fast.
Only a fraction of this could be called real news.
Most consisted of rumors, and at least ten new
anecdotes circulated every day. It was difficult to
sort fact from fiction.

But the Dutch were not satisfied with relYing on
word-of-mouth news alone. The daring among us began
putting this information into print. Underground
newspaPers proliferated wildly. Their publishers
relished printing these under the noses of the Germans
and distributing them secretly all over the place.
People loved putting out the word and worked for "the
good cause" without a cent of compensation, even though
they risked arrest and deatb to do so. These
publications were the "Public Domain News" of those
days. Some of the underground rags still exist in the
form of major Dutch national newspapers.

What was remarkable about our wartime Public
Domain news--and what I find simiJar to our Public
Domain software scene today--was the excitement with
which it was received, the zeal with which it was
passed on and the willingness of most of us to believe
it, whether against our better judgement or not. Fresh

news of any quality was just too good to pass up, as
long as it came from the right people.

Then there was this whole business of the tribal
aspect of the wartime news network. Before sharing any
of our precious underground information, we had to
determine whether people were trustworthy enough to
receive it; that is, whether they were in the right
tribe. Any person who sympathized in the slightest way
with the occupiers--and quite a few did, especially in
the beginning of the war-became a danger to the news
relayers and an outcast from our ''right'' tribe.

The idea of being part of the tribe fired the
imagination of kids like me no end. My older sisters
had boyfriends who became more and more deeply involved
with the Dutch resistance movement. On rare occasions
I would catch a glimpse of these heroes and think:
''When I grow up I wanna be...."

Meantime, my friends and I would form little-boy
raiding gangs to perform tribal feats of our own.
When British warplanes dropped leaflets bearing news
from the free world, we would search backyards and
climb trees to pluck the last of these from the
branches. The Germans threatened arrest or worse for
anyone touching the leaflets, but we figured those
threats applied mainly to the adults whose war it
really was. After collecting these illicit news
sheets, we distributed them to the members of our
tribe, the people on the right side who could be
trust.ed not to turn us in. We kids loved to be the
bearers of news to the information-hungry crowd. we
were good at it, never got caught and it was darned
exciting to boot.

Today, I sense that a similar thrill in sharing
information drives the Public Domain scene within our
tribe of microcomputer users, even though we do not
risk arrest in passing PD software on. Still, many of
us feel a craving for information, a need to have the
latest, and a zeal to share our precious goodies with
others not unlike what my Dutch friends and I felt
during the war.

Look at MaR. Sharing information between users is
what the MaR community is all about. Look how far MaR
has come, thanks mainly to the generous energy of its
article authors--all volunteers--and the respon
siveness of its readers. We are a solid tribe now,
]ike a little David standing up to the big blue
Goliath. The members of our tribe are bound by many
strings of mutual support and feelings of loyalty
toward our faithful Morrow CP/M machines.

This issue is a celebration of the marvelous power
of sharing, both within MaR and in the wonderful world
of the Public Domain. As you go through these pages
and explore the FLOBs, I wish you happy learning and a
lot of exciting fun.

.-_.-- -_ .. -- \ A
~.-;;;-.:.::------~-=:::>L0~
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THE CASE FOR PEARL

Dear Editor:

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

basis, a copy of the above two programs as sold by
MicroPro. The DataStar is release #1.4 and the Report
Star is release #1.00.

page 3

This letter is intended for subscribers t.rying to
decide whether or not they can do anything useful with
Personal Pearl. Articles in your October/November 1985
issue say "yes" (Gowens, "An Ove.rview of Personal
Pearl", pg. 21) and "no" (Butler, "Let's Get Rid of
Personal Pearl", pg. 28).

The answer is "yes" here in my law office. In
spite of our lack of previous experience with data base
programs, we have been able to use Pearl (Rev. 1.05 MO)
and our M03 to devise a billing system resulting in a
substantial time savings for me and my secretary.

Using the forms and reports we have designed with
Pearl, we enter data from my time-sheets in a one-step
operation, facilitated by the use of coded entries and
keys programmed with Smartl<ey II. Pearl sorts the
entries by client, arranges the entries
chronologically, adds up my total time and multiplies
it by the applicable hourly rate. Final editing is
done with NewWord. Then billing statements are printed
for each client, and a separate cumulative travel
report is prepared for later use at tax time.

As an alternative I could have invested more
money and purchased a tailor-made law office billing
system. I opted to invest some of my time instead.
The result is a program meeting our exact needs and
capable of modification or adaptation to other purposes
as well.

Neil H. McCabe, Chico CA

A QUESTION OF GLITCHES

Dear Editor:

First. of all, let us congratulate you on the fine
publication you offer to the computer industry. We
find it interesting and useful, but we do feel you
should check the information it contains since it is
probably accepted as dogma by many users.

We refer especially to the item headed "MicroPro
May Be Willing to Do a Morrow InfoStar" in the article
"Let's Get Rid of Personal Pearl" (Vol. 2, #5,
October/November 1985). It states that the current
InfoStar win not run on a Morrow.

As we understand it, InfoStar is really a
combination pack of Oat.aStar and ReportSt.ar. Not
having either, but being of a curious nature and always
ready to learn, we borroWed one on a very temporary

MORROW OWNERS' REVIEW

Recognizing that these were CP/M 2.2 programs, we
first decided to try them in our M03 with ROM revision
2.5 and CP/M revision 2.3. The printer used is a NEC
360 Spinwriter e-l-f. All terminals are MDT60's. We
found that after installation and setting up a form
definition file, it ran without a single "glitch."
This stimulat.ed our curiosity.

We moved to the MOll's (we have two), one with ROM
revision 1.9, CP/M 3.0 revision 1.8, the other with ROM
revision 1.9, CP/M 3.0 version 2.0. The first computer
uses an Epson RX-80 and the other an Epson MX-80. We
anticipated problems due to the CP/M 3.0. We "piped"
the disk set up on the M03 to t.he hard drive of both
MOll's, making changes for the different printers in
use. Much to our surprise and pleasure DataStar
perlormed perfectly. We then moved to ReportStar and
found some problems. We went to the emulation programs
provided on the hard drives, i.e. CPM2.RSX and GENCOM
(incidentally these are discussed in your same issue in
David's Q & A Column) and applied them to the area of
problem. Now ReportStar ran without. trouble!

To sum up, we were able to run what we believe is
InfoStar on one MD3 and two MOll's described above
without trouble. We fail to understand what is wrong
with the current versions, so we destroyed our copies.
Incidentally, the programs were originally purchased as
part of a MicroPro 'Demo Pack' and carne on eight inch
disks in IBM 3740 format. They were transferred to use
via modern, thus arriving on a 5 1/4" Morrow formatt.ed
floppy.

One other thought, and this we are not attributing
to MOR. There is considerable writing being done and
appearing in the well-read computer magazines,
regarding the need for changing filt.ers on hard drives.
The manuals on the Morrow hard drive computers clearly
states that their hard drives are hermetically sealed
units. Thus no air gets inside the drive. The fan,
and its associated filter found on some (not all)
Morrow hard drive computers, is intended to furnish
convection cooling to the inside of the case of the
CPU. None of that air, and we have confirmed this with
our local service dealer, gets into the sealed hard
drive. We might add that if a filter is present, and
is allowed to get extremely dirty, it can reduce the
air flow which is used for convection cooling and could
(this is only theoretical) be the cause of some of the
'hot' hard drives which owners are talking about, since
the reduced flow of air caused by a dirty filter will
reduce the designed cooling function.

George L. Miller, Springfield, VA
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FANNING THE FLAMES

Dear Editor:
MORE ON PUBLIC DOMAIN SOFTWARE

(Not in this issue)

The articles list.ed below each contain
more than a passing reference to Public
Domain software. The references are
indicated by (Volume). (issue) • (page), for
instance: 2.4.32 =) MaR Vol. 2, #4, p. 32.

I am one of your early subscribers and I am very
pleased with the progress of Morrow Owners' Review. I
have three MD11 systems that I use in my business.
Overall they have served me well. I did have one
"mother board" and one power supply burn out. Morrow
replaced these, no questions asked and no questions
answered! From reading in MaR, I realize that my
problems were probably from overheating. I placed
small table fans so that they blow through the cooling
slots at the back of the cabinets. Not a pretty
solution, but an inexpensive (I already had the fans)
and apparently effective solution.

Glenn Maron, Jacksonville, FL

ZCPR3 Makes CP/M 2.2 Shine
MDBITS, a Program to

Replace SETBAUD •
MEX, a Great PD program.
NSWEEP, a PD Jewel ••••
Affordable Computing (Almost)
NSWEEP Revisited •• • • • •
MaR Public Domain Diskettes •••

• 1.5.26

• 2.2.20
• 2.2.31
• 2.4.54
• 2.5.40
• 2.6.36
• 2.6.52

MUTUAL ADMIRATION

Dear Editor:

This is just a note of thanks for the kindness and
professionalism with which I was treated when you
published my recent article on dBase II ["Running a
Small Business with a Morrow," MaR, Oct/Nov 1.985,
Vol. 2, #5, p. 7]. I couldn't be happier with the way
it carne out.

I want to congratulate all of you on a publication
which is truly useful, not only to Morrow owners, but
probably to many other CP/M users as well. You have
achieved just the right editorial balance of articles
of interest to novices and computer junkies (like me).
Your layout is both pleasing and well organized. And,
there is now a professional tone, absent from even the
slickest magazines.

MaR is sorely needed. I recently asked my dealer
about upgrading to an MD11 and he said I would have to
wait a minimum of two months to get one. He said
Morrow doesn't even return his calls anymore. Now that
you are independent, we can all feel a little. better
knowing MaR will be around, even if Morrow isn't.

Richard Spingarn, Ithaca, NY

"TO LOOSE" TOO LOOSE

Dear Editor:

I am still looking for the article on squeezing
files--"How Not to Loose Your Files"--feat.ured on the
cover of the Aug/Sept 1985 MaR.

It may also be worth your while to leaf
through the modern articles in the JUN/JUL
1985 issue (MOR Vol. 2, #3) for i.nfor
mation on how to get started with modems
and modem software. Once started you will
have access to the many Electronic
BUlletin Boards (BOO's), most of which
have Remote CP/M facilities (RCPM's) which
will give you access to vast amounts of
Public Domain software.

If you are not a member of a V~rrow

Users Group (MUG) with an associat~

library of diskettes with Public Domain
software, check out the MaR PD Diskettes.
MaR PD is a collection that continually
grows, containing all Floppies of t.he Bi
Month (FLOBs) and several other special
subjects. (see p. 44 for info on this
issue's FLOB.)The directory of MaR PO,
expanded monthly, is available uIX>n
written request to MaR, PO Box 5487,
Berkeley, CA 94705. Attn: MORPD. Be sure
to include a Self Addressed Stamped
Envelope (SASE).

SPECIAL CREDITS

Front cover drawing -- George Kapus
Front cover design -- Augusta Lucas-Andreae
Drawings on pp. 16, 32, 34 -- Augusta Lucas-Andreae
Drawing on p. 21 -- George Kapus
Caricature on p. 32 -- Linda Carothers

I guess everyone is entitled to make mistakes.
Brian Lowy, Briarwood, NY

[Near the end of an intense production period, our MaR
team gets pretty loose. So in spite of all our
meticulous page combing, we forgot to proofread the
cover! Talking about loose ends. • • --Ed.]

Editorial Assistance

Layout Assist.ance
Morrow Liaison
For Propstar program

customiZed for MOR

-- Eleanore Smith
-- Elizabeth Judd
- Steven Aibel
-- John Seamster
-- Russell Greenlaw of

Civil Computing Corp.
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PUBLIC DOMAIN: WHERE DOGS RUN FREE
by Ted Silveira

[An earlier version of this article appeared in.
Computer Currents.]

If you're old enough, you may remember a TV game
.show in wh:ifch the big prize was three minutes in a
supermarket with a shopping cart. The winners charged
down the aisles, grabbing things indiscriminately-
laundry soap, steaks, TV dinners, champagne, dog
biscuits. I always thought these people were crazy.
Why did they bother with the frozen chow mein? Why
didn't they just fill their baskets up with filet
mignon?

Then, about three years ago, I hooked my computer
up to a modem and dialed a computer bulletin board for
the first time. I'd heard that these bulletin boards
had some free programs, but when I saw the hundreds of
programs on this bulletin board's directory, something
snapped. Suddenly, I was rushing down the supermarket
aisles, pUlling things off the shelves as fast. as I
could, snatching up the dog biscui.ts along with the
champagne.

Hundreds of dollars in phone bills later, I've
calmed down quite a bit. I now scan the bulletin
boards with the eye of a connoisseur, and my blood
pressure only rises when I run across something new.
But while the madness lasted, I collected over 400 CP/M
programs, some priceless and others utterly
worthless.

What Is Public Domain Software?

Some people love to spend their free time writing
programs, driven not. by the hope of becoming
millionaires, but by the urge to tinker, an odd sense
of fun, or a deep-seated streak of insanity. Once done
with their programs, these people release them into the
public domain. In other words, they say that if you
want these programs, you can have them, free--no money
changes hands, no licensing agreements need to be
signed. You can use the programs, copy them, change
them, and pass them around. Some authors hold on to
the copyright to keep unethical people from trying to
package and sell their programs.

Many public domain programs are utilities, the
software equivalent of screwdrivers and pliers. Some
of these are for programmers and others who like to

Ted Silveira is a freelance writer, contributing
editor for Profiles and Computer Currents and on the
MOR Editonal Council. He can be reached through the
BAMDUA BOO (415/654-3882), the KAY*FOG BBS
(415/285-2687), or CompuServe (72135,1447) and is
always happy to hear about new public domain software
(or lucrative writing jobs!).

poke around inside their machines, but plenty are
useful for novices. SD (SuperDirectory), for example,
lists the files on your disk in alphabetical order,
gives the size of each file, and tells you how much
space is left on the disk, all at once. UNERA (UNERAse)
can recover a file you accidentally erased. FBAD
(FindBAD) checks a disk for bad spots and marks them so
your computer won't try to write on them. NSWP
(NewSWeeP) copies, renames, and erases batches of files
so easily that you'll never bother to struggle with PIP
again.

Though utilities make up the single biggest group,
you'll also find many other kinds of programs. There
are business programs--general ledger, payroll, data
base management, and income tax overlays for SUPERCAlC
and other spreadsheets. There are communications
programs--like MDM740, MEX114, IMP, and KERMIT--which
let your computer talk to any other computer. There
are word-processing aids, like FTNT14, a footnoting
program, and WINDEX20, which builds indexes, both for
WOrdStar or NeWWord files. There are games,
programming languages, weather forecasting programs,
perpetual calendars, math and statistics programs, and
more. Some big computer bulletin boards carry over
4,000 files.

How Good Is Public Domain Software?

You ask, "How good can free programs be?" They
can be very good, but, of course, not all of them are.
SOme, in fact, should be dumped in the nearest electro
magnetic field. This useless group includes programs
with bugs that will send your computer off to chase its
tail until you hit the reset button. It includes
programs that are obsolete and should be decently
retired. And it includes programs, new and old, that
just don't do anything worth having done. (I once
picked up a program that signed on, told me my machine
had a Z80 processor, and then signed off.)

Many other public domain programs are genuine
bargains. They may be a little slower than their
commercial counterparts, or not quite as slick, but
they work and they're free. Take BUSINESSMASTER, for
example, a complete set of business programs (general
ledger, inventory, payroll, and so forth) that was once
sold commercially. When the company brought out. a new
version, they placed the old BUSINESSMASTER in the
public domain. It's as good a program as it ever was;
it's just not as hot as the newer one.

Finally, some public domain programs are
absolutely first class. For communications, public
domain programs like MDM740, MEX114, and IMP are better
than most commercial programs. In utilities, NEWSWEEP
has practically no commercial competition. And Richard
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Buy
543500
565000
525000
510000
5200.00

GET PUBLIC DOMAIN SOFTWAREI
HUNDREDS OF FREE PROGRAMS AVAILABLE TO COPYI

PUBLIC DOMAIN Software is not copyrighted so no fees to pay' Accounting. data-base,
business. games, languages and utilities free for the taking' Some of these programs sold for
hundreds of dollars before being placed in public domain, Join hundreds of users enjoying a
wealth of inexpensive software, Copy yourself and save'

AVAILABLE ON MORROW FORMAT Rent
IBMPe-BLUE 1-154 Disksides ....•......................... 517500
SIG/M UG 1-240 Disksides................................. 515500
CP/M UG 1-92 Disksides •........•.....•.............•.... 5 45.00
PI CD NET 1-34 Disksides • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 25.00
KAYPRO UG 1-54 Disksides . . . . . . . . .., 5 05.00

Get a PO User Group Catalog Disk - 5500 PP -- Specify Format!
Library rentals are for seven (7) days after receipt. three (3) more days grace to return. If you use
your credit card - no disk deposit. Shipping, Handling and insurance 59.50 per library. Call
(619) 727-1015 for 3 min. recording. Call (619) 941-0925 orders and tech info.

•

~ NATIONAL PUBLIC OOMAIN SOFTWARE ~ [ ,
. I Db~G~s I 1533 Avohill Drive, Vista, CA 92084 ~j VISA I
. 1·800·621·5640 wait for tone. dial 782542 ~'

Conn's ZCPR3 and SYSLIB are a programmer's treasure
chest--two massive sets of programs, complete with very
detailed manuals.

All public domain programs, good and bad, come
with the same wanting, though--when you use them,
you're on your own. If a program suddenly crashes,
taking your last six hours of work with it, it's your
problem. You may be able to get help by talking to a
friendly programmer or by leaving a message on a
bulletin board, but there's no 800 number to call for
technical support, bug fixes, updates, or refunds.
(Then again, that's been true of some commercial
programs, hasn't it?)

How Do You Get Public Domain Software?

One e...xce] lent way to get these programs is to call
computer bulletin boards, many of which have hundreds
(even thousands) of programs available. I get most of
my programs this way, using a modem and a
communications program to transfer them directly from
the bulletin board to a disk in my computer. This
method has two big advantages. First, you can get the
very latest programs from the bulletin boards, often
months before you can get them anywhere else. Second,
you don't have to worry about finding the programs in a
disk format that suits your Morrow.

Of course, the bulletin boards have disadvantages,
too. To hook your computer to the telephone line, you
need a modem, which can cost from $60 to $600. You
need a communications program, like MDM740, that can
use the XMODEM protocol for transfening files. And
you have to pay the phone bill, which can run quite
high if you do a lot of long distance calling.

Another very good way to get public domain
programs, especially if you're just starting out, is
through a local computer users' group. Most have built
up a library of public domain programs which members
(and sometimes non-members) can copy. Usually there is
no charge except. the price of the disk if you didn't
bring your own.

A third way is to get your public domain software
by mail order. MaR offers its Floppy of the Bi-Month,
and some Morrow users' groups, such as BAMDUA (Bay Area
Micro Decision Users Association), will let you join up
and then order disks from their library by mail. You
have to pay a fee to cover postage, handling, and the
cost of the disk, of course, but the prices are
reasonable. (MaR Public Domain (PO) Diskettes, which
include the FLOBs of each issue as well as some special
PO diskettes can be ordered for $8 by mail. See p. 44
for MaR PO Order Forms).

A fourth way to get public domain programs is to
contact one of the national CP/M users' groups. Both
CP/MUG (CP/M Users' Group) and SIG/M (Special Interest
Group for Microcomputers) have huge libraries and print
catalogs, from which you can order as many disks as you
want. But there are disadvantages to this method, too.
By the time the catalog gets to you, the programs are
usually well over six months old--a long time in
computer circles. Both groups charge you for copying,
shipping, and the price of the disk itse]£ (CP/MUG
$13-17 and SIG/M $6). CP/MUG carries only KayPro,
NorthStar, Apple CP/M, and 8" single-sided, single
density disks, while SIG/M carries just the 8" disks.
And both groups sell programs only by the disk. So
even if you just want one program from a particular
disk listed in the catalog, you have to buy the whole
disk.

Finally, in various computer magazines, you'll
find ads for a few commercial operations that handle
public domain software. These usually car:ry a greater
variety of disk formats than CP/MUG and SIG/M, although
they may charge more. For example, WOrkman Associates
charges $32.50 a disk, but they sift out most. of the
junk, so you get more good programs on each disk than
you do from CP/MUG or SIG/M. a

Sources

Bay Area Micro Decision Users Association (BAMDUA)
P.O. Box 5152
Berkeley, CA 94705

The CP/M Users Group (CP/ MUG)
1651 Third Avenue
New York, NY 10028
catalog $10.00

The Special Interest Group for Microcomputers
(SIG/M)
Box 97
Iselin, NJ 08830
catalog $2.00

Workman &Associates
112 Marion Avenue
Pasadena,CA91106
(818) 796-4401
Catalog free on request
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BEST OF THE PUBLIC DOMAIN
by Tim Evans

[Most public domain programs will run on MD2 and MD3
(the "floppy" systems) as well as MD11 (and other hard
disk systems like the MD5,16,34), but a few won't run
properly on an MD hard-disk machine. Notably,
commwri.cation programs come in different versions for
floppy and hard-disk systems. --Ed.]

One important word before we get into the best of
the public domain: The names of the programs listed
here are generic names. When you go looking around for
them, you'll find them under names that will vary a
bit, and you'll have to use your imagination. For
example, many will be abbreviated in some way and most
will have numbers in the filenames. The latter
signifies the version number.

Life Savers

Every--repeat, every--computer owner should have
and use these invaluable-but-free programs. Someday,
one of them will save your life. Read on and find out
what I mean.

FINDBAD.COM Checks a diskette for bad sectors,
then locks them out. This prevents your computer from
trying to store data in the bad sectors. Works properly
only under CP/M 2.2 (floppy systems). Some later
versions may work under CP/M 3.0 but on the floppy of a
hard-disk machine only. Use cheap diskettes without
fear; use diskettes sold as single sided (SSDD) as if
they were double sided (DSDD). [SSDD and DSDD disks are
really the same thing, except for price and slightly
higher risk of a bad sector on the normally "unused"
side of the SSDD disk. Most experienced users agree
that using SSDD disks as DSDD is safe enough, and the
price difference is well worth it. --Ed.]

UNERASE.COM "Un-erases" a file you've mistakenly
erased from your diskette. Tell it the name of the
file and it will go hunt for it; if you haven't stored
anything else on the diskette, there's a great chance
you'll get your file back.. How much is this worth to
you when you reclaim a file representing hours of work?
Older versions will only work properly under
CP/M 2.2.

Your Computer and Ma Bell

Using your Morrow to commwri.cate with other
computers over telephone lines is a snap with public
domain software. Watch it, though: MD floppy systems

Member of MaR's Editorial Council and President of
BaltiMUG, Tim Evans lives in Baltimore. He is a
produced playwright and Producerof the Baltimore Play
wrights' Festival. To pay for all this, he writes
legislation for the Social Security Administration.

and MD hard-disk machines need their own version,
because of the different port addresses used for the
serial ports connecting modem with computer. In
addition to one of the following programs, you'll need
special "overlay" files to customize your
commwri.cations program to your computer.

MDMxxx.COM (where xxx stands for a version
number like 730 or 740; latest version is MDM740) The
old faithful CP/M commwri.cations program. Easy to use
for anything from CompuServe to MCl Mail to swapping
(public domain) files by phone with your friends to
computer bulletin boards to mainframes. MODEM? is an
old and now obsolete precursor. MDMxxx has been around
so long that it's bug-free.

MEX.COM (latest version MEXl14) Modem
Executive. Automates many communications tasks. MEX
users keep an active nationwide system of information
packed "newsletters" alive; you'll find them on
computer bulletin boards.

IMP.COM (latest version IMP244) "Intelligent
Modem Program." Handles the new 2400-bps modems and
''YMODEM'' protocols. Optionally uses 1 kb packets
rather than the customat:y 128 byte packets which speeds
up file transfers considerably. Makes use of the
functions keys on your terminal. Automatically "steps
down" transmission speed (on 2400-baud Smartmodems) if
phone line quality is bad. If you know how to use
MDMxxx, you know how to use this one. The Latest.

[On the FLOB/FEB86 (see page 44) are several ready-to
run .COM files for both floppy and hard-disk machines,
along with the documentation containing instructions
on how to operate them. At a later time, MaR will
publish PD diskettes with those special "overlay" files
and instructions on how to customize yo~ chosen
commwri.cation program. Each of the above three
programs is complete in itse)£. Which one to choose is
largely a matter of taste. --Ed.]

Screwdrivers and Monkeywrenches

Once you venture outside the Morrow Menus, you'll
find your life will be easier if you have a "tool box"
with some of the "utility" programs below. And you
don't need to be a hacker to use them. Many of these
are essential if you're going to get into
commwri.cations.

SQ.COM Compresses a file so it takes up less
space on your diskette. Good for your archive
diskettes because you can get more "Squozed" files on
them. Also essential if you're using your computer to
transfer (public domain) files by telephone: a
squeezed file takes less time to transfer--and if
you're using long-distance, this means money as well as
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time. SQ.COM is especially effective with text files;
not with .COM files, because they don't have much
unused (squeezable) space in them.

USQ.COM Un-squeezes a file squoze by SQ.COM.

NULU.COM "Library Utility." Groups a bunch of
files into a single file that takes up less diskette
space than the total space required for the individual
files. Also reverses the process. Most computer
bulletin boards put related files, including the
instructions for using them, into Libraries; you need
this tool to get them out. NULU.COM has built into it
most of the functions of ~SWEEP (see below), unlike
its now obsolete precursor LU.COM.

D.COM, SO.COM Two of numerous directory programs
which give you more information about the contents of a
diskette than CP/M's OIR. Provide alphabetized
directories, show file sizes, space remaining, file
attributes, more. [See p. 10 for more on SO.]

NCAT.COM, YANC.COM Two of a multitude of
"catalog" utilities. Use them to create master
catalogs (on diskette, paper) of all of the files on
all of your diskettes, then automatically update your
catalog to keep it current. Some allow descriptions of
your files along with the filenames.

QUIKKEY.COM Public domain program similar to
SmartKey (tm). Works properly only under CP/M 2.2

(floppy systems). Stores previously defined sequences
of keystrokes (words, phrases, commands, etc.) in the
back of your computer's mind for instant recall at the
touch of a key or two. Zap your name, address, and
phone number into a document with one keystroke.
latest versions work with WordStar/NewWord.

. The Swiss Army Knife

So far, we've been talking about utility programs
that do one thing. Put the following multi-purpose
program in your tool kit, then call yourself a
handyman.

NEWSWEEP.COM This may become your most-used
program. Squeeze or unsqueeze one file or ten, copy,
erase, rename, check the size of file (s) or the space
left on a diskette, read or print a text file, even if
it's squoze. See MOR, August/September 1985 (Vol. 2,
#4, p. 54) for more information about Dave Rand's
magnificent little 12K program; then copy it onto every
diskette you own.

Souped-up WordStar

Cuss WordStar a] 1 you want, but its widespread use
has spawned a virtual cottage industry of add-on's;
many of them are in the public domain. And some will
work with NeWWord. Most work on the principle that you
insert special "flag" characters in your document, them

FOR MORE INFORMATION. IN CALIF. CALL:
1.800.232.111040"

• IO-Minute Entry
Calculation, Print Out

• Complete Returns on Your
Own Personal Computer
- No Waiting Timel

S4DO.

S500.

Your Fastest, Easiest Tax Preparation Program
"'\'A~,"
c1@~1tNO TURNAROUND TIME , '(~..\.':"':

TAXWORKS gives you fast. accurate personal federal and ~k' QC~~
California returns when and where you need thern. Imag- ~

ine what this will mean in April: you'II handle last-minute . I ' 4.~jil

returns and changes on-time. You'II file fewer extensions CJ. " -J r _', ,:: ,. ...'

and corrections. Your clients Will get faster refunds. --=-_"i4f!l!/8F~~~ I ::. '", .~(.~~

- " i1i~~

CALIFORNIA: 540. A. B. CEF. D-I. D-2. G. H. ES. 3B05X. 3885.
5805.

FEDERAL: 1040. A. B. C. D. E. G. W. SE. ES. 2106. 2210. 244 J.
3903.3468.4562.4797.6251.

PROFESSIONAL FEDERAL ONLY _

PROFESSIONAL FEDERAL & CALIF. _

EQUIPMENT REQUIRED
MorrOVII Micro Decision,
MS-DOS or CP1M-SO
Computers. SO
Column Printer

GOODBYE TO SERVICE BUREAUS
You'II save money ifyou're now using a seNice bureau. And
instead of waiting for pickUps and deliveries. you can run a
return in J0 minutes at any time of day ... or night. If you
now prepare returns manually. TAXWORKS will turn out
more returns in less time. with greateraccuracy ... and a fot
less aggravationl

THE 10-MINUTE 1040
TAXWORKS™
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run the program to search for and do somet.hing to
whatever you've flagged in the document.

INDEX.COM Construct an alphabetized index, with
page numbers, for a WordStar document.

FOOTNOTE.COM Put footnotes, prOPerly numbered
and formatted, at the foot of pages in WordStar
documents.

OUTLINE.COM Make a formal outline (i.e., with
regular indentations) out of your document.

WCOUNT.COM Counts the words or lines in a
document.

PAIR.COM Spots unpaired control sequences in your
documents. How many times have you found out you
forgot to tum off underlining only when you went t.o
print your document?

WordStar/NewWord to Go

Speaking of WordStar, those durned WordStar (and
NeWWord) documents won't work with other word
processors (or with CP/M's TYPE command or with
NEWSWEEP) because they've got funny (but invisible)
characters in them. Documents created by other word
processors may not work withWordStar/NeWWord. What do
you do?

PURETEXT.COM, FILTER-COM Remove the control
characters, "soft" carriage returns and spaces, other
funny characters, and dot commands from a
WordStar/NeWWord document and make it into a "pure"
ASCII file, readable in virtually any other word
processor--provided, of course, you can put the file on
a diskette the other comput.er.can read.

ENSOFT.COM, WSDOCON.COM, PW2WS.COM These
reverse the "filter" process of the above programs,
making documents created by other word processors
usable with WordStar/NewWOrd.

The Kitchen Sink

Hate CP/M and its silly rules? Try ZCPR or XCCP,
both of which are complete replacement operating
systems. want a forty-page list of computer bulletin
boards with verified phone numbers and information
about the syst.ems? Try PDSE-xxx.LST, available on
almost any bulletin board. want the great grand-parent
of all computer games? Try ADVENTUR.COM. (See
"Adventure Strategies" on p. 21 in this issue.) Like
dBase II but can't figure out how to get your data back
out in the form you want it? RCPM's around the country
are full of public domain add-on' s for dBase. How
about a whole public domain database program that's
more powerful in many ways than Personal Pearl -- and
easier to use to boot? Try PC-File.

If all this isn't. enough, how about loan
amortization programs, financial planning programs,
checkbook programs, income tax templates for your
spreadsheet program, accounting programs, decision
support programs, PERr-tyPe programs for planning and
tracking complex jobs, .printer-control programs that
will make your dot-matrix printer do all its tricks,
including patting its head, rubbing its stomach, and
printing dirt_y pictures. How about programs that will
look up a zipcode or area code for you, let you use
your computer to type an envelope, plot the orbit of
the space shuttle, tell you on what day of the week the
Battle of Hastings took place, do multiple-regression
analyses, or keep the family recipe file? They're all
in the public domain. Enjoy. D

KEEPING ORGANIZED
by Ken Grymala

When I first got my MD2, I remember thinking to
myself how organized it would help me be. I'd have a
diskett.e for each program, a data diskette for each
particular topic, and lots of logically named files.
The diskettes would be much easier to keep track of
than the hundreds of loose paPers cluttering my
office.

Well, it didn't take long and I had dozens of
diskettes. Then we got an MOll. Keeping track of

Ken Grymala is a free-lance electrical engineer. He
and his wife Lynda use an MD2 and an MOll in their
small business to prepare technical manuals, training
materials, reports, SPecial software, and magazine
articles. They also use the comput.ers for business
record keeping and accounting.

files and software really began to be a problem.
Luckily I had joined the Morrow Users Group of
Washington (MUGW) and found out about this great. thing
they called their "PUBLJC DOMAIN LIBRARY." In it
were hundreds of wonderful (and free) programs.

Each of the three public domain programs I am
about. to describe will work with any of the Morrow
MO series of computers, or any other computer running
CP/M 2.2 or CP/M 3.0. BISHOW allows you to read a
document directly from CP/M. SuperOirectory provides
all kinds of features related to disk directories.
YANC is a disk cataloging data base program. When
these three programs are used singly or together, they
provide a simple to use but very powerful method of
keeping track of anything from a few diskettes to
thousands of files.
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BISlJaq Comnands
Table 1

BISHOW

BISHOW is a short program that allows you to
"view" a document. Unlike the TYPE program that is
part of CP/M, or even the VIEW function of programs
like NSWEEP, this program allows you to move at your
pace, forward. or backward. through a document.

I renamed BISHOW.COM to ''V.COMII so that it would
be like the "viewll function in many other programs.
Now whenever I'm in CP/M, all I have to· do is type V
followed by the name of the document I want to read.

BISHOW allows you to move forward. and backward a
line or a screen at a time. The BISHOW commands are
shown in Table 1.

One of the best parts of BISHOW is that it never
locks up the system the way other TYPE or VIEW
programs do when they encounter a strange command or
control code. If the file you wish to read is
unreadable, it just prints a few lines of gibberish on
the screen, but it doesn't hang up. A IIQII or a -C will
immediately get you back to CP/M.

BISHOW is one of those programs whose author is
unknown. If you know who wrote BISHOW, please extend
my thanks.

SuperDirectory

SuperDirectory (SD), is just that. SD-77.COM and
SD-V.COM allow you to get and create all kinds of disk
directory information that would otherwise take several
programs and a lot of work when compared to the CP/M
commands you would have to use instead.

SD-77 lists files in four sets of horizontal
columns in a format similar to CP/Ws DIR. SD-V lists
the files in a single vertical column.

I renamed SD-77.COM to D.COM and I renamed
SD-V.COM to DV.COM. [Caution: There is at least one
other Directory program called D.COM, so don't try to
give the same name if there are others around. --Ed.]
In the simplest mode, if I just type a D and a carriage
return, I get a directory, in alpha-numeric order for
that drive and user area. It would be equal to using
"STAT *.*11 in CP/M 2.2 or IIDIR *.* [FULL]II in CP/M 3.0.
That is, the program lists the file names, fHe sizes,
the total of the file sizes shown, and the disk· space
remaining on the diskette or in the user area.

But that's just the beginning of what you can do
with SuperDirectory. By adding a space, a $ and one
or more modifier letters to the Dor DV, SuperDirectory

SUperDirectory Options
Table 2

YANC disk identifier
Auxiliary Dictionary
Correct-It main program
Main Dictionary
For updating master
dictionary
Dictionary Index
This directory document
Interactive correcting
editor

BO: DINDEX .BIN 2K
BO: DISKMENU.DIR 2K
BO: IXUP .COM 24K

BO: -OORRECT.302 OK
BO: AUXDICT •TXT 2K
BO: CORRECT.COM 22K
BO: DICT .BIN 92K
BO: DICTEDIT.COM 20K

Vertical SUperDirectory with Added Comnents
Listing 1

After the A> of CP/M, enter: D $m, where m is one
or more of the following modifiers (A, C, etc.)

»DRIVE:B USER:O FILES: 8
SPACE USED:164K (22K FREE) «

A - Display directories of all user areas 0 
15.

C - Clear screen before displaying.
D - Display directories for all active drives A

- E.
Note: This feature doesn't work very well
on Morrow MD series computer because of the
Morrow virtual drive feature. After it
finishes drive B, it resets the disk to
virtual drive C, then D, and then E. Each
time it goes to the next virtual drive, it
gives you the same directory as you received
on Drive B.

F - Produces a disk directory file called
DISKMENU.DIR. This disk directory can be
edited using a word processing program such
as NevMord or WordStar.

L - Lists normal directory plus the contents of
libraries

N - No pagination, keeps scrolling if more than
one full screen.

P - Printer option - prints directory on printer
R - Reset disk (good for CP/M 2.2 which doesn't)
S - Shows system files (good for CP/M 3.0)
V - Shows date, version number
Un - Display contents of User Area lin. II For

instance, if n=8, then provide directories
for user area 8. If used with with the "A"
option, then provide all user areas equal to
or greater than "n"

Besides providing quick information about disk
contents, one of the best features of SuperDirectory is
the file that you can generate called DISKMENU.DIR.
This fHe will contain any directory information that
you may have requested as described above. It may then
be edited with WordStar or NewWord. Listing 1 is a
sample of a' vertical SuperDirectory for my MD2
Correct-It disk. The comments were added using NewWord
in the non-document mode.

will allow you to to get any of the information shown
in Table 2. It can be used from any drive or user
area.

= MOVE AHEAD ONE LINE
= MOVE AHEAD ONE SCREEN
= MOVE ONE LINE BACK
= KJVE BACK ONE SCREEN
= HELP
= QUIT (RETURN TO TO CP/M)

RETURN KEY
SPACE BAR
MINUS SIGN ("_")
"B" KEY
"?" KEY
CI'RL C OR "Q" KEY
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YANC

If you have dozens of diskettes and/or a hard disk
full of files, YANC will help make your life easier.

YANC, which stands for Yet ANother Catalog
program, lets you maintain a master directory of all of
your other diskettes on just one di skette. You may
then use this master directmy to display or print
individual diskette directories, as well as for
obtaining specific directories by category, e.g.
"*.LTR" files.

DISKETrE AND CCNl'ENTS

Master Catalog '1
Original Diskettes

MD-2 Software
MD-ll Software
General Purpose Originals

Master Catalog #2
Working/Backup Program Diskettes

MD-2 Only
MD-ll Only
General

SER. NOS.----
000 to 299

000 to 049
050 to 099
100 to 299

300 to 699

300 to 399
400 to 499
500 to 699

Conclusion

sample Master catalog Breakdown
Table 3

After your diskettes have been cataloged, YANC
allows you to list or print the files by serial number,
by name and/or extension, or you may list the entire
catalog. When looking for files or disks you may also
use standard wild cards (* and ?).

After a diskette has been cataloged, I write the
catalog name and number on the diskette label. This
makes it easy to identify without having to put it in
the computer. If you forget to label it, the catalog
name and serial number will show up whenever you do a
directory of the diskette contents.

700 to 999
Master Catalog #3
Data Diskettes

The three programs I've described all help to keep
my computer files organized, and they work very well
for me. In my opinion, BISHOW and SuperDirectory are
without equal in either commercial form or in the
public domain. YANC is also a very solid and usable
tool. Used together, these programs provide features
that are not even available in commercial software.
The closest rival I know of is Eureka (see software
review in MaR, Vol 2, #4, AUG/SEPT 1985, p. 45). But
even if I had Eureka, I'd still be using BISHOW and
SUperDirectmy many times each day. a
[Of course everyone is entitled to their own taste, and
you may not agree with the preferences of this or that
author. If you have strong feelings about which PD
Programs you think are best, write about them
and send it to MaR. --Ed.]

YANC is the best public domain cataloging program
I've seen, and it works very well for me. However, if
someone should decide to update YANC (the C source
code is included in the YANC library), it sure would be
nice if it had just a couple of additional features. I
would like to have the ability to make a short comment
about each disk, and have this comment placed in
MAST.CAT. I would then like to have the ability to
list these comments, along with just the diskette names
and serial numbers, in alpha-numeric name oIder or in
serial number order.

I have mine arranged this way because this is
basically how my diskettes are stored. It also keeps
my data files to a manageable number. As you begin to
get to around 750 files (that's about 30 diskettes for
me) in MAST.CAT, there is a noticeable slowdown in
adding new diskettes.

If you have more than about 25 diskettes, I feel
it is best to come up with a logical plan for
organizing your diskettes. YANC tracks by using the
three digit number that you assign to each diskette.
The name you give each disk is mainly for your
benefit.

You could just begin by assigning all your
diskettes a number from 000 to 999 and storing them in
numerical order, but I know that wouldn't work for me.
I have enough diskettes and files that I have three
Master Catalog disks. I' have mine organized as shown
in Table 3.

The master catalog that YANC produces includes
disk names and serial numbers, individual file names,
the user area of the individual files, the size of each
file, and the space remaining on the cataloged
diskette. YANC allows you to produce a number of
different reports, on the screen or on a printer, based
on this information.

YANC was originally written by Mr. Ken Presser,
and has been modified by many others. YANC is fully
menu driven and contains the best of other public
domain catalog programs, plus extras. It even includes
a very well written help section that can be called up
from within the program at any time. The version I am
describing, and the one that is on the MaR Floppy of
the Bi-Month (FLOB/FEB86, see p. 44) is version 1.83,
last updated by Mr. Paul M. Stittler in May 1984.

YANC works by creating a Master Catalog disk data
file called MAST.CAT. YANC also puts an identifier on
each diskette that has been cataloged. If you refer to
Listing 1, used in the SuperDirectory example above,
you win note the YANC identifier I-eORRECT.302." The
dash, which is forced by YANC, puts the disk name at
the beginning of an alpha-numerically arranged
directmy. That leaves up to seven characters for the
identifying disk name you choose, and three extension
characters. The three extension characters become the
disk serial number and must be numeric in the range of
000 to 999.
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PROBLEMS WITH PUBLIC DOMAIN SOFTWARE
by Steven A. Wartofsky

I write this hoping I will not bring a curse down
upon my head from all the wonderful people who have
spent many hours writing, testing, and (hope£ully)
documenting the software which they have placed in the
public domain.

Though there is spectacular software available in
the public domain, there are also some horrors; I can
think of one program that was sent to some public
bulletin board systems which, when run, re-formatted
the bulletin board's fJoppy or hard-disk. Careless
sysops lost entire systems, collections of software and
time because of that one. Fortunately, this type of
soft.ware is rare, so you most likely won't run into
such problems yourself. You're more likely to be
annoyed either by software that is useless--the 47th
new "super" directory program that tells you just what
the previous 46 did -- or software whose documentation
tells you it will perform miracles, and then proceeds
to do nothing so well as crash your computer system.
Contained here are some hints on what to do with the
latter.

One of the "limitations" of free software is that
what you get is what you have to work with; rarely do
the people who write free programs offer extended
support, answers to questions not resolved in the
documentation, or fixes of bugs in the program. (There
are exceptions, particularly in the field of
communications software, where people like Irv Hoff and
Ron Fowler have responded to pleas for help, bugs in
their programs, and users' questions in a way which
puts most commercial soft.\vare companies and
distributors to shame; but t.hey are unusual.) The
result is t.hat you are left three solutions to any
problems you may have with a piece of public domain
(hereafter re£ened to as "PO") soft.ware: 1.) Fix it
yourself, which may involve learning a bit about the
obscurities of assembly language, computer languages,
and your computer's ways of dealing with its
peripherals; 2) Find someone who knows enough and has
enough time on their hands to fix it for you; or
3) Press Reset and go back to the familiar ten:itory of
the soft.ware you're used to working with. Since most
people know how to do 3, this article will deal with 1
and 2.

What kinds of problems are you likely to encounter
when you first venture into the realm of PO? One of
the most common hangups in PO software derives from the
almost endless variety of terminals, and ways of

Steven Wartofsky, a PhD candidate in American
Literature at UC Berkeley, learned a lot about. his
computer in order to prevent its kidnapping his
dissertation at an inopportune moment. So far he has
succeeded.

addressing terminals" in the world of CP/M.
Fortunately, as a Morrow user one can be pretty sure
that if soft.ware works on, say, the Freedom 50--one of
the early Morrow terminals--it will probably work the
same way on the MDT-60 and MDT-70, since all of them
have the same basic set of commands which affect the
screen. But most PO software is not written initially
for ~10rrows; it's either written specifically for
anot.l1er brand--Kaypro, Osborne, even Radio Shack--or
is written to work on, for instance, "ADM-3A compatible
t.erminals." You probably know from your experience
with commercial software that some time is involved,
either on your part or on the part of the dealer, in
configuring software for your terminal and printer.
with PO software, not only will the stuff most likely
not be installed for your Morrow, but it will be set up
specifically for another CP/M system, often with few
instructions about the specifics of that setup.

Does this mean, then, that you can only use
Morrow-specific PO software? No. There are a couple of
ways the PO community has addressed the compatibility
question. The most common way to avoid problems of
configuration is to write a program that uses the
terminal and printer as simply as possible; most of the
popular utilities, like NewSweep, OU, etc. go this
route. No highlighting, special screen-writing
routines, writing to specific areas on the screen, nor
special printing features, are implemented in this kind
of software. The logic behind this is that the users
who write and use PO software don't need to have their
terminals light up like Christmas trees to feel they've
got a good piece of software on hand; if it does what
it's supposed t.o do, that's quite enough.

But many people, including those conversant. in the
details of programming, like an int.eresting screen,
andI or want to be able to use all the print.ing features
they paid good money for. And many PO games seek to
emulate the action/arcade qualities found in software
for game computers, which involves quite a bit of
maneuvering for CP/M systems, like the Morrow, which
don't use video boards to "map" the pixels on the
screen. (Apple, IBM, Commodore and Atari computers all
use a board of memory whose manipulation turns on and
off the dots on the screen; Morrow and other CP1M
computers send a number for each letter out the serial
port, which the terminal then "interprets" and prints
as a letter on the screen. To use a crude analogy, the
Morrow terminal is to the daisy wheel printer what an
IBM terminal is to the dot-matrix printer, in the way
each "prints" to the screen.) Some PO programs, then,
have sections of code where terminal andI or printer
routines are set up to use all the features of a
particular piece of hardware.
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For instance, you might find a series of "escape"
sequences in a BASIC program like JETSIM (PRINT
CBR$ (27) +"*" means "send an escape-asterisk to the
terminal"; on Mo:rrows this will clear the screen) which
print items at sPeCific places on the screen, or
highlight different Parts of the screen in different
ways, or update Parts of the screen as the program
runs. Obviously, if the program is written for a Xerox
computer, when your Mon:ow sees, say, escape-..... in a
program--which we'll assume here means "turn high
lighting on" for the Xerox--it will do something wierd
to your terminal--turn on xon/xoff handshaking out the
printer port, or something similarly arcane. Instead
of a pretty screen, you'll get at best a well-mixed
letter-salad, at worst a locked terminal. The solution
is to edit the BASIC file so that it will send out the
right escape or control characters at the right time.

Which brings us to another problem: there's a good
chance your BASIC program, for the sake of compactness
and speed, will not have REM (remark or comment) lines
explaining what each terminal-control sequence does. In
this case you have to guess, or experiment by changing
the escape-..... to, say, escape-G-D (turns highlighting
on for Mon:ows) and seeing what happens when you run
the program. (A moldy jellybean to all programmers who
forget to include information on how their program uses
the terminal and printer.) A seasoned PD software
enthusiast will recognize the part of the program where
the terminal/printer routines are and eventually be
able to reconfigure them; but someone who knows nothing
about BASIC will simply have to throw hands up or
settle in for an uncomfortable read through the BASIC
manual (or call out for help--we'll get to that in a
moment).

To make things seem even worse, you're likely to
find some PD programs which exist only as .COM files-
say, IGLOO.COM or SUPERBASE.COM--with little or no
documentation, and no source code. This leaves you not
knowing what the program does or how you can get it to
work with your terminal. If you have neither the source
code nor explicit instructions about debugging the .COM
file, you probably have to forget it. However, if you
know what to look for to make the necessary
alterations, you can use a PD debugger to find and
change a specific string of characters. For instance,
you could use such a debugger to search for the
sequence ESC G D in the program--the Mon:ow terminal
instruction to turn highlighting on. Once you've found
it, you'd sort of know where and what the terminal
control routines are and could fiddle with them. But
this isn't much fun unless you really know what you're
doing, and even then it's an ugly chore).

Your best bet in getting a .cor-1 file to work on
your terminal is to get hold of the source code. That
is the text of a program, written in some computer
language (e.g., BASIC, PASCAL, C, or Assembly
language). Using an assembler or compiler, you can
turn the text file into a file--such as NSWEEP.COM--you
can run by typing its name, NSWEEP. You can find
source codes through most users groups or RCP/M's.
(continued)

DOUBLE YOUR PLEASURE!

Your MD-2 Micro Decision computer is a good
machine, but its old, slow, noisy single side disk
drives just don't hold enough data for your increased
data requirements. Don't scrap it, convert!

Civil Computing will convert your MD-2 into a
more modern MD-3 by replacing your old MD-2 single
side drives with new, fast, quiet double side drives,
and making the necessary software changes.

Civil Computing has tried several brands of disk
drive and we've chosen Qume drives for every reason
except price. Qume drives aren't as cheap as some,
but they're are fast (6 m.s.), and much quieter than
the others, and made by ITT, a domestic company.

Here's how we transform your aging MD-2 into the
equivalent of a modern, expensive MD-3 ...
• replace both drives with new Qume QT142 drives,
• convert your single side CP/M to double side.

Only $ 350.00 plus return shipping and applicable
sales tax on parts portion. Visa & M/C accepted.

CI VI L 211 I RESEARCH DRIVE, SUITE I

COMPUTING LIVERMORE, CALIFORNIA 94550

CORPORATION 14151455-8086

FRIENDLY TELECOMMUNICATIONS
ReachOut is a menu-driven telecommunications pro
gram that works with any modem, including the CTS MM-300
Modem System. The current version includes asuper-sim
ple auto-logon capability that is guaranteed to work every
time, a printer buffer that permits printing while on-line
without loss of characters (regardless of printer speed), and a
comprehensive auto-answer/host mode. Installation is
accomplished with as little as three keystrokes. Make first
call, with logging, typically in less than ten minutes. The
manual is written in easy-to-use, easy-to-understand,
style and includes an index and glosary. Full end-user
telephone support is provided by the manufacturer. No
"MODEM 7" limitations, commands to remember, or other
problems. ReachOut is reviewed in Morrow Owners'
Review #2 & #3. A special version is available for all
Micro-Decision computers at a price 40% less than the
standard version. Send $125.00; $132.50 if shipped to
California address. Includes shipping by U. P. S. ground. For
trade-in on MITE, send disk, manual, and $65.00 only.

Applied Computer Techniques
21 Cottonwood Drive, San Rafael, CA 94901

(415) 459-3212
• 30-day, money-back, guarantee •
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Assuming you know something about assembly language or
programming, your next step would be to edit that
source code and recompile it.

You can probably see by now that to be most.
efficient in the world of PD, you'll need to learn
something about computer languages, assembly language,
debugging, etc. If you don't want to do that, there's
still hope: first, programmers are getting much better
about. documenting their code and providing the means
for configuration. (Some PD programs written in and
compiled by Turbo Pascal actually include a free,
program-specific installation program, for instance.)
The ideal general solution here would be a booklet or
text file, up on PD exchange systems, which includes
all known terminal and printer control sequences for
an CP/M micros, so translation from one to another
could be more transParent.

Secondly, computer bulletin boards and Remote
CP/ M systems (used to exchange PO software by modem)
often have on-line some~ helpful and knowledgeable
PeOple who will respond to questions and messages and
will fix things for you, if you're nice about it. [The
SBBS system (415-654-3882) set up by the Bay Area Micro
Decision Users Group (BAMDUA) is a model bulletin board
in this respect.] The trick here is that they'll help
when they have the time to, and only with what they
know; if you want immediate, on-demand help with PO
soft.ware, you'd better learn a bit about how to fix
things on your own. MOR is also a bastion of support
in cases where you can't find help otherwise; if 100
letters come in complaining about some problem in
NewSweep, chances are good someone floating around will
try to figure things out and send in a piece on how to
fix it--Dave Block's articles on quieting drives,
articles on WordStar patches, etc. are examples of
fixes that have develoPed in the past. a

DEBUGGING: OVERCOMING BASIC FEAR
by Gordon Northrup

One thing we learn as infants is to feel helpless
and scared in the face of unknown technology, such as a
toaster. Otherwise we may get a large shock or a loud
rebuke. These neurotic fears are not necessary, as
shown in these three beginner examples.

My mistake was getting the "Monstrous Startrek
Disk" CPMUG.022 (from Public Domain copying Company,
33 Gold St., NYC 1.0038). I could have as easily gotten
an ordinary Startrek such as CPMUG.003, or, probably
best for a beginner like myself, The Free Software
Handbook and its disks (from Peopletalk Associates, PO
Box 863652, Plano, TX 75086). When I finally got the
huge file started, and tried to get "OUT" of the
"Enterprise's Computer," it hung up. I felt helpless,
daunted, and to tell the truth, scared to touch the
program because I know almost no BASIC. But when I
reset the program it told me the trouble had been on
line 2580. So with reckless (that is, counterphobic,
which means pretending I wasn't frightened) impulse I
called it up on NewWord, forgetting at first to use the
non-document mode. So far, so good. It looked right:
2580 INPUT"PROGRAM NAME";B$, just the right place.
But I needed all the tranquil industry I could manage
in order to figure out what the program was doing and
to believe that the line of code just a few lines down,

Gordon Northrup is a child psychiatrist and the editor
of a new journal entitled Residential Treatment for
Children and Youth -- which activities unfortunately
don't leave much time for fooling around on his MD3
(ROM 2.5).

2660 ON IGOT02670,2910,2980,3040,2580,3100, was
somehow ordering jumps that directed the program to the
right responses for various inputs. All seemed OK
except that "2580" again, which would cycle back to the
trouble spot when I inputted "OUT." So (take a deep
breath) I deleted it--and the program worked!

After that, the next bug was easy. When I tried
to "DOCK" the Enterprise, the program reset, telling me
the problem was line 3500 E1=I7:S3=I8:T4[9:L1=J1. I
truly have no idea what that means. But if you look at
it with an undaunted eye, it's obvious that [ doesn't
belong, and when you replace it with the most likely
guess, which is =1, then the program works.

DECISION.BAS was something else. It hung up so
badly that I could't reset and had to reboot, so it
didn't direct me to the trouble spot. After forgetting
to make ita nondocument, I found in the program the
last line it printed on the screen before hanging up
("Hit Space Bar..."). The next line after some
printing instructions was 128 WAIT 0, 1, 1. I looked
up WAIT in the Users's Guide to MBasic. After an
incomprehensible explanation, it concluded "It is
possible to enter an infinite loop•••," which had a
poetic similarity to what had happened to me. I
changed it to 0, 0, 1 without success, and finally just
deleted the whole line. I don't know if it's working
correctly, but it does work now.

As Franklin Roosevelt might have said, "All you
have to fear is fear itself, providing you've made a
backup file." a
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$59.95
$6.00

JUST RELEASED!
MS-DOS EDITION

FREE SOFTWARE HANDBOOK $17.95
The CP/M edition is in its third printing; the
PC- DOS / MS- DOS volu me took a year to research
and write, but it's out in time for Christmas gift
giving. Separate editions for CP/M &: MS-DOS.
Features top programs in public domain:

- What they are - How to get them
- When they're useful - How they work

(Handbook plus software disks $62.95. Disks only
$54.95. Please specify machine &: disk format.)

78 Disks oC CP/M and MS-DOS Public Domain
Software! See Christmas issue of our Quarterly or
call for our P.D. Disk catalogue. Per disk: $11.95

~.,~

..;:.:::.~~.. The Ultimate Database CP/M $99.95
MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE! MS-DOS $149.95
FUlly relational database, uses up to 16 files at
one time, natural language interpreter -- talk to
Salvo in English, powerful 4th generation language
-- write whole programs in 2 or 3 lines.

Chec~s®Balanc~~ CP/M or MS-DOS $64.95
Easy-to-use accounting package for personal
and business use. MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE!
"If anyone had told me that I would be balancing
my checkbook and enjoying it, I would have
suggested he was a candidate for a rubber room!"
Dave Gerrold, Profiles Magazine

@

NEW! SmartKey4 for CP/M Kaypros $44.95
NEW! SmartKey5 Cor MS-DOS machines $54.95
SmartKey-n Cor Other CP/M Machines $44.95
Customize your keyboard and turn your most-used
commands into one keystroke. A perfect gift!

SmartPrint Take control of your printer! $19.95
SmartKey with SmartPrint (any format) $59.95
NEW! SmartDisk Multi-format Utility $44.95
Creates 112 disk formats on any MSDOS machine.

RAMdisk with PC-DOS processing capability.
256K (expandable to 1 Mb) RAMdisk runs IBM's
PCDOS on CP/M Kaypro Osborne Xerox &: Morrow.
Co-Power 88 and 88 Plus From $324.95

().rmCrandt ~ Charts, Graphs &: Plots
Kaypro &: Osborne CP/M Demo disk

.... ;.: ; : :::.;.:.. ::..::.::; ,';

~?
~,::..::\:::

Introducing

2'(~
PrintMaster

NEW! PrintMaster Super Graphics - Low Price
The amazing PrintMaster lets you create -

- Pictures - Stationary - Signs
- Greeting Cards - Posters - Banners

All art in this ad was created by PrintMaster!
Runs on ANY CP/M Kaypro or Morrow &: most
MSDOS machines. Uses Epson, Gemini, Okidata, or
Toshiba Printers. Includes 111 predefined pictures.
Crea tes millions of unique designs. Very Flexible
and Easy To Use. MONEY-BACK GUARANTEEI
Print Master $49.95
PrintMaster Demo Disk $6.00
You've Never Seen Anything Like Print Master!

NEW BOOK! - The Creative PrintMaster $13.95

DISKETTES! SPECIAL 25 DISK PREPACKS

II·....··.· Single-Sided: $1.20 each $30.00 Box
Double-Sided: $1.40 each $35.00 Box
Includes warranty, envelopes &: labels

DISKETTE BREEDING CAGES
Tubs and Library Boxes for Perpetual Disk Growth:
5 Library Boxes (10 disks each) $10.95
Disk Tub (holds 25 disks) $15.95
Disk Tub (holds 50 disks) $19.95
Locking Disk Tub (50 disks) $22.95

PHOENIX The Incredible Self Re-Inking ribbon!
Guaranteed to outlast 12 mortal ribbons. Fits
Okidata, Gemini &: some C.Itohs. Pick one:

Printaholic $15.95 Heavy Abuser $15.95
Daily Habit $15.95 Occasional User $15.95

Write or call for our complete catalogue.
Attention Programmers! We publish software.
Contact us for information.

(0JtE0PLETRLK ASS0CIRTES.lnC. 0)
P.O. Box 863652- E II~I~I
Plano, TX 75086 ~~

1-800-PT BOOKS ~-::
Inside Texas call: 1-214-423-4634 h' ~~•••

Please include product price in U.S. Dollars + $3 .).- .,.,--.....or>

shipping &. handling, $7 for COD ($12 surface or
$25 air mail outside U.S.) Texas residents add tax.



OF COPYRIGHTS AND "PUBLIC DOMAIN"
by Bill Steele

Whether you're writing software for profit or for
public domain di.stribution--or even if you're just a
user--you should understand a bit about how copyright
protection works.

Although it is often used as a vern, the word
"copyright" is officially a noun, Iiterally meaning
"right to copy." It refers to the right of ownership
you hold for anything you have created--a computer
program, a short sto:ry, a painting, a song or
whatever.

Under the latest version of the Copyright Act,
which went into effect January 1, 1978, your ownership
rights are established by federal law from the moment
your work is "fixed in a medium of expression," i.e.,
written down, recorded or, in this case, written to a
disk file. There are, however, certain steps you must
take to secure and maintain your rights.

The most important st.ep in protecting your
copyright is to "claim" it. You do this by placing a
copyright notice orl the work. The notice should be on
all printed copies and in every disk file. (In the
case of sound recordings, it goes on the label or
container; it's also not a bad idea to do this with
disks.) A typical copyright notice looks like· this:

copyright (c) 1985
Joseph Doaques

All Rights Reserved

The copyright symbol, a "c" in a circle, insures
protection under the International Copyright
Convention, a treaty covering most, but not all, the
nations of the world. On a typewriter or computer
screen, a "c" in parentheses seems to be acceptable.
Another copyright treaty among Latin American nations
requires the statement "All Rights Reserved." (If you
want to be really thorough, add "Todas Derechas
Reservadas.") The word "copyright" is not required,
but it is usually included in case someone might be
ignorant of the meaning of the international symbol~

The old copyright law specified exactly where' the
notice should be placed on each type of work; now the
requirement is simply that it be prominently displayed.
In a computer program it generally appears as part of
the sign-on and it should be included in remarks in the
source code.

The purpose of the notice is to inform anyone who
might. want to use the material that you are claiming

Bill Steele works in Ithaca, New York as a freelance
writer, specializing in science, medicine and
technology. He is a member of the MOR Editorial
Council and also writes the Mailbox column for MOR.

ownership. The law holds that if the notice is not
there, the material may be assumed to be "dedicated to
the public," and thus--here it comes--"in the public
domain." Public domain is an antiquated concept dating
from a time when few works were published for profit.
Tramtion nowadays suggests that if you want to
dedicat.e your work to the public you should write
"Dedicated to the Public" on it. But the old way
survives in law and we're stuck with it.

After you claim the copyright, the next step in
securing your rights is to register that claim by
sending two good copies of the work, along with the
proper forms and ten dollars, to the United States
Copyright Office, Library of Congress, Washington, DC
20559. You can write to t.he Copyright Office for the
forms and further instructions. Because of the fee,
most. people simply put a copyright notice on everything
they do; they don't register the claim unless the
material is ready to go on the market. If you think a
particular work is valuable, it pays to spend the
money, because your legal position is not as good if

. you register your claim a£ter an infringement has
begun.

Under the .old law, copyright endured for 26 years,
renewable for another 26. Under the new. law, it lasts
for the life of the author (or the youngest co-author) ,
plus 50 years. After that, the work passes into the
public domain. The point of the longer term is t.o
provide an incentive to create original works by
guarant.eeing a reward for the creators and their heirs,
it is also intended to insure that no one selfishly
withholds a work from public use forever.

During the term of a copyright, you can decide
whether or not to let someone else reproduce your work.
If someone wants to reproduce it for their own profit,
you can ask for a share of that profit in return for
your permission. Usually you ask for royalties based
on a percentage of sales, but it's also possible to
sell a copyright. as a piece of property. You may also
sell pieces of the right. For instance, you might
grant "First. North American serial rights," which means
you give someone permission to publish your work in a
magazine be£ore anyone else does, but only once and
only on this continent. You retain all other rights of
ownership.

A copyright owner also retains the right to
control revisions. You may not, for instance, add
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features to someone else's program and claim your own
copyright on the result; it still belongs to the
original author. If your improvements are substantial
and produce a much more valuable program, you can
usually make a deal with the author to share ownership
of the new product. .

I have heard people claim that they are not
violating the copyright law by distributing copies of
something as long as they don't make a profit. This is
wrong. The definition of infringement is not that you
make money, but that the copyright owner loses money.
If by giving away a copy of a program, you cause
someone not to buy it, you are taking money out of the
author's pocket.

It is especially important for those who use and
distribute other's material to understand how copyright
works. If you leave the copyright notice off
something, you may be endangering the owner's rights!
This is because the exist.ence of a copy of the work
with no notice on it may be used as a defense in a
lawsuit for copyright infringement.

but may lose in court when the pirate produces a copy
of your newsletter. "I'm innocent," the pirate says.
"I had no way of knowing it was not in public domain."
It is not enough simply to slap on any old copyright
notice. If the notice is not of the correct form it
may also injure the author's rights--e.g., you might
have the date wrong, or the rights might belong to a
corporation rather than an individual. Take the time
to contact the owner--the law requires written
permission anyway--and get the correct information.

It should be noted that much "public domain"
software is not really in the public domain. Much of
it does carry copyright notices, with permission to
distribute through computer users' groups added. It is
important that people who handle such material
understand the law. Playing a game with your own
property without understanding the rules is stupid;
playing that way with someone else's property goes
beyond stupid to contemptible; and often it is also
illegal. a
[Copyright © 1986 by Bill Steele. All Rights
Reserved.]

Suppose someone donates a program to your
computer club. To make it fit in the newletter you
delete all the remarks, including the copyright notice.
A software company picks up a copy, decides it's a
great program, compiles it and sells it, giving no
credit or royalties t.o the author. The author sues,

[Everything printed in MaR is protected by copyright.
see the notice in the Information Box on page 1. If an
article is published without a copyright notice in the
author's own name, MaR will assign rights back to the
author upon request. --Ed.]

A calendar generator. Birthdays, an
niversaries and special holidays can be
included in the calendars along with the
standard National, Christian and Jewish
holidays. With CalPlan, you can design
your own weekly schedule and create a
daily planner to fit your needs.

CalPlan $29.95

LabelMaster generates creative labels
using all the fancy features of the EP
SON printer. Mix high resolution
graphics and text in your customized
labels or forms. LabelMaster can even
serialize your labels.

LabelMaster $24.95
You get the following games on one disk:
Cribbage the pegged board game,Klon
dike solitaire, Pdice (poker dice), Dpoker
(draw poker), Matcha matching game
and VerTTT (Vertical tic-tac-toe).

Alist $39.95 Math Fury - $24.95
This program was written by Michael
Roberts, a 10 year old computer whiz, to
assist his sister in her mathematics drills.
You are given addition, subtraction,
multiplication and division problems
within a 60 second period. The more
problems you get right, the higher your
score. This one is a must for any school

Alist plus $49.95 aged kids. •

An enhanced version of ALlST, which Game Disk $49.95
allow arithmetic functioning on any fields.
If has up to 40 data fields per record,
and can sort in ascending or descending
order. You are allowed greater flexibility
in producing print-outs and reports.

A simple, easy to use database for
generating and maintaining alphabetical
lists. You can have up to 10 fields per
record, with 254 characters per field.
Alist is Wordstar-Mailmerge compatible
and can sort on 1 to 64 different AND
OR conditions.

Irata - Alist
2562 E. Glade
Mesa, Az. 85204
(602) 892-0015

Price includes disk, manual and shipping
via UPS ground. Terms: Company or
personal checks accepted, COD add
$2.50. Sorry no Visa or Mastercharge.
Az. residents add 6%. Satisfaction
guaranteed.

ALiST PLUS is also
available in MS-DOS
format.
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PUBLIC DOMAIN GAMES ON THE MORROW
by Lawrence Jay Dessner

For many computer users, just using the machine is
joy enough. When the household finances have been done
and redone, when the business data and reports and the
bulk mailings have been print.ed, what excuse can we
find to remain seated before our lovely little screens?
Answer: We can examine the latest PD games. Even
fail ed attempts at figuring out how to run them may be
more fun thaT} watching television.

I concede that not all ,the hours I have devoted to
PD games have been hours of enjoyment. After all, PD
games software is produced for love rather than money
and given away rather than sold. PD games often have
no user's manual, no screen of directions, nor any
REMARK lines in their source code to let one know the
object of the game, the cursor movement system being
used, the terminal for which the program has been
installed, or what unguessable command allows you to
QUIT without turning off your computer. (NOTE: Control
C almost always stops a MEASIC program, and can't hurt
others.) Because the name of a computer file can be
changed by any user, one can rarely be sure that the
game of SINBAD.BAS you are trying to "play" is indeed
the same game, much less the same version of the same
game, that your friends in Tucson tell you affords
their gang such pleasure. And because a line of
program code can be as easily "improved," the user
cannot be sure that the comment lines at the top of the
MBASIC code or what he can read on the right when he
runs DDT on the COM file, describes with any accuracy
what is about to happen on the screen.

Despite all that, some PD game software works
perfectly well. POKER.BAS asks for a number to seed
the random generator, asks you who goes first, gives
you a $250.00 nut. Then you see what cards have been
dealt and how your opponent responds to your bets and
raises. Meanwhile POKER.BAS is keeping track of all
the cards in the deck as well as of the cash balances,
yours and the dealer's. You get to draw up to three
cards. If you ask for more you are gently reminded of
the rules. When your three jacks beats a pair of
sevens, that fact appears with a BELL, two rows of
ast.erisks, and a notice of the growth of your bank
account. When, after strenuous betting, your four
Kings bring you asterisks, BELL, and $175.00, you may
well quiver with ecstasy or at least sigh with
contentment. (The experienced PD gamester will not
hurry to make copies of POKER.BAS for his intimates
before more exhaustive trials. This may save a friend

Larry Dessner is a Professor of English at the
University of Toledo where he specializes in Victorian
Literature and Creative Writing. He has been
processing words with his MD-2 for three years and has
not yet got over the bliss of revising without
retyping.

from learning, after his nut has been reduced t,o less
than the next hand's ante, that POKER.BAS thinks that
when a pair of eights meets his pair of queens the
result is a draw.)

But much of the time POKER.BAS is fun--for those
who forgive it its foibles. Like other MBASIC
programs, it is easily configured for your terminal
codes. It was probably written on an Osborne which
uses the same codes as my MDT-20. If you've got it
running on your Morrow, it has probably already been
configured correctly for you.

Bearing in mind that the names of computer games
which float though the PD world are as changeable as
the weather, you might be amused by some of the
following:

NIM You and the computer take turns removing as
many pieces as y-::>u choose from anyone of the seven
rows displayed on the screen. last one who can play,
wins. We played this in grammar school, the paper
hidden under textbooks.

ORACLE Type in any question beginning with Who,
What, etc, and the program's random generator produces
a number which in turn selects a numbered answer.
Sometimes the answers are very funny, sometimes very
true (especially if the players are in the right
mood). This game can be easily customized so that
answers include references t.hat you and yours find
especially amusing. But when you pass along a copy of
this new version, what will the ne\-.7 owners think!

BUG Roll the dice t.o get another body part for
your cootie. You don't actually roll anything. All
you do is read the screen and answer Y or N to the
question: Do you want to see how your cooties are
coming. Note: Many BASIC programs were written before
upper and lower case type was the norm. So play it
safe and keep your CAPS LOCK on. And if it says type
N, and that doesn't work, try NO.

FISHING (CHASE is similar) You move your man
($), one st.ep at a time across a field containing
obstacles(+ = i), in search of fish(*). Primitive
arcade games.

KING You are asked to set four national economic
priorities having to do with acreage allotted to
particular usages. The machine then tells you, with an
overdeveloped sense of its own comedic powers, how the
economy and the populace like the result.

CRAPS Just. like the dice, game.

BACCRRT Ditto. ("Do you understand the rules?"
asks this one. Reply ,in the negative and you get,
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Idea Processing
Pure and Simple.
Announcing the all NEW

aUT-THINK'M
outline processor.

See your ideas like you've never seen them before!

...,

*Includes S/H u.s. &Canada. Overseas add: $10
for OUT·THINK; $30 for KAMAS or COMBO PACK.

-----------------------

$9995*

KAMAS COMBO PACK
the power and the $12995*
glory: .

KAMAS
the programmable
powerhouse:

OUT-THINK
the simple and
easy to use
outline processor:

Rush me my choices now:

special
introductory

$4995*

KAMAS owners: Send us your master disk and $25
for OUT-THINK.

olEo" 0 Payment Enclosed

Once you've entered your ideas, you can get
them out with a full complement of format
ting, printing and file conversion options
(including Wordstar compatibility). From a
two-page report to the Great American
Novel, OUT-THINK will rotate your headers
and footers with page numbers and give you
a Table of Contents to boot.

OUT-THINK is brought

~
to you by KAMASOFT.

O
We pion.eered outline
processmg and
brought this amazing

" new technology to
CP/M computers. For
over 2 years, our

KAMAS programmable outline processor has
been Widely acclaimed:

Get extraordinary:

+ ease of use
Most functions are less than 3 keystrokes
away!

+ ease of learning
Completely interactive; no programming!

+ performance
Write more and faster than you ever
dreamed possible!

+ idea leverage
OUT·THINK your competition!

Capture your fleeting ideas. And keep 'em
organized with OUT-THINK, the incredible,
new outline processor from KAMASOFT.
OUT-THINK unleashes the power in your
workhorse CP/M computer and turns it into
an Idea Processor.

Exp. Date

State Zip

Card No.

Signature

Address

Name

Telephone

City

Our software is available for most
CP/M computers. Tell us about yours:

Computer Make/Model

Disk Size: D5V4"SSDD
o 5%" DSDD 0 S" SSSD

ReqUirements: CP/M 2.2 or above (48K TPA).
Minimum 200K of disk storage. SO column x 24 line
screen. (Note: KAMAS requires 56K TPA and ZSO
processor.)

Terms: All orders prepaid. PO's accepted when
accompanied by payment. Foreign checks must be
drawn on US banks in US funds.

MAIL ORDERS TO:

KlMAIDFT"
2525 SW 224th Ave., Dept. 361
Po. Box 5549
Aloha, OR 97007

CALL IN YOUR ORDER:
503-649-3765

Wordstar is a registered trademark of MicroPro, Inc. ZSO is
registered trademark of Zilog, Inc. CP/M is a registered trademark
of Digital Research, Inc. KAMAS, KAMASOFT, and OUT-THINK
are trademarks of KAMASOFT, Inc.
© 19S5 KAMASOFT, Inc.

-~---------------------

If you create and organize text in the
course of your work, you owe it to
yourself to get OUT-THINK.*

*But for some people, enough is never enough. Some like the
challenge; others need the power. For you, we have the
KAMAS Combo Pack. You get OUT-THINK's ease of use
coupled with the extra horsepower of the KAMAS programming
environment. And both use the same outline files.

Our new OUT-THINK is simpler and easier
to use than KAMAS. Yet, it offers more print
ing and formatting options, better handling
and control, and faster operations. And at
$49.95 your ideas have never had it so
good. OUT-THINK is simply spectacular.
Try it for 60 days. If you're not completely
satisfied, return it for a full refund.

OUT-THINK supports
your thinking process
and keeps you in
touch with your ideas.
That's because
OUT-THINK works the
way your mind works
naturally.

Begin by brainstorming. OUT-THINK lets
you jot down ideas quickly, as you think of
them. If you want to elaborate, you can add
text with full screen editing.

Then develop your
ideas using a familiar
outline format.
Change the structure
as easily as you
change your mind.
Move an idea and all

attached text moves with it.

You can keep track of your main line of
thought by collapsing the details from view.
Then, expand portions of the outline to
develop the specifics when you need to. By
collapsing and expanding, you can maintain
an overview and literally see how your ideas
fit together.

And OUT-THINK is
fast. Your ideas remain
at your fingertips.
OUT-THINK can
locate and retrieve by
keyword-even a
misspelled one
in less than a second per outline file.



"Tough Luck." Do you want to play with the fellow who
wrote t.his program?

LUNAR The physics of landing a rocket ship on the
moon. Fuel allowances, velocit.y, etc. I think this
one is too hard for onlinary folk, too simple for
engineers.

MELTDOWN Simulates an at.omic reactor. Cf.
LUNAR

STARTREK 24K of listable MBASIC, an elaborate and
carefully written program. You command the Enterprise,
navigating, firing, calculating energy requirements,
position, warp fact.ors, and the like. The results of
your machinations appear on t.he screen in the form of
brisk verbal reports in the lingo of Dr. Spack and
company. There is plenty of opportunity for elaborate
mathematical calculation here, the code is fast, t.he
quips plentiful if not guaranteed to please every
armchair strategist. The game is said to be habit
forming by legions of enthusiasts.

BLAKFRIM "Black Friday," a stock market game.
You and your competitor(s) buy and sell from the
fictional stocks list.ed. Dividends are declared. News
flashes appear. Your portfolio is updated annually.
If you think winning is everything, this may be your
game.

PGA4 Watch the dice decide how good a golfer you
are. Choice of clubs, choice of golf courses, but such
impressive refinements do not keep it from being
another game in which you are told how the dice fell.

PLAYBACK Type in the sequence of digits the
machine has just shown you. The sequence gets longer.
Your memory fails you. You get tired, or fascinated,
or bored.

MONOPOLY Untested. This 28K program rolls the
dice, keeps extensive accounts of money and property,
adds up rents, etc., but. you need players willing to
gather around a comput.er and to surrender the physical
contact. with pieces and play money. And what if it
crashes after several hours of play and who owns what
is lost? Some of us won't give it that chance. Will
you be able t.o forgive it if you do?

BLACKJCK Deals the cards and keeps accounts, and
provides a minimal form of company. From time to time
your companion vanishes; "syntax error" he says and is
no more. I hope you don't miss him.

MASTERMND Like the board game except that there
are 10 variables, not five or six, for the five slot.s.
This means, I think, that good guessing as well as
hard thinking is required. After twelve guesses the
program says, ''You lose, Dummy." (Bastard!) You can
change the program--just two lines does it--so that you
can get as many guesses as you like. When you win, the
program gives you only a bald and sullen ''You win."
This one may beguiJ.e you.

HANGMN-3 Neat.ly done version of a word game
similar to MASTERMND. Guess what letters are in the

hidden word. You get just enough guesses to make you
think hard. Remarkably few E's in the secret words.

Not all PO games are in MBASIC, which is probably
not fast enough for any of the versions of PACMAN on
CP/M machines. Neither am I. Without joysticks and
color and sound, the miracle is that it works at all .
rather than that it works well. (Here's a case where
the ATARI game machine is a clear winner.)

OTHELLO Often called, I think, by a Japanese name
which is on the tip of my tongue. Capture your
opponents pieces by surrounding them on the eight by
eight grid. You can have or give away an initial
advantage. A game of skill. Control of comers and
sides is a key. Fascinating and obsessing. Persevere
and you will win some. Recommended.

TTT Three Dimensional Tic-Tac-Toe. If you have
TTT.ASM on the same disk, type that to get the
instructions and see the assembly language code for
this program. Breathtaking to non-hackers. Cursor is
moved with funct..ion keys on MDT-20. X marks the spot.
Control-e exits. Seems to work as it should.

WUMPUS A classic, I hear. My version offers the
instructions and then says it doesn't have them. From
what little I can make of the game without them, I
don't want them.

ADVENT A free version of the adventures in words
games, which abound in the commercial market and a
reasonabl e introduction to the genre. Some high
cleverness and memorable wit, but opinions vary widely,
don't they. You tell the program what to do, where to
go, and if his limited vocabulary permits, he obeys and
reports. You save damsels in distress, or amass pirate
treasure, but the real prize is discovering the
ingenuity and wit of the programmer--and your own.
Hard to imagine such games existing without computers.
[See Mark Carrel's "Adventure Strategies" on p. 21 for
more on this one. --Ed.]

CHESS Avery early (1979) FORTRAN implementation
of the ancient game. Unless you can keep a chessboard
in your mind, you'll need to supplement the program's
coded board positions with real pieces on a real board.
Other chess programs, some for other hardware, put a
replica of the board on the screen and have more than
this fellow's two levels of play. And some run much
faster. This one might get one started, and intrigued.
Whether it wiJ.l satisfy depends on one's tolerance for
inconvenience and one's need to have the state-of-the
art. This is both a marvelous and a largely obsolete
program.

Some of these PO games I've looked at here, and
certainly others as well, disprove the adage that you
get what you pay for. Give them a shot. You have
nothing to lose but your leisure. g

[Some of the games discussed in this article are
available on FLOB/DEC85 (see p. 52, Vol. 2, #6) and on
FLOB/FEB86 (see p. 44 in this issue). --Ed.]
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ADVENTURE STRATEGIES
by Mark D. Carrel

"Adventure" is one of the most complex and
interesting PD games available to Morrow owners. Like
many of the commercial adventure games, in PD
adventure, the player finds his way through twisting
underground passageways and mazes and around or over
insurmountable obstacles, having to avoid concealed
traps and battle myuthical creatures on the way to
gaining glorious treasure or ignominious death. The
adventure begins in earnest only once you are inside
the huge cave. And, though you are not told where the
hidden entrance is, you will stumble across it if you
simply wander around a. little (and stay out of the
woods!). I want to justify the staggering amount of
time I've spent down in the cave by passing on some of
the strategies and rules of thurnb I've discovered--not
to diminish the pleasure you'll get from discovering
actual solutions yourself but to enhance your ability
to find those solutions.

Trial and Error

Perhaps trial and error sounds more like
deSPeration then strategy, but in Adventure it is very
good strategy. When you first venture into t.he cave,
you know nothing about it except that there are
treasures and gold inside and that SOME WHO ENTER
ARE NEVER SEEN AGAIN! Faced with a larcenous pirate, a
greedy troll, and a scarce supply of obvious weapons or
tools, you often have to experiment with a variety of
remedies to find the correct solution to a problem.

As you explore deePer into the cave and as you try
different solutions, you'll find that the cave (and
your guide) has a Personality. The more you learn
about this personality the easier it will be to predict
solutions or formulate methods for discovering
solutions. One aspect of the cave's personality is its
decidedly sneaky nature. For example, the cave
requires some absurd actions to overcome the first two
obstacles you are likely to encounter. Thereafter, it
begins to demand more reasonable, if not easier
solutions, hoping that you'll waste your time by
continuing to try absurd solutions.

The best way to work around this subtle
deceptiveness is to think through each action carefully
before applYing it as a solution. If you are
reasonably sure throwing dragons' teeth at the ogre is

Mark D. Carrel has a Masters degree in Latin American
Studies from Stanford and is now a technical writer in
Seattle. When he wasn't using his Morrow to write his
Masters paPer, he claims he spent too much time
reaching the "advanced explorer" level plaYing
adventure. (30234 - 24th Avenue South west, Federal
Way, WA 98023)

! i

a bad idea, don't do it until you've tried everything
else first. If you do throw the dragons' teeth and it
proves unexPeCtedly fatal, refuse your guide's offer of
reincarnation. You'll come back as an explorer without
his lantern, fall in a pit, and die all over again.
It's better to write off your losses and start over,
knowing to leave the teeth well enough alone.

Moving About

When you begin, you're told how to move about in a
N,S,W,E, up-down, in-out manner. This works well for
getting around in open spaces but is only of limited
value when wandering around twisting underground
passageways. Unable to see more than one room ahead at
a time, it is easy to get disoriented and begin to
wander around aimlessly.

You can avoid doing this by creating a map as you
travel from room to room. Because the cave is full of
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passageways leading in all directions, it is impossible
to actually draw a map for the whole cave. I have
found that the best solution is to create a map on a
separate sheet of paPer for each room, describing the
room's various exits and the rooms and passageways they
lead to. (see Figure 1.)

MAP FOR THE SWISS CHEESE ROOM

West. to Two pit Room

East to Soft Room

Northeast to Comple.x Junction

Northwest to Oriental Room (sometimes)

Figure 1

So that you don't have to hunt through a pile of
loose maps, you should keep related rooms next to each
other. For example, the above map for the Swiss Cheese
Room would be fiJed together with the maps for the Two
Pit Room, the Soft Room, the Complex Junction, and the
Oriental Room.

Notice that Northwest from the Swiss Cheese Room
leads to the Oriental Room only sometimes. This is
because, in a few rooms, there are two passageways
leading in the same direction. Generally, when you
move in a direction and are told,

''You have crawled around in some little holes and
wound up in the main passageway"

you can assume that there is another passageway in that
same direction that does lead somewhere. Though it may
take as many as ten attempts, keep trying and
eventually you will get somewhere worth getting to.

Mapping is somewhat different if you enter a maze.
Most of the passageways look the same, so instead of
mapping from room to room, map from direction to
direction on one (large) sheet of paPer. (See figure
2.)

NW NE
\ /

SE--E N--E
I I \
S--E E--S

Figure 2

If you have accidentally wandered into a maze
(start to worry anytime you enter a room full of
twisting passages or intricate tunnels), the opposite
direction won't get you out. The passageways twist too
much and it takes some exploring to find the way out.
The quick way out is to use the ''back'' command; it will
get you out of almost any room you've just entered.

And, no matter how carefully you map, it's
worthwhiJ.e to accept. any hints your guide may choose to
offer you. Consider the 20 point charge a part of the
cost of trial and en:or. The hint may be somewhat
cryptic but, if you've been exploring long enough,
you'll have developed a feel for how the cave works and
shouldn't have too much trouble figuring it out.

Finally, there are expressways inside the cave in
the form of magic words which will pop you from one
place to another in a f] ash. Finding the first magic
word will be easy but the others win be progressively
more difficuJt. Some of these. words stand out and
others do not and some of the words which do stand out
do nothing at all. The only way you can judge the
word's value is by your guide's response when you use
the word. If the response is "Huh??," that means that
the word is a dud. On the other hand, each magic word
has a special location (s) where it works, and if t.he
response is "nothing happens," then you know you've got
a bona fide useful word but haven't yet found the right
place t.o use it. Of course, if you are in the right
place, you'll know it the minute you say the word.

Treasure Hunting

Well, this is what you, the pirate, and the troll
are really interested in, right? Treasure's pretty
easy to recognize when you come across it--your guide
will end his description with an exclamation point.
But, if you're still not sure, just wait. If neither"
the pirate nor the troll (both former IRS auditors)
will take it, you can bet that it's not treasure.

Getting to the treasures is, of course, the whole
point in exploring the cave. Though they are never
really hidden, they are often in hard to reach places.
After the first treasure, you'll find that the others
are always beyond some obstacle (a passageway you can't
reach, a lake you can't cross, a fierce snake, etc.).
This is really the only clue that treasures lie in a
certain direction, and anytime you find an obstacle it
is worth your time to find a way around it.

Once you get a treasure, you must protect it from
the pirate. Even though you can carry between seven
and eleven objects at a time, you are always at risk of
being ambushed and losing it an. Therefore it's best
to grab a few treasures quickly and then hide them
before going further. Using your maps, you'll want to
plan the quickest route to a few treasures close by
each other, collect them, and then get them to a hiding
place. The safest place to hide your treasure is in
the building. Though you can hide it anywhere, this is
one of the places you are least likely to run into t..he
pirate. He will only steal treasures when you are in
the same room as they are, and you can easiJy make sure
that the buiJding is the place you visit least.

Useful Objects

What is not treasure can probably be used t.O get
treasure. In general, no loose object in the cave is
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without a purpose. Each has a specific use and works
only in a particular place. Be careful of object.s that
appear to work in two places; they often require the
use of a secondary object or extreme caution in order
to be safely used. And, just to make things
difficult, the purpose of many of the objects is not
readily apparent, and they are often located far from
where you will eventually use them. Be careful of
objects that appear to indicate a usefulness very close
by to where they are found. It may be a trick and, if
it is, you probably won't be able to use these objects
later when you need them.

It takes imagination, daring, and trial and error
(surprise) to find the proper use for each object. (It
doesn't hurt. to remember some of your Greek mYthology
either.) As with the magic words, if what you try
works, there will be no question. And, even if what
you try doesn't work, you may still learn something.
If you are carrying a sword and say "stab snake" and
get a response of "Huh??" you know that the command
"stab" doesn't exist and can't be used with any object.
If the response is "don't be ridiculous" or "I don't
know how to stab such a thing," then you know that the
"stab" command does exist but that it does not work in
the present case. Or, if the response is "I don't know
the word snake" then you know that the "stab" command
does exist but that nothing useful can be done to the
snake and you can give up trying different actions on
it.

sometimes you'll think of a solution when you
aren't carrying the right object. Fortunately, you can
try out the solution anyway, and if the solution
positively won't work you'll be told "Huh?" or "Don't
be ridiculous." If there's a chance it will work,
you'll be told "You're not carrying it." In this
case, it might be worthwhile going back for the object.
to give it a try.

Finally, there are a few things you can do to save
time. Set up a base central to where you are working
in the cave and deposit all the potentially useful
objects there. This way you will have quick access to
any object that you may need. Also, you should keep a
list of valid commands that can be referred to on
ocC'.asion. And, keep a list of unsuccessful solutions
to a particular problem until you do find the right one
so that you won't repeat. trying bad solutions. (It can
take several games before you finally hit upon the
right solution.)

Finding Clues

There are vague clues scattered throughout. the
cave which appear in your guide's description of a room
or in his response to something you've done. Clues of
both types can usually be identified because they give
more information than would normally be expected. For
instance, "You are not strong enough to do X" is more
information than the often heard ''Nothing happens" or
"Don't be ridiculous!" Thus, "you are not strong
enough to do X" implies that there may be a way for you
to become strong enough to do X. Because there is

always only one solution for each problem, it also
implies that finding a way to become strong is t.he only
solution t.o X.

Warnings are equally vague. Lf. you've explored
the cave for very long, you've pI:-obably realized that
your guide is rarely definite about anything. You are
often told that "you will likely fall in a pit,"
"probably won't be able to get back up", or that a
certain action is "dangerous." In the cave,
"dangerous" is synonymous with "deadly" and "probably"
and "likely" are the same as "definitely." Also,
vitally important warnings are not always obvious and
sometimes are woven subtly into the general
descriptions you are given. For instance, if you are
told you are crossing an old, worn bridge, you may want
to judge carefully what you bring back across.

Defying Dragons and Doing in Dwarves

Dragons and their ilk (snakes, trolls, ogres,
etc.) are nasty creatures that make a living out of
blocking your path (and this means you can assume that
there's treasure beyond them). In dealing with these
creatures, you will find that they each have their own
special strengths and partiCUlar weaknesses and that
the same solution will never work twice. Therefore,
when you come to a new creature, try only the solutions
that you haven't used on other creatures. While
dwarves are not thieves and don't usually block your
path, they are homicidal axe-and-knife tossers. The
first dwar:f you meet will be the axe tosser;
fortunately the cave's made him so arthritic that he
never hits what he aims at. The rest of the dwarves
you meet will be myopic knife throwers who usually need
several tries before they hit anytlring besides the cave
wall. However, they are persistent and will eventually
find their mark (you!). The only safe way to get a
dwar:f is with an axe. Hand to hand combat sometimes
works but is risky, because occasionally a dwarf will
cheat. and pull a knife.

I hope you've found this article useful; it's a
big cave and I'm sure that you'll discover some tricks
of your own. Be sure to let me know when you do. Good
luck, and see you in the stalactites! a

HOT TIP
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Lockable
Diskette
Defender
Handsome,
sturdy,
smoke-tinted
acrylic tray
holds 70
MD-size
diskettes. Flip-up lid keeps out
dust, debris, and moisture, and
locks securely to guard your
important work. Comes with 7
dividers with index tabs for easy
filing and to keep floppies upright
to prevent bending, warping, and
scratching. Tough and secure metal
lock never comes In contact with
diskettes because it.is enclosed in a
special plastic housing. Super value
at $22.95 for one, or $20.95 each
If you buy 2 or more. Keep prying
eyes and sticky fingers away from

;;;;:a. OrdertOd~aY4oi....~

Protection ~~~,
Policy .•
Central Computer Products
will meet or beat any price
listed in this magazine on
products also advertised in our
ads. If you see a lower price,
please tell us. We'll beat that
price and pay shipping too.
Try us for dependable lightning
fast service today. Thank you.

Bodoni
Bodoni Ital,ic
Light; I1;a'tic
Helvltlcs Bold
Microgr~m~ Extended
,,••" .oltl
"rtOadway
eIb C!en"ligb

Sample of some of FontStar's 16 Fonts.
Make Up Your Own Alphabet or Characters too.

S"o ware n ev ew
MTBaslc. Basic compiler. Write and compile in basic that

;•• allows you to program windows. Do multi-processing. All this
!.:on your CP/M Morrow. Rave reviews. Low Price. $47.
lDecision Analyst. Helps you make decisions where from 2
to 12 alternatives exist. Can save a business or build one.

. Professional printed reports. Powerful helper. Use it to make
1difficult career decisions too. Decision Analyst makes complex
1decision making easier. Consultants charge hefty fees for
t doing what this program does automatically. Comes with
:'complete manual and tutorial. $139.
;DateStamper. Date and time stamp all your files. You'll

: know exactly when you last worked a file. Keeps the
:confusion down. Helps to organize your record keeping.
DateStamper can help you prove to the IRS that you use your
computer in business. $42.
Reading Professor. Speed reading teacher. Teaches you to
chop through text. Read at a glance and retain more too.
Tested & proven effective. Great teacher. $57.
Word Finder. Puts 90,000 synonyms at your fingertips.
Works from within WordStar. So, easy and helpful it's
amazing. Imagine writing feverishly. Place your cursor on a
word in your letter that you want a synonym for. Hit the
escape key twice. A list of synonyms instantly appears along
top of screen. Place the cursor on the word you want to see
in your file. Hit the return key. The word in top of the screen
automatically replaces the word in your file automatically.
Right before your eyes. Incredible. Priced right too. $69.
FlleBase. Easy to use database manager. Keeps records or
makes mailings a snap. Sort and do all kinds of things to
mailmerge records. Makes WordStar and Mailmerge a
pleasure to use. $99.
SmartBraln. The easy to use CP/M outliner and idea

rocessor. Su er tool for all writers. $69.

Money Management is the Price You Pay for Success
Computers crunch numbers. It's that simple. If you're not using your computer to manage your

money, you're missing a chance to put pencil-sharp accounting skills at your fingertips. Chuck
Atkinson's QuJck Check Money Manager software program is a home and small business money
manager so easy to use that if you can push a key it will help you computerize your checkbook.

Quick Check tells you exactly where your hard-earned money goes. Quick Check lets you set up
your own expense and income codes, or use built-in codes, so you can start entering checks and
deposits immediately. You don't have to know about accounting to use Quick Check Money
Manager. This common sense program gives you instant fingertip access to a wide range of
information about your income and expenses. Single keystroke commands help you pay bills, keep
track of deductible and non-deductible items, correct mistakes, change dates, and reconcile your
checkbook. This program even prints checks and addresses them automatically. Quick Check is
written in CB80 native code. It is fast, accurate, and forgiving. No endless sorting.

Peter McWilliams, author of numerous computer books tells readers that Quick Check's author,
Chuck Atkinson, is a dangerous man because he makes computing easy. It's true, home and small
business accounting can't get any easier than this. Please don't spend another moment thinking about
computerizing your checkbook. Get that checkbook into shape now. The list price of Quick Check is

$95. Central'~.~~~~~rBri~~}~.~~~.;(~~~~~:!.~~~~.:
re~a~d~-;of using Q~I;k' Check' i~~l~~~~a~l~~ ;tlm~~~~·~:~;:;~;k:':di~giiif;;~::~~d3Jg~~b6~t"~6~;(;ii6ii:~V. QL:I~~lt:l
Iy the easiest full-featured money mana er check rinter, and budget 0 anlzer available. Bar none.

Prints Bright Pages
Wow! You'll be amazed at the compliments you'll get from

using this program. No wonder. FontStar makes you look
good. All you do is put a few FontStar commands in your
letter, bulletin, invitation, or manuscript, and print. It's easy.

Don't let FontStar's low price fool you. It's a powerful
program. Although it's not as versatile as Fancy Font, it really
brightens up plain jane dot matrix printing and for much less
too. Works with Epson FX, RX, MX, and LQ1500 printers.
Also works with Gemini printers, and some other Epson
compatibles too. The result is the same. Impressive. Good
looking reports, letters, invitations, announcements, etc.

FontStar comes with 16 preprogrammed fonts, but it also
lets you design your own fonts or character sets. FontStar
doesn't require complex commands, or any tricks to operate. It makes typeset quality justificatiqn a
snap, so everything you print looks super professional. Use as many fonts as you like in your
documents. By the way, each font also comes with a complete set of foreign language characters, so
printing in Spanish, French, or other European languages is a snap. No matter what you print out,
FontStar will make it look better. FontStar is only $49. Order FontStar today. Get more from your dot
matrix Epson or compatible than you every thought possible. Comes with complete manual.

dot malrJx printing with a flair. That's what FontSlar does. Makes a page look bright. FontSlar works
uces plain ASCII files including WordStar and NewWord. Order today. to get FontStar-type printing fast.

800-533-8049 USA Central Computer Products 800-624-5628 CA•..

end for your free book toda
ne Free Book Per Custome

11'11111 ••••
• • Toll Free ••
• Order Desk Only •
II 800-533-8049 USA •
• 800-624-5628 CA •
II .D••
II Information Calls •
.. (805) 524-4189 ••••••••••

CENTRAL COMPUTER PRODUCTS
330 Central Avenue. FUlmore. CA 93015

© 1985 Central Computer Products

The Compleat Morrow Micro Deetslon, A Guide
; to the MD 1, 2, 3, and 11 Is published by the
: Computer Book Group of the Reston Publishing

Company. This fully illustrated book takes you on
; a grand tour of the Ins and outs of the operation of
; Morrow computers. It is the first serious book on

the Morrow computer line released by a major
publishing house. The more than 220 fact·filled
pages of this book are jam packed with accurate
Information and technical advice that make it an
invaluable tool for Morrow owners. If you want to
learn more about your Morrow computer and
how to get real computing power from it, put this
book on your desk. It pulls no punches. RetaIl
price of this book Is $16.95. If you would rather
pun;hase this unique book, Central's current low

. price Is $12. Dealers and user's groups, please
inquire about bulk purchases. Thank you.

Full Power Computing
On Your Morrow

T/Maker Integrated is a highly acclaimed
powerhouse program that can turn your CP/M
Morrow into a computing workhorse. At last,
you can enjoy productive computing like never
before. Imagine doing full-featured word
processing, relational database management,
spreadsheet analysis, horizontal bar chart
graphics, and checking your spelling all within
the same program. No more switching back and
forth between barely compatible programs to
accomplish these simple tasks. T/Maker
Integrated is universally acknowledged as a
unique integrated software system that is just
plain easy to learn. There is an alternative to
doing things the hard way. T/Maker can put the
hidden and largely untapped power of your
Morrow at your command. T/Maker Integrated
is regularly $450. Central is proud to offer this
outstanding multi-function package for the low,
low introductory price of $179. Yes, this
includes the entire feature-packed T/Maker
package, so please treat yourself to this excellent
super productive software today. Experience the
power of true software integration on your
Morrow. Order T/Maker today. Get it fast.



Do You Wish Writing Were Easier?

3.00$

Total

Sub Total

o Money Order enclosed

Postage & Handling

CA Resident 6% Tax

No minimums - No limits

Save Money.
Save Worry.

CENTRAL COMPUTER PRODUCTS
330 Central Avenue, Dept. MR3

Fillmore, California 93015
(805) 524-4189

Box of 10 DS-DD MD 2 diskettes: $18.
Box of 10 DS-DD MD 3, 5, & 11 disks: $23.
3M Head Cleaning Kits for MDs: $21.
3M DeskTop 24"x 26" Anti-Static Mats: $44.

3M diskettes.
Certified
100% error-free.
Guaranteed for life.
Tested 327 ways.
They work like a charm on Morrows.
Factory sealed. Best data diskette made.
3M - One less thing to worry about.

o Visa/Mastercard # _

o American Express Card # _

o Check enclosed
o Phone: (

Exp. Date Sig.

FIRM
MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE
ORDER WITH CONFIDENCE

Name _

Address _

Morrow Model _

City State__ lip _

Credit Card phone orders accepted. Call toll free.•
To order by mail use coupon, letter, or photo copy. Thank you. ::•••

Text Filing Machine
Writers, doctors, researchers, lawyers,

librarians, and students are among those who
need a text filing machine. SuperFile is a
powerful textual matter database manager
unlike any other. It allows you to easily store
and retrieve notes, 'letters, random thoughts,
contracts, depositions,. invoices, new product
information, sales reports, reference articles,
scripts, abstracts, bibliographies, customer
profiles, photo or slide locations, and much
more. SuperFile accepts as many as 65,000
entries per database; 512,000 keystrokes per
record; allows 250 keywords per entry; and
indexes information you've stored over as
many as 255 diskettes per database. Powerful.

Input for a SuperFile database comes from
your word processing program, so you can
easily include information you already have
into a database without having to re-key it. No
fancy fields to define. This is a completely
free-form database system. No programming
language to learn. There's nothing difficult
here. You can be up and running within
minutes. SuperFile uses logical searching
procedures to find your information fast. Tell
SuperFile what information you want, and it
searches from 60 to 400 entries per second.
Save yourself the time and effort of filing and
cross-filing information by hand or in overly
structured data fields. The list price of
SuperFile is $195. Central's current low price
is $145. Get SuperFile fast. Order today.

If you need to write, or want to write clearly, your Morrow and the software program
Punctuation and Style can help you get there faster. It improves, clarifies, and enriches your
writing by identifying sentences with misused, redundant, faulty, cliched, or erron~ous phrases,
and shows you how to improve them. It helps you rewrite and check your work by quickly
marking and annotating your files for easy correction. In addition to computer-fast identification
of awkward, muddy, pompous, and wordy sentence structure, it also finds missing or improper
punctuation, unbalanced quotes, wrong abbreviations, faulty capitalizations, and much more.
Punctuation and Style actually improves your writing by mercilessly pointing out grammatical
errors. After a few weeks with Oasis System's Punctuation and Style your writing is bound to
become more dynamic, expressive, and honest. In time, you'll stop worrying about grammar and
work on projecting ideas instead. After all, that's what writing is about.

Punctuation and Style makes writing and rewriting much easier. The list price of Punctuation and
Style is $125. Central's price is $95. Experience the power of this valuable "Punctuation
Chec~;i~.~;~;2.g...~~l!ipg;,I(~~~g~~~~~!;~g!!~~~;::(~g~rself. Order today to get this program fast.
Punctuation and Style' w~rks o~ fil~s ~re~ied v,;ith Word;tar, New Word and other wor
learly written manual and an attractive binder. Join thousands who now write with mo

§Dear Central,

SmartKey II Plus Combo~ .Please se~d me the items Ii~ted below. I want fast,
:: fnendly service. Remember to mclude my free Morrow

- includes SmartPrint II Plus and Screen Smarts :: book. I understand there is no charge for this book if Ibuy
Get ready for real computing power! §2 or more items shown on these pages. Please include

SmartKey II Plus saves you thousands of : phone number if orde~ing software. My check, money
k t k Th' rf I nt h b order, or card number IS endosed. Thanks.

eys ro es. . IS powe u. u II y was c osen y Description PrIce
Morrow to be bundled With its computers.
Why? Simple. It's the best product of its kind.
It doesn't interfere with the regular function of
your keyboard. Once you've tried it,
computing will never be the same. Lets you
save complex command codes, boilerplate
paragraphs, inventory numbers, or whatever,
and inject any of them into your work with
one keystroke. In a review of SmartKey II,
Stan Ahalt, MaR critic states, "This is
probably the most useful software I have ever
seen." Tens of thousands agree.

Central's super low priced $49 pak includes
a free copy of SmartPrint, a program that
enhances the operation of dot matrix printers,
and a free copy of Paul Golding's $15.95
book, Screen Smarts, The Computer Tamer's
Guide. This book tells how you can use
Smartkey II Plus to turn your computer into a
supercharged mean machine. Please don't
delay, this offer may not be repeated. Save
time and money. Order today to get this hard
hitting software & book combination for $49.

$180.00

$150.00

$295.00

$315.00

Central Computer Products

$ 34.95
Wiggle $ 29.95

Call for prices on all other Toolworks

Morrow Software
ATI TRAINING D1SI{S
CP/M $ 39.95
MBasic Training Software. $ 39.95
SuperCalc Speeds learning. $ 75.00
Wordstar Gives fast results. $ 75.00
- Call for other ATI Morrow training disks

BORLAND INTERNATIONAL
Turbo Pascal 3.0 $ 69.95
Turbo Toolbox, Software Tools $ 49.95
Turbo Tutor, Step by Step $ 34.95

CDE SOFTWARE
Checks & Balances $ 74.95

CHUCK ATKINSON PROGRAMS
Quick Check + AR $195.00
Retail Inventory + Q Register $395.00
DIGITAL MARI{ETING
Bibliography $ 99.00
Footnote and Pair' $ 99.00
Grammatik • $ 75.00
Hyper Typer, Typing Tutor $ 39.95
Index' $ 99.00
Milestone, Project Planner $ 99.00
Writer's Pak - $250.00

includes all • programs and RH spelling

EAGLE ENTERPRISES
Citation $185.00
General Ledger $185.00
- Easiest to use full-featured GL available
FYI, INC.
FYI 3000 $395.00
SuperFile with Sort & Merge $195.00
- Free form textual matter data base managers
INFOCOM
lork I $ 39.95
lork II, & III each $ 44.95
Deadline $ 49.95
Witness $ 39.95
- Call for prices on all other Infocom games
MENDOCINO SOFTWARE
Eureka, Disk Cataloger j $ 50.00

MICROSOFT
MBasic Compiler $395.00
MultiPlan $195.00

ICROSOLUTIONS
Uniform MD2 $ 69.95

Reads and writes 31 + machine formats
Uniform MD3, 5, 11 $ 69.95

Reads and writes 75 + machine formats

MYCROFT LABS
Mite Communications

Toll Free Order Des!,
80Q~533..fjO~9/.fJS
OO~624"5628CA

OASIS SYSTEMS
he Word Plus $150.00

QUlC·N·EASY PROD.
Q-Pro-4 $595.00

Database manager with multikey file indexing

SAN FRANCISCO COMP
ower! $169.00

DocuPower! $169.00
SOFTCRAFT
ancy Font

SOFrWARETOOLWORI<S

SUI)er(;a!c 2

Hardware
',",V!~Ii:J""'L.alL'.nCORP
}MicrcISp,ool,er 64k pop Buffer

;iPc)werMalx. 250 Watt UPS $459.00

MICROCOMPUTER PROD
Co-Power-88 Plus $495.00

Expand to 1 meg. Ram disk.
Supplies

SSDD MD2 disks
DSDD MD3, 5, 11 disks
Smarts, Tamer's Guide



Bill Steele

FROM THE
MAILBOX

I didn't believe anyone would actually write to
me, this upstart who is replacing Stan Ahalt as peruser
of the Mailbox. But sure enough, the letters have come,
with the same mixture of anguished cries for help and
warmly offered suggestions as in the past. Keep at it,
folks; the address is Bill Steele, Box 782, Ithaca, NY
14851, 607-273-2132. MCIMaiJ.: WSTEELE, 254-5833.
Since both Dave Block and Art Zemon have discontinued
their columns, a bunch of mail with questions for them
has also been piling up in the office. We finally
decided to deal with it all in this column, which is
why it may be a little long this month. Again,
apologies to those who've been waiting a while for
answers.

speaking of anguish, listen to t.his from Lawrence
A. Moore Jr. in Gualala, CA: "Somewhere within the
block commands of NewWord there lurks a·. Pooka.
Definitely in versions 2.05 and 2.14; possibly in
others. I was going through 10-page files, using
1<Bj"'''KK to make blocks, "'KW to copy themelsewhere,
then "KY to erase the original. When .I opened one of
the files later, it started somewhere far down the
file, having dumped everything above that. It wasn't
only the top of the files that had been messed. I
found more and more which had been mangled in the
middle. One entry would be jammed into another, and
chunks of the file would repeat. It lost some data and
duplicated others, leaving the total file length about
the same. Therefore there's no easy way, such as STAT,
to check if files have been mangled. That's how I know
it's a Pooka. Only a Pooka would be so sly."

I passed a copy of Mr. Moore's letter to NewStar,
who said they'd look into it further. Meanwhile, it
would help to know if anyone else has had a similar
problem.

William H. Hunter of Riverside, CA wonders if
there's any way to copy a fr~end's Northstar BASIC
program into his MD5.

There's no way to convert a disk written on a
Northstar to Morrow format or anYthing else we can
read. Northstar uses "hard-sectored" disks, which have
a circle of little holes where our "soft-sectored" ones
have just one hole, and the disk drive uses a light and
photocell to tell i.t which sector is being read. The
only way to transfer the program would be over the
phone via modem, or by hooking the two computers
together directly with a "null modem" cable.

That may not be as easy as it sounds, though. Dr.
Donna J. GUy of Tucson, AZ had an MD2 converted to an
MD3 by a long-gone Morrow dealer; she also has an Epson
PX8 Geneva. She'd like to transfer files from one
computer to t.he other, using an Epson 725 cable, which
Epson apparently calls a null modem cable. The problem
is her MD2 manual doesn't give the jumper settings for
the MD3 serial port. The Epson has its own weird
serial port connector, so she has t.o use the Epson
cable, with the unique connect.or on one end and a DB-25
plug on the other. The diagram she sent of the cable
shows some strange-looking connections•

. I've sent her a copy of the jumper diagrams in my
MD3 manual. Let's hope that works. Has anyone out
there had experience with this kind of setup? She also
needs to know the correct PIP commands for sending and
receiving data.

Joe Day's request for information on using a
computer to do genealogy brought a response from Randy
Bosma of South Holland, IL, who sent a copy of an
article, "Tracing Your Roots by Computer," from the
January, 1984 Software Supermarket. It lists four
commercially available genealogy programs for CP/M:
Treesearch,Roots/M, Family Roots and Family Ties,
(which range in price from $49.95 t.o $200), and three
newsletters relating to computers in genealogy:
Genealogical Computing (bimonthly, $20/yr. from Data
Transfer Associates, Inc., 5102 Pommeroy Dr., Fairfax,
VA 22032 -- they also have a computer bulletin board
for genealogists); Genealogical Computer Pioneer
(quarterly, $20/yr. from Posey Enterprises, P.O. Box
338, .Orem, UT 84057); and the quarterly newsletter of
the National Genealogical Society's Computer Interest
Group (c/o William K. Johnson, 1921 Sunderland Pl. NW,
Washington, OC 20036.) SASE recommended with
queries.

Roxanne Shields of Houghton, HI uses Family Roots
and notes that it is written in MBASIC, making it both
slow and user-modifiable. She also mentions a program
supplied by the Church of Jesus Christ of Latt.er Day
Saints (the Mormons). She heard that this program
allows you to contact the comput.er in the Mormon
library in Salt Lake City, which has "most of the known
genealogical material in the world."

I checked with Lance Jacobs of LDS Ancestral File
Operations (50 East North Temple, Salt Lake City, UT
84150), and learned that the church has offered a
program for genealogical record-keeping on the IBM PC
for about two years. Release II will be coming out
early in 1986, in MS-DOS, Apple II and CP/M versions,
for $35. The CP/M version is to be released in Kaypro
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format, but is not supposed to be machine-specific.
Jacobs says the software will include a communications
program to allow researchers to exchange data with one
another, but that the church's computer system will
probably not be online for several years. For those
who missed it, Joe Day reported on his own genealogical
work, using Pearl and MBASIC, in the DEC 8S/JAN 86
issue of MOR (Vol. 2, #6, p. 26).

switch back to normal print also fails, as does the
right margin with 17 cpi."

Sounds to me like the printer is doing something
strange with tab characters. Or maybe a bug in ZCPR?
Gemini printers usually work fine if you install for
Epson. Anyone else have this sort of problem?

In response to another question of Joe's, Randy
Bosma adds, "I am not sure why his copy of NewWord
prints a 'pi at the top of every page. A tip I read
somewhere warned that unusual bugs suddenly showing
up in programs may be due to a worn disk; the solution
was to reinstall on a new, freshly formatted disk."

Printer problems occupy many of our letters. Dr.
E.T. Schmeisser of Kirby, TX sends along a copy of a
letter to Star Micronics about troubles with his Gemini
lOX printer and WordStar 3.3 installed for "Backspacing
TTY" with no protocol, running on an MD2 Rev. 1.3, with
MDT-20 terminal and ZCPR. "The same text prints
bi-directionally with appropriate margins in 10 and 17
cpi; with a '"'FA shift to 12 cpi (escape sequence
issued: 1B 42 02 hex), the printer shifts to
unidirectional printing except at the first line of a
paragraph (usually). The first line is printed with
the right margin at column 96. [In the example he
sent, the first line of a paragraph was indented to
column 19, in justified print.] Occasionally, the

I don't know what Dr. Schmeisser has tried
already, but my general advice on this is the same Stan
Ahalt. used to pass out: try to isolate the problem. Is
it the hardware or the software? Hook your printer to
someone else's computer, or vice versa, and see if it
does the same thing; try someone else's copy of
WordStar; try your WS on someone else's computer; copy
WS to a new disk or reinstall as suggested above; use
DDT or the WS patcher to check the patch points to be
sure they have the correct escape codes; try putting
the same escape codes in different print controls, and
so on. (When I set up my system I couldn't get 15
pitch to work from '"'FA/'"FN, so I plugged the same
control codes into '"'FE/'"'FR and they worked fine; I
never did find out why.)

Dr. Schmeisser is also looking for a repair
facility or a source for parts for his MDT-20 -
replacement keys and a transformer, at the moment.
He'd also like an "inexpensive" hard disk for an MD2.
Kirby, I gather, is near san Antonio.
(continued)

THAT IS EASY TO USE AND READY TO RUN

$4.00 SHIPPING

USE THE RIGHT TOOL
FOR THE JOB.

TMANIS
AMAIUNG UST

AND FILING SYSTEM

I USE APOWERFUL DATABASE
TO KEEP MY MAILING LIST ...
AND ACANNON TO KILL FLIES.

Mail to: James River Group, 125 N. First St., Mpls, MN 55401 (612) 339-2521

GREAT FOR:
Sales Leads, Customer Inquiries, Club
Records, Birthdays, Xmas Card List. Can be
used as a Calendar or List ofThings to Do.
All of these can be mixed together but still
retrieved by category. Or you can keep a
separate list for each.

RUNS ON:

LOOK WHAT IT DOES:
• Up to 2500 names or subjects (4000

MSDOS).
• Up to 12 lines of notes with each name.
• Prints mailing labels (alphabetically or by

zip).
• Prints Rolodex style cards.
• Prints a phone list.
• Puts names in a new file for use by

Mailmerge.
• Prints any of the above, selected by name,

state, zip, type, or date of entry.
• Searches names or notes for any word (for

example: "July 4" or "John Brown" or
"Mississippi").

AppleCPM

Columbia
Compaq
Corona
Eagle (all)

Epson OX·10

IBMPCXr.
PCjr,AT

Kaypro (all)
Morrow (all)
Osborne (all)
Panasonic
Radio Shack CPM

Sanyo (all)
Tandy (all)

TeleVideo
Zenith 100 & 150

S"CPM
Othercompatibles

Name _

Co. Name _

Address _

City/State/ZIP _

Telephone _

Computer Model _

Disk Format (Circle One) SSSD SSDD OSDO

Price is $49.95 plUS $4.00 shipping and

handling·. ($8.00 foreign)

o Paid by check (amount enclosed) _

o or VISA or MC # _

Exp. Date _

.0 or Ship UPS COD (adds $2.50)

MN Residents add 6% Sales Tax.
All orders shipped within 24 hours. 30 day
money back guarantee.

L --I- _ - --- -- - - -- - - - --
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More Gemini lOX problems from David and Nadine
Hogan of Binghamton, NY: ''We installed NeWWord with
Epson (later we purchased the upgrade and installed
with Gemini which we thought would solve the problem
but it did not), and found that the printer would keep
going back and forth--not doublestriking but jerking
back and forth as it printed. We finally pinpointed
the probJ em to word wrap. If we use word wrap in the
document and use any printer driver other t.han Draft.,
it does this and takes forever to print."

This seems to be what the people at NewStcu::' can
"The Epson Problem." The Epson and Gemini printers
(similar control codes) have no command for
microspacing. So NewWOrd does microjustification, e.g.
when you want to print proportionally (see MOR Vol. 2,
#1, February 1.985, p.16) by switching to graphics mode
for a small movement, then switching back t.o print.
This goes away if you turn off microjustification in
any way, such as by turning off word wrap or using the
Draft print.er driver. The solution is to turn off
microjustification at t.he beginning of the document
with the dot command ".ujoff" or reinstall NewWord so
it comes up with microjustification off as the default.
If you want microjustification, you just have to put up
with the stut.tering.

Dale Creasy of Fair Oaks, CA originally requested
information on customizing NeWWOrd for the Panasonic
KX-P1092 Multi-Mode printer. He later wrote that he'd

solved the problem by buying the upgraded NewWord,
which includes a driver for that printer. Now he finds
that the custom print control dot commands don't work.
ThenewNWhas six user-patchabJe print controls -- the
old ""FQ, -PW, -PE and ""FR, plus ""F[ and ""F] -- and you
can change what they do in the middle of a file by
using dot commands. However, Mr. Creasy finds that the
dot commands seem to work for only one line at a time,
and wonders if anyone else has encountered the same
problem and solved it.

According to NewStar, the programmabJe print
controls were added partJy as a solution to the
complaints of people Jike me who had non-standard
printers and were stuck with the Draft Printer driver.
They WaIn in the manual that the dot commands "may give
strange results" when used for functions the driver is
aJready controlling.

Robert L. Miller of Eleele, Hawaii and John A.
Birmingham of Broken Arrow, Oklahoma (how's that for
variety!) both want to know how to print the extra
characters on their print.wheels. There are three
possibilities:

1. Some printwheels have characters that are not in
the ASCII set, in place of ASCII characters. On my
TTX-1010, for example, the tilde, caret, accent grave
and backslash print out from a NewWord file a s a cents

Discover What 10 Software Insiders Already Know!
1 "... a little company that has succeeded over the last

• five years in giving Its customers a lot of value for
their money ... " - Richard O'Reilly, computer columnist

2 "All the firm's programs are graced with features that
• the entire industry should be required to provide.

Their manuals are the most honest in the industry."
- T.R. Reid, syndicated computer columnist

3 "... the two most important attributes of Software
• Toolworks' programs: they're priced low, and they

work well." - The Washington Post

4 "Unlike the software of many publishers these days,
• none of The Software Toolworks programs are

hobbled by copy protection, nor does the company try to
tie up its customers with mumbo-jumbo licensing
agreements ... " - The Los Angeles Times "Computer File"

5 "I don't know how The Software Toolworks stays in
• business chargin~ such low prices for such nifty

products ... " - DaVId Gerrold, computer columnist and
noted science fiction author

6 The Software Toolworks C/80 compiler is " ... the best
• software buy in America ... " - Microsystems

7 "It would be the best of all possible worlds if some
• magic diskette could be made that would transform

any hardware in such a way as to receive The Software
Toolworks' numinous software." - Wm. F. Buckley, Jr.

8 "The Software Toolworks has a whole raft of
• programs that work. and (the company) sells them for

reasonable prices. I strongly recommend that you get their
cataloR." - Dr. Jerry Pournelle, computer columnist
"Byte' and noted science fiction author

9 "One of the original pioneers in low cost, high quality
• software, The Software Toolworks publishes over 50

solid products in MS-DOS and CP/M for under $60."
- Walt Bilofsky, chairman of The Software Toolworks

10 "All products are shipped within 24 hours, come
• with a money back guarantee, and free technical

support is available (though you'll hardly need it)."
- Joseph Abrams, president of The Software Toolworks

14478 Glorietta Drive. Sherman Oaks, CA 91423

u.s. and Canada add $2.00 per order s/h. Overseas orders add $5.00 per order.
CA residents add 6.5"70 sales tax. Orders shipped UPS. Dealer inquiries invited.

Media Master Plus - Now you can run most CP/M programs on
your IBM PC or compatible without additional hardware. Media
Mastertm lets you read, write and format over 70 different double
density CP/M formats. ZP/EMtm (included) emulates an 8080
processor to execute CP/M software at machine language level
giving you the equivalent of a 1 MHz 8-bit computer. Also includes
terminal emulation for Osborne. Kaypro, Health/Zenith and DEC
VT52 displays. Requires 192K RAM. For IBM PC and compatibles.
- $59.95

TO ORDER CALL: 1-800-223-8665; in CA 1-800-228-8665

C'J"he Software (=roolw6r~' a -ffi°-::'=:::Maate<Card, . VISA" .... lR ..,..
"r.:;.~ ":I

Mychess - Award·winning world class chess program. featuring
nine skill levels and over 850 opening moves. Prints moves and
saves games in progress. Outstanding graphics display board on
IBM PC and most popular CP/M computers. - $34.95
Toolworks C - Full featured C compiler and run time library. One
of the fastest on the market! New MS-DOS version produces
relocatable object files (.objl. MATHPAK provides true 32·bit
floating point and signed integer data types. CP/M and MS-DOS.
Toolworks C Compiler - $49.95
Toolworks C Mathpak - $29.95
Airport - You are an air traffic controller with radar screen filled
with aircraft under your guidance. See how long you can last
without cracking. Tougher than the real thing! CP/M and MS-DOS.
- $19.95
LISP/80 - Experiment with artificial intelligence programmin~!
Over 75 LISP functions. Includes source for an editor written In

LISP and several demonstration programs. CP/M and MS-DOS.
- $39.95
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sign, "1/4," degree symbol, and "1/2," respectively.
Try typing all the non-alphanumeric characters on your
keyboard into a file and see what you get when you
print it.

2. Some characters on some printwheels are "shift"
characters, which will print when you send the other
charact.er on the same petal preceded by a "shift out"
charact.er (14 ASCII, OE hex). To get out of shifted
mode send a "shift in" (15 ASCII, OF hex). Run your
INSTALL program and plug these two codes into two of
the user programmabJ e print codes -- !>Q, !>W, !>E or
!>R. Say you use !>Q and!>W. Now, tyPe !>Q before a
character that can be shifted and !>W after it, and
your printer will print the shifted character instead
of the character you typed. If your printer has a
built-in test program, that should print out both the
shifted and unshifted characters. If not, try this
MBASIC program:

10 LPRINT TAB (10) ;
20 FOR 1=33 TO 127
30 LPRINT CRR$(I);
40 NEXT I
50 LPRINT CHR$(14)
60 LPRINT TAB(10);
70 FOR 1=33 TO 127
80 LPRINT CRR$ (I) ;
90 NEXT I
100 LPRINT CRR$ (15)
110 END

3. On some printers there are "phantom" characters,
which will print when the printer receives the SPACE
(20 hex) or DELETE characters (7F hex). If these
characters exist on your printer, the manual shouJd say
so. From WordStar or NewWord you can print them by
entering !>F and "'PG (even though !>G is not on the
NewWord menu).

Bryan L. Swinney of Tempe, AZ would like to know
if either of two boards he read about in ~-
Southern Pacific's HD64B180, billed as Kaypro
compatible, and Micromint's SB180, both using the
Hitachi HD64180 microprocessor--could be used to
"replace" his MD2.

Both boards run at 6Mhz, access a lot of memory
and are billed as Z-80-compatible. These boards are
single board computers: attach a power supply and disk
drives and go. If you're up to building a computer
that way--it will take some fairly sophisticated
understanding of both hardware and software--go to it,
but there's no way it will just plug in to your MD2.
(There's no reason something that plugs into a Kaypro
will be compatible with a Morrow; more likely just the
opposite.) What you'd be doing, really, is buDding a
new computer in the old MD2 box. Sounds like it might
be easier and safer to keep the MD2 and buy a new box.
Another approach might be to buy a blown-out Kaypro and
add the new board. Has anyone out there done anYthing
like this? We could use an article for the upcoming
issue on "Upgrades and Enchancements" (currently
scheduled for June/July 1986).

Gary Taylor of Taylor Business Software, 888 N.
Main St., B-20, Santa Ana, CA 92701, 714-567-4785,
writes in response to the letter from Bhagavan Buritz
in MaR Vol. 2, #5, Oct/Nov 1985, "I have the Open
Systems accounting software running on my MD11 and
would be willing to help Mr. Buritz get his system up
and running. I also ran into problems with the
terminal configurator (TCONFIG) at first, however, on
my system it just locked the system up (ROM Verse
1.8)." Mr. Taylor's business includes selling a long
list of modifications to the as software.

BAMDUA sends along a letter from Bob Cook of
Lakeside, MT: "As a builder I need good job-costing
software integrated with standard accounting software.
None of the programs coming on the market are in CP/M.
I read of a manufacturer who made a number of
[conversion] kits for the Morrow, from the 8080 up to
the 68000 CPU. Does anyone know of this source?"

Silvia Ator of W. WilJington, CT is having trouble
programming the function keys of her Liberty 100 (alias
MDT-50) terminal with the xtraKey key redefinition
program, and wants to know how to "disconnect" the
function keys.

I'm not sure what she means by that, but the
function keys on the MDT-50 are hardwired so that each
one sends a burst of three characters, and there's no
way to change that. This means that if xtraKey doesn't
have a provision for programming function keys, as
Smart..Key II does, there is probabJy no way to do it.
Could someone out there who's familiar with xtraKey
supply more help?

A reminder: function keys on most terminals can
be reprogrammed inside NewWOrd (see my article in MaR,
Vol. 1, #4, Oct. 1984). This method will also
reprogram the four editing keys above the MDT-50
numeri.c keypad, giving a total of 28 possibJe
functions. Incidentally, Liberty Electronics has moved
from the old Clement St. address. The address for
technical questions or repair information is Liberty
Electronics, 332 Harbor Way, South San Francisco, CA
94080, phone 415-742-9950.

J. Charles Eldridge, PhD, of Wake Forest
University in Winston-Salem, NC, is retiring an old
PDP-8 but wants to keep the FORTRAN programs. He
asks, "Has anyone develoPed a FORTRAN system to operate
on the Morrow and CP/M? It would be a lot easier for
us to redo the programs in another FOR'I'RAN than to
rewrite them in Microsoft BASIC."

The only one I know of is Nevada FOR'l'RAN from
Ellis Computing, 3917 Noriega St., San Francisco, CA
94122,415-753-0186. EIJis also has versions of COBOL,
BASIC and Pilot, all at $39.95 each. Anyone know how
good they are, or if there are any others?

Now there are rumors of undocumented commands in
Morrow pilot. How about it, all you exPerimenters out.
there? a
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FUNCTIONAL COMPARISONS OF
DATABASE SOFTWARE

by P. Kurt Schmidt

Discussions of several of the merits and drawbacks
of the database management program, Personal Pearl,
have appeared recently in Morrow Owners' Review
(OCt/Nov 1985, Vol. 2, #5). As a seasoned Pearl user,
instructor and consultant, I would like to contribute
an as-yet-unexpressed point. of view.

The debate concerning relational database
management software (RDBMS) is as hot as it is largely
because of differences in style, and less so because of
differences in function. WhiJe the style with which
software interacts with its user is significant, it
would be foolish to downplay the importance of how the
software actually performs.

Leaving the issue of st.yle aside, I decided to
make a strict functional comparison of some RDBM
software. First, I determined that the job of any RDBMS
is t.o "crunch" data at an affordable price. The more
data it can crunch in one process, the more powerful it
is. The lower the price per unit of processing power,
the more cost-effective it is. So the prime criterion
of RDBMS evaluation is price per unit of data crunched
per pI."Ocess.

Consider Table 1. Published data in two recent
buyers' guides (Personal Software, August 1984:
Personal Computing, March 1985) were entered into a
Pearl "form." Where a value was either unlimited or

Kurt Schmidt designs technical and scientific
instruction for business and industry. His firm,
Instructional Media Designs, offers software training
courses for users of Morrow microcomputers, and has
just. expanded to include Personal Pearl programming.
(200 W. Mercer, suite 114, Seattle, WA 98119)

limited by disk capacity, the field was filled with
nines. To facilitat.e first-order comParisons, Cost (in
dollars Per field Per process) was computed by dividing
the product of Fields Per record and Files Per process
into Price: the resulting table was reported to
L9<JiCalc for sorting on this new field.

This type of functional comparison indicates that,
as designed, Pearl should be a very capable and cost
effective data cruncher. My experience confirms that
it is, indeed.

Beyond cost crit.eria, Pertinent. fact.ors to weigh
include the limits imposed by the hardware used, as
well as the limits programmed into the software itself.
For example, the data shown in Table 1. would lead us to
believe that we could use Personal Pearl on our Morrows
to define a single field (data area) that filled the
whole 24-line display (1920 characters). In practice,
field length is limited t.o the width of our 80-column
displays. The hardware limits the software to 4.2% of
its capability. ,

Other hardware factors can limit the software's
performance even further. This is eSPeCially true if
random-access memory (RAM) is limited. Where memory
can be added, as in MS-DOS machines, Pearl (2.11) runs
at. its limit in about 320k of RAM. But when a Pearl
program is loaded into t.he RAM of a 64k Morrow, it
occupies the majority of the Transient Program Area.
Only the remaining "free memory" is avaiJable for data
processing. Since Pearl is designed.around a system of
"program files," some of which must. be read int.o RAM in
their entirety, the actual amount of data crunchabJe
per process on a CP/M machine is much less than the
software limit.

Table 1: 64k CP/M RDBMS Buyers' Guide Data

Program Name Price Char's Char's Fields i Key Records Files/ Cost
($) /field /rec /rec Words /file Proces $/f/p

===================== ----- ------ ------ ------ ------ ------- ------ ------
The Sensible Solution 695 255 99999 99999 10 999999 16 0.0000
DBPack III 395 32000 99999 32000 32000 32000 99999 0.0000
Mag/Base 1 295 50 4096 999 99 999999 5 0.0590
CIA Relational 295 255 25000 255 100 64000 15 0.0770
Mag/Base 2 495 50 4096 999 99 999999 5 0.0990
InfoStar 495 255 4000 255 120 65535 16 0.1210
DB 3 249 4000 4000 . 100 100 65535 19 0.1310
Mag/Base 3 795 50 4096 999 99 999999 5 0.1590
Personal Pearl 295 1920 20000 250 250 999999 5 0.2360
Datavu Plus 250 127 16129 127 127 999999 8 0.2460
DataFlex 750 255 255 255 4 64000 5 0.5880
selector v 450 129 5000 89 99 99999 7 0.7220
Condor 1 295 127 1000 127 8 65000 3 0.7740
Probase 300 64 1024 64 10 65536 6 0.7810
Condor 3 650 127 1000 127 8 65000 3 1.7060
Dax Plus 549 255 1020 255 1 32767 1 2.1530
Dbase II 495 254 1000 32 32 65535 2 7.7340

Table 1 presents Personal
Pearl as capable of
processing 5 files (forms)
of 250 fields (data areas)
each. That's 1,250 fields
per process. But if you try
to design--not to mention
install and operate--such
large forms on CP/M
hardware, you'll be booted
out of the program faster
than you can say "Eight Bit
Chip!"

To determine the
practical capabilities of
Personal Pearl (version
1.05) on typical Morrow
hardware, I ran a series of
tests using an MD2 (ROM Rev.
2.3A, CP/M 2.2 Rev. 2.1).
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I built forms and reports of sufficient size to run
just short of obtaining an "Out Of Memory" Program Stop
Code. Actual memory usage was compared with published
figures (PearlSoft Technical Memo TM2, 8/9/83),
revealing numerous discrepancies (Table 2).

Table 2: Actual Memory Use
Personal Pearl

Form Rep:::>rt

Base "free melTOry" 13,208 17,437
Fixed overheads

data area:
character, not indexed 68 65

indexed 104 101
date, not indexed 90 79

indexed 132 121
numeric, not indexed 84 81

indexed 136 134
background text on new line 8 20

Length factors
character, not indexed 4 3

indexed 6 5
numeric, indexed or not 3 2

OUtside forms
first 2,760 2,682
second, third, fourth 1,000 923

There were other surprises: Not all of the "free
memory" can always be used; when memory subsections
overflow, processing simply stops. Two large forms can
crash a report that only picks a few fields from each
(even PearlSoft Technical Support was surprised). The
most enjoyable overflow condition results in the
undocumented ''W1100PSII error message after about six
suspense-filled minutes of steadfast installation.

With the effects of field length and type at least
partially predictable, my task boiled down to
determining the maximum number of single-character
fields the system could report in a single process. The
results I got for Personal Pearl under CP/M 2.2 were
significantly lower than the published software limit
(Table 1), but still more than adequate for many
serious business and scientific applications (see
Table 3).

iM.

process" factor places Personal Pearl, InfoStar, and
the Mag/Bases in a league which is functionally
different from that of Dax Plus and dBASE II.

Another important factor, especially for owners of
floppy-disk machines (MD1,2,3), is disk space consumed
per unit of data storage. Few programs can store a
single data file over two disks, so the more space a
given number of recoIds will occupy on the disk, the
fewer recoIds the database can access.

Here, I can offer one direct comparison. To store
912 maD list records, dBASE II required 164k of
allocated disk space while Personal Pearl used only
60k. (The File Loader was used to electronically copy
the dBASE records into Pearl, ensuring comparison of
identical items.) Using STAT to determine the data
file sizes with 128-byte precision, I found that Pearl
stored 2. 76 times as many records Per unit di.sk
space.

Using these numbers, we can predict how many of
these records a floppy will hold tmder each program,
provided we take into account the following: Pearl
needs only 10k of blank space on the data disk to
perform file maintenance and other tasks, whereas
dBASE II requires as much blank space as is occupied by
the database file. In practice, this doubles the disk
space consumed per unit data storage and cuts the
number of recoIds Per disk in half for dBASE II.

Table 4 predicts that on a floppy machine,
dBASE II's data capacity is about 19% that of Personal
Pearl, and that dBASE II could not maintain the 912
recoId file on an MD2 (which is why my double-sided MD3
was often borrowed for such operations).

Table 4: Predicted Records per Floppy

Program Rec- Data bytes Max Capacity
ords File per records/disk

bytes record ss/dd ds/dd

Pearl 912 60,416 66.24 2,672 5,781
dBaseII 912. 166,912 183.0 520 1,074

Compare these figures with the published software
limits and consider your alternatives. You'll see why
many Personal Pearl users are so unshakable: It is a
very well-engineered and highly refined product. But
because it is underpriced (and cannot be mass
marketed), it does not enjoy the popularity it mi.ght if
users rated programs purely on performance.

Which brings us to the matter of style. We
bought the Morrow motto--IlBuild it cheap, sell it for
less ll

-- with our Micro Decisions; we own well
engineered but underpriced and undermarketed machines.
When it came to selecting the software it would bundle
with i.ts computers, Morrow also made intelligent
choices. In particular, the little sleeping dynamo of a
database system, the one with the unconventional name,
is a Perfect match.

Table 3: OUtput Fields per Process
Personal Pearl

Files Fields Free Memory... Maximum
Open/ per on on Fields
Process record Form Rep:::>rt Rep:::>rted

========
1 111 5,178 6,649 111
2 92 6,546 1,973 184
3 56 9,138 1,898 168
4 41 10,218 1,235 164
5 20 11,720 584 100

The ability to process several files
simultaneously is essential to efficient oPeration in
fully relational applications (as opposed to simple
lists such as calendars and address books). This is
because the database can be radically re-structured to
reflect relationships inherent to the application; disk
overhead, redundancies, and processing time can be
dramatically reduced. In other words, the performance
of an RDBMS during multiple-file processing can carry
more weight than any other factor. This "files Per

[Copyright ©
Reserved.]

1986. P. Kurt Schmidt. All Rights
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by Bruce Gowens

GETTING PERSONAL WITH PEARL

Seed Pearl

In this first column on Personal Pearl, it seems
worthwhile to mention what my expectations of the
column will be. In the Oct/Nov 1985 issue of MaR (Vol.
2, #5), I published an overview of Personal Pearl and a
review of Pearl File Load. Since a full discussion of
problems, tricks and applications wasn't possible in
that context, I made an offer to help anyone with
questions by phone or maiJ, and proposed a regular
column on Pearl in MaR. I felt that the expected flood
of questions and problems generated by my offer would
give plenty of material to choose from.

Instead, I've received a number of complimentary
notes and some praises for Pearl but few real
problems.

My offer of help still holds, but with a change:
Mail Only--no more phone calls. And be sure to include
that SASE--the one letter I haven't answered didn't.
(You know who you are.) I'll be using the most common
or interesting responses for this column.

This issue's column will be just be an
introduction and some notes, and future columns will be
in response to problems or illustrations of interesting
applications. Please send along any interesting ways
you've used Pearl, with an explanation of the need and
the design aid printouts. I'll be depending on the
mail box to let me know what you'd like discussed.

Tara! Tara! Tara!

InfoWorld has published a report that PearlSoft
may soon be taken over by Ashton-Tate, the dBase
people. Apparently Ashton-Tate likes the Pearl
development system (a· programming system that
preceded the Personal Pearl data base).

I spoke with Rita Miles of PearlSoft just before
our press time. She acknowledges that discussions are
going on between PearlSoft and Ashton-Tate, but refused
to say how certain any of the plans are. She did state
that Personal Pearl would continue to be supported, and
that there was no problem for those who have paid for
support agreements. There is considerable doubt in my
mind whether Personal Pearl will continue to be
developed or even sold, and I found it impossible to
pin Ms. Miles down on that point•.

My "ulterior" motive in initially offering help to
Pearl users was to gain input for my book on Pearl.
Now I'm putting that project aside until PearlSoft's
status is clarified, since publishers are not
interested in books on discontinued software. I do
want to thank the many of you who called just to tell
me you wanted a copy.

Oyster Bed

When helping out at the MaR office I discovered,
in our advertiser data base, what must be a common
confusion when designing a form--the use of a character
field type when a number should have been used, and
number when character should have been used. This is
an easy mistake to make, since some character data,
such as phone numbers, are in number form. The main
rule is: NUMBER TYPE IS FOR WHEN YOU MIGHT WANT TO
CAICULATE WITH THE DATA. Otherwise use character
type.

For example, a field for the last four digits of a
phone number is set as number type. When a number such
as 0305 is entered, you will see 305 on the screen or a
report since the leading 0 is superfluous for a number.
Since you do not calculate with phone numbers, this
file should have been character type.

Often the opposite mistake is made, usually in
short fields used to tag records. For example, MaR has
a one-character field for each issue. Each time an
advertiser places in an issue, an "X" is entered in
that issue's field. Otherwise it is left. blank. This
works, and on the face of it is just fine. A lit.tle
more thought, however, will show that these tag fields
should have been numerical.

Why? Because you can't add "X's." By making the
tag field numerical, and using a "1" instead of an "X,"
the number of insertions can be added together. As a
matter of fact, this can be carried a bit further.
Another field is a number indicating the size of the
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ad. Why not combine that with the field for
insertions? Thus if an advertiser changes his add size
between issues there is a way of recording it, and
total advertising pages can still be added up using the
issue field.

So often you find you need new forms of data from
an existing database, but can't easily do it because
not enough effort was taken to plan ahead. By being
very careful with the choice of number or character
tyPe for a field, you'll save yourself hassles and make
your databases more useful.

Shucking Bee

Multiple report sections on one page seem to give
some problems, usually with fixed tyPe reports. This
is briefly mentioned on page 37 of the General
Reference section of the Morrow PP manual (PearlSoft
manual page R-46). Here's how to do it:

In Produce Reports after Option 1, "Selection
Values," go to Option 2, "Print Details." The first
line is a title (I always put the date and a note of
tbe selection values here to keep masses of paper
straight) • Then lines two and three are where the
confusion seems to happen.

Line two, "NUMBER OF REPOR'l'LINES," is the number
of lines of information in the report. An address, for
example, might have five. If you enter more than 5
here, there will be blank lines after each address. So
far, so good.

Line three, "TOTAL LINES PER PAGE," adjusts the
output for pages of different lengths, such as address
labels where each label is considered a page. If you
leave this blank, Pearl will send a "form feed"
character to your printer. Your printer has been
quietly keeping track of how many lines it has printed,
and when it gets the form feed character it advances
the paper to the next page. Of course, it thinks each
page is 66 lines (usually -- most printers are 6 lines
per inch). The printer won't know that you have file
or rolodex cards or labels in it.

If you put a number in this space, Pearl will not
use the form feed character. Instead it will count
lines and then send the needed number of blank lines to
get to the next page. Therefore, to print more than
one record of a fixed report on the same page you
"fool" Pearl about your page length. Number of lines
per page (usually 66) equals page length in inches
(usually 11) times lines per inch (usually 6). Divide
the number of records per page that you want into the
number of lines per page, providing the answer is not
less than the number of report lines (line two).
NormalJ.y then, for two records Per page, enter 33, for
three enter 22, for five enter 11, and for ten enter 6.
Since four, five, and seven through nine do not divide
into 66 you are stuck with these choices (unless you
don't mind it printing over the perfs or your printer
or paper length is unusual).

String of Pearls

Pearl has no way to search a field for a keyword
unless it is the first character of a field. That has
led to one interesting inquiry that some of our readers
might have a better answer for than mine. I'll quote
from the letter:

"I deal with Arabic names where it is important to
be able to locate character strings inside a larger
name, e.g. to find 'Muhammad el Kheir' inside 'el Hag
Ali Muhammad el Kheir Ahmed'."

(The writer, incidentally, is using Pearl to
organize dissertation data.)

I eXPect it is not practical t.O arrange the name
in a way sufficient to find all of the possible needed
substrings, and that an a.k.a. ("also known as") field
would have the same problem.

My only suggestion was to make a two item report
to disk (by putting a file name on the Produce Reports
Print Details line four) consisting of the key indexed
field, the field containing the name, and perhaps
another identifying field if there might be duplicate
names. With all fields on the same line, one can set
both "NUMBER OF REPORT LINES" and "TOTAL LINES PER
PAGE" to 1 and have a nice set of columns in the ASCII
file. Then this could be searched for the substring by
a string finding program or ""QF of WordStar to discover
the key indexed field to find the record. It's a bit
awkward. If there are any other suggestions I'll pass
them on.

Oyster Stew

When designing forms, I like to use both upPer and
lower case in my field prompts to help later when
designing reports or other forms. For example, if I
have a field prompted by "MOther's MAiden NaMe:" I'll
know that the field name is 'MOMANM'. "Accounts
RECeiVable" would be "RECV" and so forth. Believe me,
it helps.

If someone besides the designer is going to be
entering data in a Pearl database, you can give them a
custom help screen to explain the form of data for your
fields or the purpose of each field. At the top or
bottom of the form, put a line such as:

FOR HELP, USE ....C

Then use a ""c and write the help screen. Add a single
character field t.hat will not be used for data. You
should also put in a line such as:

USE "'R TO RETURN TO DATA ENTRY

Then use a '"'R to continue designing your' form layout.

We have used the second page of a form to hold the
help screen. You need to have at least one data field
on this second page so that it can be accessed during
data entry. n
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PERSONAL PEARL HINTS AND KINKS
by Ed Buscall

committees by name against a code number and one that
list.s all the positions against a code number. For
example, President is 01, Secretary-Treasurer is 02,
etc. When the report prints out, not only does it
print the name of the local committee at the top of the
page, it also prints all t.he executive titles followed
by the name of the person in that position.

If you have an MD3, Pearl only takes t.wo program
diskett.es, one for Design Forms and Reports and one for
Enter Data and Produce Reports plus SORT. This means
that after the initial designing, you only need one
program disk to actually use Personal Pearl and
obviates the need to change diskettes to do the sort
while producing a report.

I keep a database of over 200 people in one of my
databases with 35 fields of information on each person
plus a very complicated attendance form that calculates
all their pay according to their attendance and sorts
it by department, so that at the end of the month, I
not only have a report that lists all the attendees and
non-attendees, but I have a report with all their pay,
plus reports that divide t.hat pay into the various
departments so that we can feed the information into a
SUpevCalc spreadsheet for budget/expenditure
control.

*

**

**

*

In his article, "Reflections on dBASE II,
Comparing Gold to Pearl" (MOR, Oct/Nov '85), Bill
Lamp'l talks about. problems with using Pearl for
mailing labels. The solution is to have two fields,
FNAME & SURNAME, and to sort on the SURNAME. But you
get the correct label by making the FNAME field in the
report. only one character long, followed by a period;
this has to be done in option 1 (layout a report),
after using option 2 (label data fields). This gives a
total solution to the problem, unless you really want
to put the full FNAME on the label. In that case, the
alternative is to have three fields in the database:
FNAME, SURNAME and PNAME, where PNAME would be, for
example, "Mr & Mrs Dave Smith." You then use PNAME in
your report but you sort on SURNAME.

Sometimes it is necessary for a report to start on
a new page when data changes. For example, I have a
report that lists the various local executive
committees of a club I belong to, and I want it to
start at a new page with each branch. From the manual,
it would appear that all you need to do is to put a
<PAGE> command at the bottom of the report in the SUB
TOTAL section. This will not work unless you are

After reading the Oct/Nov'85 issue of MOR on the
theme of Databases and Business Applications, I wanted
to offer some responses and tips on questions about
Personal Pearl.

actually calculating a sub-total, which in an executive
committee list obviously is not being done. The
solution to this is to create a one character dummy
field in the sub-total section at the very left of the
report page. Name this field PAGE, and when Pearl asks
you for the optional formula for calculation, just put
in 0+10. Because 10 is two characters, the result will
be the printing of a· * on the report after the last
line of data has been printed, and then Pearl will
start a new page for the next list of data.

Though I agree with some of the statements made by
1.1. Butler in his article, "Let's Get Rid of Personal
Pearl"--I am well aware of Pearl's deficiencies--I also
find that Pearl has a place and can do a very good job
in it. While other database programs, such as InfoStar
and dBASE are more flexible, they are a] so much harder
to use (especially dBASE). I have found ways to work
around Pearl's limitations, and I'd like to mention a
few here.

NOTE: The first SORT field must be the name of the
field that you wish to change pages on. For example,
in my case, it is a field called EXEC that contains a
number code for each of the local committees. For this
particularreport, my main database has all the members
listed with various code numbers for them if they are
on a committee; the code numbers not only state which
committee but also which position is held. I then have
two further small databases--one which lists all the

Also, if you intend to design any reports that are
in excess of 80 characters wide (i.e., using 96
characters in 12 cpi), the manual tells you how to
design the report but neglects to mention that you must.
change the "80" in the printer data portion of
rnSTAI..L.DAT by using NewWord/WordStar in non-document
mode. For people who Iive in Canada, it is also
possible to change the Date format bit from "0"
(mmddyy) to"l" (ddmmyy). n
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A NOTE ON THE C PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE
by Erik Westgard

The new third edition of The Penguin Dictionary of
Computers defines C as "A high level programming
language designed for systems programming, usually (but
by no means exclusively) for software development in
the Unix environment." If you are a computer
professional, you already know something about C. If
you are a beginner, you may be a bit afraid of yet
another complicated piece of programming and a new set
of terms and acronyms.

If as a serious amateur programmer you find
yourself needing to writ2 a terminal program, or a
commercial package for sale, you might look at writing
in C. C is very fast and compact, good for utility
programs for sorting or copying files or other
functions that need to run quickly. C is good for
writing "structured" programs, which for some subtle
reasons are easier to read and understand, as well as
improve later--important issues in programs offered for
sale.

C is not easy to learn. It is cryptic in the
extreme and is just the thing for working with bit
arrays and buffers, not exactly the stuff of Saturday
afternoons. For most reasonabl e programming chores
around the home or office, I'd use BASIC for the simple
work, and PASCAL for the larger jobs. Both are easy to
learn, fun to use and inexpensive. BASIC is of course
free with most computers, and the Turbo Pascal compiler
package is around $50 mail order, slightly higher at
your dealer, who may be able to offer you some help.

To learn C you can start out with a reference book
or two and a tutorial. The reference to have is The C
Programming Language by Kernighan and Ritchie, who
wrote the language. (See the bibliography below).
There are dozens of C tutorials on the market. Some
local colleges teach courses on C. In either event
you'll need a C compiler to try out your worl<.

Two hundred dollars will buy an excellent, well
documented, virtually bug-free C compiler. There are a
number of packages out for under $100, including C/80
and Mix. There are even some public domain compilers
around, most spawned by Ron Cain's original "Small-C"
compiler, published back in 1980. James Hendrix has
published a version 2 of this compiler, reported to be
quite good, though I don't know how available that
compiler is.

To support your use of and experimentation in C,
we'll be running some reviews in MaR of inexpensive C

Erik Westgard is employed as a Sales Engineer for a
computer company in the midwest. In his sPare time he
races sailboats and writes articles for the model rail
roading magazines.

compilers. We'd like your input on the whole subject
of C, as well as any reviews or articles you'd like to
contribute. So far, we have one public domain review
ready to go. There are at least three other compilers
out there as well. If your local club has a compiler
in its library, or some hints on usage or patching
bugs, we'd like to hear from you. Send your comments
to me, care of MaR.

By way of a preview; I have been experimenting
with a public domain compiler (apparently written by
Mike Bernson) which is available from a number of users
groups around the country. I have not had good luck
with the package, which has several serious errors.
Most of the problems seem to be with the output of
character data to the terminal. The package lacks the
standard C function "printf," which does the character
output. I was not able to work around this fundamental
problem. If you have experience with this version of
small-c, or know the whereabouts of some later version,
like Hendrix's, let me know. a
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MagicSeries
MORE THAN JUST A LASERJET DRIVER

IMPORTANT
ANNOUNCEMENTS

Yes, MagicSeries is a powerful tool for
tapping the full capabilities of the LaserJet...

But MagicSeries doesn't stop there...

Over 80 features for both LaserJet and daisywheel printers make
word processors more powerful, more efficient, and easier to use.

Renew early and help MaR's cashflow

Why renew early? First of all, you get a gooo deal if
you renew before March 15th. You get seven issues for
the price of six for one-year renewals and 13 issues
for the price of 12 for two-year renewals. Besides
that, you will also help MaR get tmuugh its annual
cash-shortage. This shortage is caused by a couple of
things: 1) Subscription fees tend to arrive mainly in
one big heap every year. 2) MaR still bears the debt
incurred when Morrow suddenly withdrew financial
support in Winter of 1985; as all of you know, the
February and April 1985 issues of MaR still went out,
free, before we landed again as a subscription
magazine. So if you like what MOR is doing and want to
help out, renew early. You'll feel renewed in turn.

• Memory typewriter mode
• Odd/even page batch printing

• Easy font selection - mix any number 0/ fonts on 8 line.

II Line drawing - thick lines thin lines

• solid bullets D hollow bullets~

1::$~~%::!!i~{:£i:f.~K,~~:::1:5::;'~;~~!:~:1
ICESI• Graphics merging

• Variable-grade boldface
• Precision kerning

MagicPrinl includes:
• Typeset-quality proportional spacing
• Footnoting • Sheet feeder control
• Instant formatting • Multi-line headers
• Automatic columns • Plus much more

MagicBind adds:
• File merging
• Auto-numbering

Magic/Ildex adds:
• Indexing
• Table of contents generation

Delay in PCFlLE development

We are $hocked to announce that the developer of PCFlLE
III for CP/M, Don Dietrich, has died quite suddenly.
MOR author Ilbert I. Butler found this out when he
called Jim But.ton to check on the progress of the
program. Butt.onware, Inc. is the firm that plans to
market PCFlLE III. At this t.ime it is uncertain when
or whether the CP/M conversion will be completed.

New MaR columns in the offing

You get camera-ready copy with perfect proportional spacing 
no "holes" in the text and no distracting hyphens. MagicSeries is
excellent for desktop publishing, writing legal briefs, preparing
academic papers and any other application where professional
document appearance and complete format control are essential.

Ken Grymala will start a column "On Generic CP/W' in
the near future. This column will be designed for the
slightly experienced but still curious computer user.
Ken plans to cover CP/M across machine boundaries.
Write him at: P.O. Box 2540, Manassas, VA 22110.

According to the experts:

"[With MagicSeries] you can raise the quality of the printed
output of your personal computer from typewriter to typeset,
from amateur to professional." - Los Angeles Times, 3/85

"... if you want the best possible output from your WordStar/PC
system, there is nothing to compare with MagicIndex."

- PC, 10/84

Thatlong-awaited,much-requestedcolumnforbeginners
is on its way! Mike Allen plans to guide novices
through the in's-and-out's of their computers and tour
some of the mysteries of the software--all in prose
he hopes will both interest and charm the most innocent
of novices. Write to him: c/o Westinghouse, 7121
Standard Drive, M.S. 6080, Hanover, MD 21076-1360.

CI MagicPrint $195

CI MagicPrint + MagicBind $250

CI MagicPrint + MagicBind + MagicIndex $295

Works with WordStar and most other text editors.

Computer EdiType Systems
509 Cathedral Parkway, Suite lOA

New York, N. Y. 10025
(800) 251-2223 • (212) 222-8148 in N.Y.

Send me more information.
Name _

Company _

Address _

City State Zip _

o Check here for the LaserJet version

Transitions in the MOR Staff

Regrett.ably, soon it will be time to say goodbye to
Dana and Shoshana who will be leaving MaR within the
next couple of months. Dana has been with us for over
two years, even before MaR got started. In January
1984 she started out as BAMDUA's Administrative
Assistant. When Ed Niehaus--then with Morrow, Inc.-
offered Morrow's support in starting MaR, I said to
Dana: "If you want to join me in this, I'll do it."
And we did! That was the innocent beginning of MaR, an
endeavour within which Dana developed herself into the
Advertising and Layout departments, besides handling
administrative matters. She juggled umpteen jobs with
admirabl e dedication--and occasional deep sighs-
throughout the often stormy development of MaR. She
loved building good relationships and turned most of
our advertisers into friends. Your loyal presence will
(continued)
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USING THE MM300 MODEM TO DIAL VOICE CALLS
by Bill Steele

I make a lot of long-distance telephone calls for
which I get reimbursed by various employers, so I've
always kept a log of numbers dialed, the party called
and to whom the call should be charged. The log is
also handy for checking the accuracy of my phone bill.
I use an alternative long distance system which
requires pulse dialing a local number, then tone
dialing an access code and the number to be called.
When I got my crs MM300 modem, also known as the Mon~ow

Modem, I realized that its auto dial capability could
be used to automate dialing for voice calls as well as
computer linkups, and that the computer could then
keep a record of my calls.

I wrote a simple BASIC program, "M300DIAL," to do
the job, and over several months I've debugged and
polished and added to it to the point where I think it
may be worth passing on to other Morrow Modem users.
(M300DIAL is available on FLOB/FEB86; see p. 44.)
Owners of other modems ought to find it simple to adapt
the program to their equipment by substituting the
appropriate control and status codes.

The program displays an opening menu that lets you
choose to dial via your alternate long di.stance company
or via AT&T, either direct. dialing or through the
operator. You enter the number to be called from the
numeric keypad, just as if you were dialing a
telephone; the computer automatically adds the right
dialing prefixes, access codes and so on, and spits the

Bill Steele works in Ithaca, New York as a freelance
writer, specializing in science, medicine and
technology. He is a member of the MOR Edi.torial Council
and also writes the Mailbox column.

IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENTS, Continued

be missed, Dana. BAMDUA and MOR thank you for all your
splendid efforts of the last two years, and we wish you
good luck.

Shoshana joined us as a consulting editor late summer
of 1984 and joined the staff hal£-time as Managing
Editor in January 1985. Soon she took on more
functions, such as Art Director and office re-organizer
(did MOR ever need that!). Working 3/4 time with MOR
during the last eight months, her professional
abilities really came to bear fruit. She was mainly
responsible for the ever-growing qualit.y of the
articles in MOR and the warm and nourishing
communications with our growing circle of MOR authors.
She always brimmed with new ideas and brought regularly
a good dose of excitement to our staff meetings. Her
dedication to the job was amazing for one so foreign to
the personal computer field, since her true interests
lie in the field of the Humanities. Shoshana will serve
as guest editor on the April issue on the theme of

complete dialing string out the serial port to the
modem. The MM300 modem will accept a dialing string of
up to 40 characters, including mixed pulse and tone
dialing, and will accept commands to wait for a
secondary dial tone or to pause for four seconds. You
should be able to program for almost any dialing
situation.

You're also asked to enter information about the
call, including who is being called and the starting
and ending times. If the call is completed, this is
written to a disk file named "CALLS." Data in the fiJ.e
are arranged in columns so it can be viewed directly,
edited or printed out with your word processor. Typing
in information about each call seems a bit tedious at
first, but it rea1J.y takes no longer than scribbling
the same information in a log, and the computer won't
let you forget to keep the record. Once it gets to the
actual dialing, the modem is a lot faster than your
fingers, especially when tone dialing.

The program is purposely written in BASIC so that
users can adapt it to their own situations. In fact,
you won't be able to use the program without at least
changing it to include your own dialing prefixes and
access codes. If you're more ambitious, you might
change the menu, collect different information about
each call or rearrange the way information is stored in
the file.

A number of variations and improvements are
possible. A database function might be added to allow
dialing from a directory of frequently used numbers.
If you have a real-time clock you should have that
handle the timing functions. n

Tools for Writers, Academics and Desktop Publishers,
while our new Managing Editor eases in. We will miss
your generous energy and spirited presence t.hat MOR has
profited so much from--through the joyful and hard
times we shared. Thank you for the 18 months of your
life you spent with us. We were lucky to have someone
of your quality with us. And now that it is time for
you to leave: Be well and good luck in your life's
endeavors.

Changes in MOR Council

Welcome to Ken Grymala, the newest addition to our MOR
Editorial Council. Ken has been a frequent contributor
to MOR; and he and Lynda Grymala have turned out to be
a formidable review team for accounting software! Ken
has also been quite active in developing the MOR
Technical Manuals. Along with a few other MaR
Councillors, he is currently exploring future
strategies for MOR. We are lucky to have Ken join us
and look forward .to his wise and cheerfully delivered
contributions to MaR. n
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SOFTWARE REVIEW

PROGRAM: TAXWORKS

VERSION TESTED: 1984 revel II for Morrow
(Overview of 1985 update
follows at the end of this
review.)

AUTHOR John Hollingsworth

MANUFACTURER: Hollingsworth Business
Services

881 Alma Real Dr. Suite T-2
Pacific Palisades, CA 90272
(213) 459-2746

DISK SPACE: Federal disk 1, 170K
Federal disk 2, 176K
California, 184K

PRICE: Federal only, $400
Federal and California, $500

by Bill Roos

When I was asked by MaR to review this program,
the editors wanted to be sure that I could be objective
about it. This is because I am a district manager for
H & R Block and taxes are my livelihood. It would be
easy to pick a tax program apart. However, I had
trouble finding things to pick apart in TAXWORKS, by
Hollingsworth Business Services.

I reviewed the 1984 version (the 1985 wasn't ready
yet) of the Professional Federal and California
edition. An update review of the 1985 version is at
the end of this article. It consists of the following
forms and schedules: 1040, A, B, C, D, E, G, W, SE, ES,
2210, 2441, and 4562. The California has the 540, A,
B, CEF, D-1, D-2, G, H, ES, 3805X, 3885, and 5805. The
1985 Federal version also has the 2106, 3903, 3468,
4797 1984 Version and 6251.

Installation on my MD3 was easy, and having two
double-sided drives makes disk swapping on the Federal
unnecessary. On single-sided drive machines, you will
have to change disks somewhere in the Federal program.
The California program requires a separate disk, and it
runs alone but will pull some data from the data disk.
More on that later.

The installation process tells the program what
type of terminal you have and a couple of other house
keeping details. It is quickly done and you are ready
to do your first return. You start by entering a
three-letter or three-number code. This is used on

Bill Roes is district manager for H & R Block in
Missoula, Montana. He uses his MD3 extensively for
keeping church books as well as all kinds of data and
wordprocessing for H & R Block and his wife's business
as a realtor.

both Federal and State returns and makes it possible
for you to pull out that client's data at any time.
You then select the menu which has the forms listed and
begin by selecting the page 1 of the 1040 or 540.

When the page comes up on the screen, you will see
only those questions from that form that need an entry.
Any calculat.ed amount will not appear during t.he data
entry phase. If the entry line has a "T" beside it,
that means that the amount wiJ.l be transferred from the
appropriate form. For example, a "T" beside the
interest entry on the 1040 means that the amount will
be automatically entered from the data on Schedule B.
If a SChedule B is not needed, the figures can be
entered but any data later entered on Schedule B wiJ.J.
override the original figures.

Essentially, every form is entered the same way.
After all the data is entered on a form, you go back to
the forms menu and select the next. one. I am not going
to take the space to describe each form, as the entries
follow the sequence on the form and are straightforward
and .simple. The program will accept up to nine
SChedule C's for husband and/or wife and wiJ.l combine
the totals to take the net figure to the 1040, page 1.

TAXWORKS will accommodate a separate Schedule
SE for both husband and wife. While the tax wil I be
calculated, the initial figures of net income or loss
must be entered as the program will not t.ransfer data
from other s~hedules. The disappointing form in my
opinion was the Depreciation Form 4562. The program
wiJ.l allow up to nine forms and they can be assigned t.o
anyone of the nine Schedule CiS or any of the three
properties on SChedule E or left unassigned for manual
transfer to another schedule. The first thing that
struck me was that there wasn't any provision for
SChedule F. Even though there isn't any farm form in
the program, it wouldn't take too much to include it as
an option on the Form 4962 list. The other point is
that there are no calculations other than to add total
depreciation. You have to do all the calculations
manually and then put. the totals on this form. Now I
know that there are lots of options, but's, if's, and
and's in figuring depreciation these days, and it would
no doubt take a lot of disk space t.o be able to
calculate depreciation. Since most of the work is done
manually anyway, why not eliminat.e the 4562 and put in
the SChedule F or some other form?

Once all the data is entered, you can then calcu
late the return and look at any page prior to printing.
If you are confident of your entri.es, you can calculate
and print at the same time. Printing can be done in
anyone of three ways. The first would be to print on
blank pages and use the plastic overlays (included) to
copy the forms on a copier. The second method would be
to insert the official forms into the printer. The
biggest problem· with this is that the line spacing
doesn't always line up to the standard 6 lines per
inch, and the bottom of the page would be off a Jine.
The third method would be to use commercially prepared
tractor forms. This isn't practical for a smaller
program like this, as it can't be programmed to print
all 1040 page 1's together, etc.
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One of the nice features (possibly for someone who
has employees) is that the questions and data entries
can be printed out in the form of interview sheets. If
the preparer asks the client every question or makes an
entry for each data point, then someone else can compu
terize the data and do the printouts, etc. With the
interview sheets, no questions will be missed and the
completion of the returns will be more efficient. I
only wish the prllltouts would be for 11-inch paper,
though they fit nicely on 8-inch paper.

The California program is very similar to the
Federal in operation. The only data transferred from
the Federal is the name, address, Social Security
numbers, and occupations as well as the net figures
from the Federal Schedules C, E, and F. Once t.hat is
done, t.he California return is run as an independent
program and does not require constant disk swapping to
interface with the Federal.

Overview

Overall, I was very impressed with this .tax
program. It was easy t.o install and data entry was

H .& R Block began testing comp
ut five years ago, and in gu

decided to drop t.he large-seal te
continue the way they had been do
years. There were lots of reasons for
computer· project, but one of the most intere
was that they found that most clients don't car
their returns are done on the computer ot. T
are usually satisfied if the return· is urate a
readable. Now maybe the people going to e high
priced accounting firms expect the computer
for the fee they pay, but I had a client
office who paid $2,500 for their 1984 re
including a $150 computer charge. They will be m
client in 1985, so what did t.he com ut . tha
f'

y biggest objection to the campu er
return is the time-consuming nature of
priced programs. They are not efficient if a f'
does any number of returns, for severa.
One problem is the time it takes to call

quick and easy. I can see why they call it the 10
minut.e 1040 in their ads. I got some data from some of
our more complicated returns in the office and while
the bigger returns will t.ake a little longer than the
10 minutes, it was a pleasure to have the Schedule G's
and 2210's done fast. and accurately. Based on my test
returns, it appears that each return takes about 2K per
page on the data disk, and so you would get about 20-25
Federal only or about 15-20 Federal and State returns
on a disk for the MD3. If you have a bigger business,
you would have to keep careful records so that you
would know what disk to go to get that client's file.
I would question spending $400 for someone to do their
own return at home, but this would be very reasonable
for a smaller tax preParation firm.

1985 Version

One of the problems in reviewing tax programs is
that the information for the programmer to work with
isn't released until December by the IRS, yet magazine
deadlines have to be early in order to make the
information timely. Mr. Hollingsworth and I had the
same problems as he was trying to get the 1985 version
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JACOBS COMPUTER SERVICES CLASSIFIEDS

P.o. Box 415
Pinole, CA 94564

(415) 724·2446

Morrow S100, DECISION 1, Micro Decision and
CP/M advice and hardware repair.

MORROW MDT 20/LEAR SIEX3LER ADM 20: New
terminals for sale $275 each. Repairs. 115
and 220 volt models available. Calif. res. add
$17.87 tax.

SPECIAL DEMO DISK ONLY $3.001 Speed up CP/M!
MICRONIX too slow? We have RAM DISK SOFTWARE
for your Decision 1. For single user CP/M
only. Hardware remains able to run Micronix
later. (Ram disk and Micronix won't run at
same time.) $200. Calif. res. add 6.5% tax.

FOR SAlE Morrow Boards, Drives, etc.

Used MDT50/100/Freedom terminals $200.

written and I (and the MOR editors) were anxiously
waiting for the program so we could tell you of the
changes. The deadline won! The following changes were
discussed by phone as it was impossible to get a final
version out for testing before the January 16 camera
deadline.

The following forms were added to the 1985
program: 2106, 3903, 3468, 4797 and 6251. These five
additional forms will make TAXWORKS capable of handling
a wider variety of returns and should work like the
other forms for ease of entry.

The '85 version will have multiple Schedule E's so
that up to 9 rental properties can be entered. This is
an increase of six over the '84 version. Mr.
Hollingsworth has also changed the interview sheets
(mentioned in the review above) so they are more
condensed. By changing the spacing, he was able to get
the information that took three pages in the '84
version onto one page in the '85 version. These are an
excellent aid to speed entry of data and less pages to
handle are welcome.

For the benefit of Cal ifornia preparers, the '85
version will transfer more data from the Federal return
to the California return. Data from the Federal
SChedule A & B will now transfer directly to the
California Schedules A & B. The program will also
automatically transfer all referenced lines applicable

to Federal Schedules C, E & F to the proper place on
california Schedule CEF.

Initially, only a professional version of the
program was developed for 1985. However, due to the
demand, Mr. Hollingsworth has decided to have an
Individual Program for 1985. It will consist of the
1040 and Schedules A, B, D, G & Wand will sell for
$75. The California will have the 540 and Schedules A,
B, D, G & H. The Federal and California will sell for
$100.

One other aspect that I should point out is the
ability for you to create your own tax forms. This is
done with a text editor or word processor such as
WordStar in the NON-DOCUMENT mode. The file is stored
in ASCII format. Calculations will not be done but the
data can be printed out and will match the rest of the
return. You can also change the prompts and x-y
printing positions of the forms included with the

. program. This feature might be handy if you need to
fit the printing to a cert.ain form you do a lot of and
want to print it directly on that form.

By the time you read this, I expect to have tested
the '85 version. If you have any questions or are
interested in finding out how the new forms work, feel
free to writ.e me at H & R Block, 217 west Broadway,
Missoula, MT 59802. I will answer ASAIC (as soon as I
can).

Tax Preparers and Computer Programs

Anyone in the business of preparing returns should
be familiar with the rules regarding who is held to be
the preparer and thus the one who might be subject to
penalties for understatement of the tax liability. In
the Internal Revenue Bulletin No. 1985-48 dated
December 2, 1985, the IRS issued Revenue Ruling 85-189
relating to computer tax programs.

In this ruling, the IRS holds that a person who
prepares a computer program and sells it to customers
who use it to prepare their tax return can be held to
be the preparer of that return even though the
programmer doesn't have anything to do with the actual
data entry. Section 301.7701-15(a) (1) of the
Regulations on Procedure and Administration provides
that if a person furnishes a taxpayer or other preparer
enough information and advice to make completing the
return largely a mechanical or clerical matter, the
person is considered an income tax return preparer,
even though he or she does not actually place or review
information on the return.

I don't see this ruling having too much effect. on
return preparers who are in the business of preparing
returns, as we are responsible no matter how we do the
return. However, this will have a effect when programs
are sold to an individual who just wants to prepare his
own return. You might want to read this Revenue Ruling
as we1l as 85-187 & 188, also dealing with computer
prepared returns. n
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VERSION TESTED: 1984

SOFTWARE REVIEW

PRODUCT:

MANUFACTURER:

1040 PLUS

TCAA, 6730 E. McDowell Road,
Suite #103, SCottsdale, AZ
85257

totals. Also, the ''Wages Earned" prompt continues to
call for more wages several times after they have all
been entered. A potentially more serious problem
occurs when an error is made in data entry, since it
cannot be immediately corrected. To correct a mist.ake
the operator must complete t.hat subsection and then
reply ''No'' when asked if everything is correct. Then
that entire sect.ion is repeat.ed and everything must. be
re-entered.

I have a small business preparing tax returns for
individuals, and I have been interested in programs.
that could be used with my Morrow MD3 t.O check the
accuracy of the returns that I prepare. Last season I
tried 1040 PLUS, a tax preparation package offered by
TCAA of Scottsdale, AZ. I found it to be useful,
though only up to a point. .

1040 PLUS will prepare Form 1040 and twenty-two
other forms and schedules. (See Figure 1.) I
purchased only those forms that I usually use for at
least ten clients a year. However, though this was
just a small selection, it seemed to be
representative of the package as a whole.

On the positive side, 1040 plus comes with a 128
page manual that is clear and helpful. The user begins
by creating a t.ax preparer file (name, address, Social
Security number, etc.) for each preparer. Before the
program can be accessed, the number assigned to the
current user must be entered. This can be a nuisance,
though of course it is a safeguard that some firms will
appreciate. An opening menu is provided to direct the
preparer from one operation to another, and the user is
instructed line by line as to the type of dat.a to be
entered. The 1040 module includes a header unit that
prompts the operator to enter the name of the taxpayer
along with his or her classification and dependents.
The data from the completed supplementary schedules is
included on Form 1040 by the software design. After
the proper information has been entered, 1040 PLUS
computes the tax owed or refund due and then prints out.
the complete return on regular IRS forms.

Although this sounds straightforward enough, the
program is awkward in certain respect.s. For example,
it asks for grand totals of various types, but it will
not assist in compiling taxpayer records into the grand

Joe Day, Jr. has his own tax-bookkeeping business in
Greenville, Texas. He uses SUperCalc to compile
workpapers for the more complicated client returns.

132K

by Joe Day, Jr.

II CIVIL 2111 RESEARCH DRIVE, SUITE 1

o COMPUTING LIVERMORE, CALIFORNIA 94550

CORPORATION (4151 455-8086

PropStar is a stand-alone program, not a patch
to your W.S. program, gives higher quality print than
modified WordStar. PropStar follows the rules for
typesetting, maintains correct spacing between let
ters, never crowds text. in short lines or lines with
many caps, offers continuous underline, and increases
letter spacing in "bold" text to avoid run-together
letters. PropStar doesn't move text from one line
to another, so you get what you see on your w.p.
screen, supports most W.S. and N. W. print features.

Available on more than 40 CP/M 8" & 5" formats
in~ludingMD-2/3/11. MS-DOS version comes on 5" PC
media. Only $ 79.95, Visa & M/C accepted, or send
check with order and we pay postage. Comes fUlly pre
installed so specify computer and printer models.

PropStar gives type-set quality true propor
tional spaced printing from unmodified NewWord and
WordStar document files. Prints on daisy-wheel prin
ters with ps type-wheels, including Diablo, Qume,
NEC, Brother, C-Itoh, Juki, Silver-Reed & others.

REALLY WORKS!

Get the Proportional Printing Program which

For these and other reasons, I used this program
less and less last season. My original goal was to use
it to check the accuracy of my returns, but it only
partially met this need. It doesn't check the accuracy
of your math prior to entering the totals on the forms.
A pretty typed return t.o present. to a client is of
limited value if a mistake has been overlooked. My
feeling is that 1040 PLUS would be best. used by a
business with several preparers and with enough client.s
to justify buying the complete package. n

In addition, a £Jag must. be typed in at t.he Form
1040 line where comput.ations from other forms win be
entered. When t.he pr'ogram finishes the Form 1040
module it asks if anything has been forgotten, thereby
permitting access to the other forms. Form 1040 must
be printed by the printer before the opening menu can
be accessed again and before it is possible to exit
from the program. For a hard copy of the return,
standard IRS forms must be aligned in the printer one
page at a time in a very pl"ecise manner.

l"orm 45G2
Form 4797
Form 4972
Form 5695
Form 6251
Form 6252

SChedule F
SChedule G
SChedule R
SChedule SE
SChedule W

$75.00 for main unit and
$25.00 for the other forms

Form 2106
Form 2119
Form 2210
Form 2441
Form 3468
Form 3903

Fiqure 1

1040
SChedule A
SChedule B
SChedule C
SChedule 0
SChedule E

PRICE:

DISK SPACE:
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Micro Cornucopia Readers

Are Very Curious People

Like to know what
makes them so curious?

Send $3.00 for a Sample issue of

Micro Cornucopia

The Micro Technical Journal

1I~~"2cz,~~o~~_.;_""C;_~_·__M__o_r_r_o_w__u_s_e_r_s_D__i_S_k_S T_he_fO_II_0W_i_n_g_a_re_fu_lI_d_iS_k_S_O_f_Sl_)f_h_Vil_re_a_ss_em_bl_ed_

~~ specifically for Morrow CP/M 2.2 systems (some
(l86K format) will not run under CP/M 3.0). Each program has il

$8.00 each ppd .DOC (documentation) file and many include
source.

New Low Price effective February 15, 1986

P.O. Box 223
Bend, Oregon 97709

Morrow Disk M1
Modem software

This disk is absolutely priceless if you will be using a
modem to communicate with bulletin boards. other
micros or mainframes. .
MMODEM: Morrow version of MODEM 795. You
can change your baud rate inside the program.
Includes source and library so you can customize it if
you wish.
SMODEM: This is MODEM 7 setup for SMART
MODEM compatible modems. Handles autodial and
autoanswer.
SQ/USQ: Programs to squeeze and unsqueeze files
for faster transfer.

Morrow Disk M2
Utilities

Really oodlps of spiffy little (and hig) programs 10 Iwlp
you get full usP of your Morrow
ZZ50URCE.COM: A lrup Zi10g format disassemblpr
for 8080 and 280 object ~.COM) files. Now you can
turn .COM files inlo .MAC files.
UNERA.COM: Simply enter "UNERA" followed by
the namp of the flip you iust ,'raspd and preslo. the
erased file IS back' A lifesaver.
FINDBD54.COM: Checks an entire disk. reports
had sectors. and then neates a sppcial file conlallling
those spctors You save a hundle on disks.
CAT2: This is a <jroup of programs which create and
maintain a single directory of all the programs you have
on all your disks. Ewn keeps track of which programs
i1f" backed up dnd which aren·t.
DUMPX. DU-77. COMPARE. FORMFEED.DIR
DUMP, ..•1I1d dll have documental ion on disk.

Morrow Disk M3
Games

PACMAN.COM: Despite the Morrow's lack of
graphics. this one looks and plays amazingly like the
real thing' Keep it hidden.
ZCHESS.COM: Chess with a J·6 level look ahead.
OTHELLO.COM: You learn it in minutes. master it
in years.
BlO.COM: Generates custom graphic biorhythm.
MM.COM: Master Mind.
WUMPUS.COM: This is the famous 550 point super
version of Adventure. There isn't room on one disk for
this program and all the data files (the cave is huge) so
the data files are on Disk M4.

Morrow Disk M4
Adventure Data & Aliens

ADVT.DAT: This disk contains the data files for the
550 point Adventure (the latest, greatest, most cussed
version ever devised by half·mortals). You must have
both M3 and M4 to play Adventure.
ALIENS: This is the game that made arcades famous.
Keep this one hidden from the younger set or you
won't get to play Adventure.

Morrow Disk M5
MX-80 Graphics

A complete Epson MX-80 graphics printer package
including example files. Same as M6 except for MX-80
(or compatible) printers.

Morrow Disk M6
Prowriter Graphics

This is a complete Prowriter printer graphics package
written by the same Micro C subscriber who wrote the
MX-80 graphics package. Plot points. lines. circles.
boxes. and more. Examples. documentation. and
more.

Morrow Disk M7
Small C Version 2 Compiler

This is a greatly extended version of Ron Cain's Small
C compiler. Version 2 has more expressions and larger
library. true subset of Unix C. Disk contains compiler.
documentation, and library - everything you need.

Morrow Disk M8
Small C Version 2 Source

This disk contains the source (written in Small C) of
the Small C version 2 compiler. Get M8 if you want to
try extending the compiler. (You must have M7.)

Morrow Disk M9
ZCPR

ZCPR: The big news on this disk is the self·installing
version ZCPR available only from Micro C. Once you
have ZCPR in your CP/M, you'll never go back to
straight CP/M! For instance, ZCPR searches drive A
for any program not found on drive B. so, even an
empty disk in drive B appears to contain every
program on A. It's great for text editors. compilers, etc.
Plus many more new features to make CP/M easier to
live with. In fact, Digital Research incorporated many
features of ZCPR into CP/M 3.0
EX14: a super replacement for SUBMIT.

Morrow Disk MIO
Assemblers

We've received a lot of requests for a Z80 assembler.
50 Dana put in some long hours getting the Crowe 280
assembler to run on the Morrow (and every other 280
machine).
CROWECPM: This is a first class Z80assembler. We
use this assembler daily (and we included its source).
Takes standard Zilog mnemonies.
LASM: This is a more powerful version of the ASM
assembler you received with the Morrow. This will link
multiple programs together at assembly time.
PRINTPRN: This program makes it easy to print the
listing files generated by the Crowe assembler.

Morrow Disk MIl
Library & Checkbook Programs

CHECKS: This has been a very popular group of
programs. Categorizes checks so you can keep track
which are tax deductible and which get charged to
which projects. Includes source and excellent example
check files. Very powerful.
L1BR: This is a complete set of library routines which
let you group files into a single file called a library. Then
CP/M sees them as a single program, but with the
library routines, you can list them out separately, run
them separately, or divide them up again. Almost like a
unix environment.

Morrow Disk M12
Pascal Compiler

This is a reoll Pascoll compiler. It supports only a subs"t
of the language (no records. pointers. Boo]eilns. reals
or complex) but il generates a real .COM file.
Everything is on this disk: the compiler. its source.
example programs and documentations.

Morrow Disk M13
Z80 Tools

This is for those of you who ilre into Z80 assPl11hly
language.
XLATE.COM: A very good 8080 to Z80 Iranslollion
routine.
DASM.COM: An easier to use version of ZZSOURCE
(the 280 disassembler). This ful~ disk includes source
and documentation for both routines.

Morrow Disk MI4
Z80 Macro Assembler

This is a real 280 macro assembler' Syntax. closl'ly
follows RMACK oInd MAC. Also includes pseudoops
10 support conditional assembly. etc. No phase or
relocatable code.

Morrow Disk M15
Turbo Pascal Games I

We've combined eleven games on this disk using
Turbo Pascal's "chain" procedure. Play BACCARAT.
BLACKJACK. HOR5ERACE, KENO. and more
without losing a penny. Source is included for all
games.

Morrow Disk MI6
Turbo Pascal Games II

A variation of Yahtzee. a planetary lander game. a
Wumpus hunt, a version of Life. and much more to
keep you glued to your keyboard. Like MJ5. this disk
uses the "chain" procedure of Turbo Pascal to
combine the twelve games. All programs include
source.

Morrow Disk MI7
Turbo Pascal Games III

If you like Turbo as much as we do and want tll s"e
more involved program examples. this is the (hsk for
you.
CRIBBAGE: the time honored card game.
DBLlCK·V: a gn'at version of Breakout. even wit hout
graphics.
ELIZA: converse with your computpr. Everything you
need to create it's own perverse personality.
GERMS: two types of germs battle it out in this
version of Life.

Micro
• Cornucopia

(503) 382-5060
9 - 5 PST, M - F



128K SBC includes:
• 6MHzZ80B®
• Video Controller
• 2 serial Ports
• 4 Parallel Ports

• Source Code
and Drivers

• I/O Expansion
• Floppy and Hard

Disk Controllers
• CP/M®3.0

To order or enquire, call us today. Megatel Computer
Technologies Toronto Engineering Office (416) 767214. Or
write .our U.S. Soles Office 1051 Clinton St., Buffalo N.Y. 14206

• No Hard Disk Controller required
• No terminal required. Includes

Video Controller and CP/M® 3.0
• ST-506lntertace on board
• FI.oppy Disk Controller runs

any size floppy drive
• OEM Discounts Available

Other models include: CP/M® 2.2, 64K or 256K
RAM, Time of Day Clock, E2PROM, Peripheral
Expansion & RGB Color Video Display

Only$595II

4" x 8"

megatel

Fill demand for the
Morrow Microdecision®

with Megafel's Quark®/300
128K Single Board Computer

has all the same features
and more ...

Attention
Morrow Users,

Dealers and VAR's

The contents noted here are not articles already
written--they are suggestions we hope you will
take as inspiration to write. Of course,
material of general interest is also always

elcome. . NOTE: The previously announced
equence of themes has been changed.

APR/MAY 86 .. ~:~~~~rp:-~~~r~cademiCs and

This issue is virtually chock-full already, bu
if you have an llresistably great article 0
.dea or a program you know we all need that you
want to review, please call Shoshana (the Guest
Editor on this issue) immediately at (415) 644
2638.

JUN/JULY 86 Upgrades d Enhancements
An issue dedicated to commercially available and

omemade . enhancements for your Harrow
orkhorse t.o make it morepowerful--hard disk

add-on's for floppy and hard disk MDts, co
processors, RAM disks, networks, extra seria
ports.... au custom-design oftware to
enhance arrow? All irO .s .for· this
iss by March

86 epairs and Main enanc
A vital concern for· Morrow owners nowdays
Write· and let us know where you go for repairs.
Where do you get spare parts? Haw t.o do simple
repairs and maintenance yourse]£. How to make·
good use of the MaR Manuals. How to deal with
consultants.

UPCOMING THEMES

OCT/NOV 8 E ucational Software
Programming .languages to
inst..Yllctional programs fo
the r f computers in
know them writ
good CP M ed .ana
review?

ALL WRI TE: If you are interested in
writing for MaR, submit a proposal of one to two
paragraphs, indicating how you will approach
your topic, and your related experience.

If you are interested in reviewing software,
indicate the need or concept. addressed by the
program and how you wi] 1 approach assessing how
the program meets that objective. If available,
please include a sample of your (published or
unpublished) writing. Please follow the
Writers' Guidelines on page 1. Direct your
correspondence about articles Attn: Managing
Editor. Published ms. of lOOO-word minimum e
the author a one-year subscriptio to MaR

EVERYONE is most welcome 0 can ute progr
to the Flopp of the Bi-Month (FLaB) for
tbe ssues ne cannot Iive by the prin
wo lone! Attn: Editor.
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---- ...;..~-----~-":':'-------------~.--,
ORDER FORM FOR K>R PUBLIC IX:Io!AIN DISKE'rl'ES

N1\ME: _

MOR PUBLIC DOMAIN
DISKETTES
by Sypko Andreae

*10 #:PHOOE: <__)

ADDRESS:, _

CITY: ZIP: _

For FLOB diskette directories see previous issues or
ask for MOR-PD Directory by mail (include SASE).
Please send me the following MaR-PD diskettes:

This time we offer six (6!) Floppies of the Bi
Month (FLaB's). We made a careful selection of the
Public Domain soft.ware discussed in this issue. This
is only the tip of the PD iceberg.

o I enclose a check or money order for a total of

------~--------------------~._-

[US/canada: First Class postage paid. OUtside US and
canada: surface postage paid1 add $1.50 for Air Mail.]

To: MOR, PO Box 5487, Berkeley, CA 94705, Attn: MOR-PD

* ID i precedes expiration date on your mailing label.

FUS/AUG85
ODisk 1
o Disk 2

FWB/OCT85
o Disk 1
o Disk 2

FUS/DEC85
o Disk 1
o Disk 2

$ (U.S.) for

FLOB/FEB86
(see next colUIm)

o Disk 1
o Disk 2
o Disk 3
o Disk 4
o Disk 5
o Disk 6

disks at $8.00 each.

To save space many files are not only squeezed
(unsqueeze with NSWEEP) but are also gathered in .LBR
(library) files, to be unraveled by NULU. NSWP207 is
on FLOB/AUG8S #1, NULU is on FLOB/OCT8S #1.

The communications programs on FLOB/FEB86 Disks
#3, #4, #5 are the major modern programs available
t.oday. They are mentioned in several of this issue's
articles. In these library files, you'll find .COM
files for MD2, MD3 and MD11. Note: They are different
for each one! They are provided ready to run and are
supplied with operational documentation. There are no
overlay or .ASM files in these libraries, so you won't
have all the files needed to modify these .COM files.

AGAIN: PLEASE DO NOT SEND ANY MORE FLOPPIES!!

Instead, use the order form on this page and
include a check for the total amount ordered ($8.00 per
floppy). MaR now provides floppies, mailers and
post.age. All fJoppies are single-sided format, so
evexybody can read them.

ORDER FORM FOR K>R MANUAlS

CIRCLE TO ORDER: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

CITY: ZIP: _

o Please send me the complete MOR Manual for $80.00.

o Please send me the MOR Manual sections circled below.
[For directory & prices, see MOR, Vol. 2, #6, p. 51.]

----------------- FLOB/FEB86 DISK #2 -----------------
BASGAMES.LBR MBASIC games, see article starting p. 19
COMGAMES.LBR Other games, see article starting p. 19

FIDB/FEB86: Public Domain Software
All page references are to Vol. 3, #1, Feb/March 86

----------------- FLOB/FEB86 DISK #1 -----------------
ADVENT .LBR See p. 19: ADVENTURE game
BISHOW .COM Bi-directional File display - see p. 9
BISHOW .£X:C Documentation for the above
M300DIAL.BAS Dial voice calls with MM300 - see p. 37
M300DIAL.£X:C Documentation for the above
SUPRDIR .LBR SD (Superdirectory) - see p. 9
YANC .LBR Diskette catalog program - see p. 10

10 #: *

manual sections for a total of $ _1 want

NAME: _

PHOOE: (__)

ADDRESS: _

Account I _

To: MOR, PO Box 5487, Berkeley, CA 94705, Attn: MANUAL

* ID • precedes expiration date on your mailing label.

Total amount: $ (U.S.)
[US/canada: First Class postage paid. OUtslde US:
surface postage paid1 canada, add $2.00 for Air Mail1
all other countries, add $5.00 for Air Mail.]

Signature _

----------------- FLOB/FEB86 DISK #6 -----------------
ADV550 .LBR Expanded ADVENTURE game. See article

starting at p. 21 (550 point version)

----------------- FLOB/FEB86 DISK #3 -----------------
MDM7-MD .LBR MDM730 modem programs for MD2, 3 and MDll
PDSE068A.LQT A listing of known RCP/M's as of Nov '85

----------------- FLOB/FEB86 DISK #4 -----------------
MEX-MD .LBR MEX modern programs for MD2, 3 and MOll

----------------- FLOB/FEB86 DISK #5 -----------------
IMP-MD .LBR IMP modem programs for MD2,.3 and MOll
KERMITMD.LBR MKERMIT modem programs for M02, 3 + MOll

o Visao MasterCardo Check or Money Order

Exp. date _

----~------~--------------------~
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MOR SUBJECT INDEX
by Michael Crew

2.6.32 means Vol. 2, #6, page 32.

S/W means SOF'IWARE, H/W means HARrmARE. Happy
hunting.

The following is a listing of subjects covered in
all 1984-85 MaR articles, columns and Letters to the
Editor. The references cover all MaR issues from
Vol. 1, #1 through Vol. 2, #6. In the numerical
references:

DIREX:TORY, CATALOGUE
DlREX:TORY, CP/M
DISABLED PERSCNS
DISK DRIVES

FUNCTICN KEYS
FUNCTICN KEYS
FUNCTICN KEYS
GAME S/W
GEMINI PRINTER
GEMDIJXY
GRAFIKS S/W
GRAPHICS
HANDICAPPED PERSCNS
HARD DISKS
HAYES OODE101
HFAT PRCEI.J:lw1S MOll
HFATHKIT~

H<M:: ACCOUNTING
1/0 PORI'S

2.4.45
2.4.15, 2.5.30
2.6.39
1.1.12, 1.1.14, 1.1.34, 1.2.05, 1.2.35
1.2.38, 1.3.14, 1.4.07, 1.4.12, 1.4.43
1.4.47, 1.5.36, 2.1.09, 2.1.20, 2.1.33
2.2.21, 2.3.17, 2.4.22, 2.6.18

DISK ERRORS 1.1.21, 1.5.37, 2.2.18, 2.4.22
DISK ERRORS SEE FINDBAD
DISK UTILITY SEE DU
DISKETTE 2.2.21, 2.2.23, 2.4.16
DISKETTE CATALOGUE 2.4.45
DISKETTES 1.2.40
IXX:UMENl'ATION 1.2.10
DU (DISK UTILITY S/W) 2.3.32
DVORAK KEYBAORDS 2.6.13, 2.6.16
EDUCATIONAL S/W 2.1.07, 2.2.07, 2.6.12
ELOCTRICAL PROTEX:TICN 1.4.27
ELECTRONIC MAIL 1.5.09, 1.5.23
ELECTRONIC MAIL 2.3.03, 2.3.08, 2.3.25, 2.6.31
EI.a::TRCNIC MAIL SEE MAIL
EPSON COMPUTERS 1.3.28
EPSON PRINl'ERS SEE PRINrERS
ERroR MESSAGES 1.5.37
ESCAPE SEQUENCES 1.3.13, 1.5.27
EUREKA CATALOGUE S/W 2.4.45
FIIX:NET MAIL ~RK 2.3.25
FILE MAINrEN:N::E 5EE NSWEEP
FILE, NAMIN::> 2.4.15
FINDBAD.COM DISK FMT 1.4.43
FLOB SEE FLOPPY OF 8I-M:Nl'H
FLOPPY OF BI-MONTH 2.4.53, 2.5.48, 2.6.53
FOOINOTE w:>RD PRX:ESSR 2.4.08
FOREIGN.COM DISK FMT 2.2.23
FORMAT DISKS 2.1.20, 2.2.23, 2.2.38, 2.4.52
FORm LANGUAGE 2.4.30
FREE FIlER S/W 2.5.37
FUNCTICN KEYS 1.2.23, 1.2.26, 1.2.36, 1.4.36, 1.4.46

1.5.25, 2.3.17
SEE SMAR'l'KEY
SEE XTRAKEY
SEE TERMINAL
2.2.07, 2.6.23, 2.6.30
2.3.20
2.6.26
1.3.18
1.3.18, 2.1.19, 2.6.19
2.6.39
SEE DISK DRIVES
1.1.30
2.4.04, 2.5.05, 2.6.03
2.2.21
SEE ACXDUN'l'Iro
1.1.16, 1.1.28, 1.1.39, 1.2.16, 1.2.37
1.2.42, 1.3.15, 1.3.28, 1.4.15, 1.4.44
1.5.36, 2.1.13, 2.2.20, 2.3.20

IBM 2.2.06
INDEXIN::> TEXT 2.6.22
INFOSTAR DATABASE S!W 2.5.28, 2.5.33
INI'ERFEREN::E SEE 'IVI
INVESTMF.Nl' ANALYSIS 2.5.53
JRT PASCAL SEE PASCAL
KAMAS, OUTLINE PROC 2.4.27
KERMIT, COMlNlCATICNS 1.2.17
KEY, SOFTWARE 1.2.36
KEYBOARDS 2.2.36, 2.6.13, 2.6.16
LABOR TURNOVER S/W 2.6.35
LIFE, GAME OF 2.6.23
LIGHNIN::> DAMAGE 1.4.28
LIGHTNING 2.1.06
LIGHTNING PROTEX:TICN 1.4.27
LOGlCALC 1.2.36, 2.3.32, 2.6.18
LOGICALC SEE SPREADSHEETS
MAIL 1.2.34
MAlIMER:iE 1.1.21

1.1.28, 1.2.13, 1.2.17, 1.2.32
1.2.42, 1.3.22, 1.3.25, 1.3.26
1.3.28, 2.2.06, 2.2.31, 2.3.08
2.3.22, 2.3.36, 2.3.42, 2.6.31

BOOKKEEPING s/w
BUBBLE SORI'
BULlETIN BOARDS

O-LENGTH •CQvl FILE
@, LCGICALC FUNCTION
AlB SWITCH
A<XXXJNTIN::> FOR MICROS
ACCOUNTING S/W

CCNl'ROL CODES
CORREX::'!'-IT
CP/M 2 & 3

1.1.21, 2.5.12
1.2.36
1.1.29, 1.1.39
2.5.49, 2.6.47
2.5.36, 2.5.42, 2.5.49, 2.6.43, 2.6.47
1.3.42

Acc:ooNl'ING SOFTWARE SEE QUESI'
ADVERTISERS 1.3.03, 2.2.19
ALTERNATE CHARACTER SET1.1.05
ANIMAL GAME 2.6.30
ARTICLES, SUBMISSION 2.4.55, 2.5.38, 2.6.27, 2.6.53
ARTICLES, UNPUBLISHED 1.4.32
ASSISTANCE, DEALER SEE SERVICE
ASSISTANCE, USERS SEE MUG
BACKUP OF DISKS 2.5.52
BAMDUA 1.1.01, 1.1.25
BASIC LANGUAGE 2.1.25, 2.2.11, 2.3.28, 2.6.19
BATCH PPO:ESSIN::> SEE SUBMIT
BAY AREA USERS GROUP SEE BAMDUA
BAZIC LANGUAGE 1.5.17
BLOCK LETTER S/W 2.6.12
BOOK REVIEW/REFERENCES 1.2.34, 1.4.41, 1.5.48, 1.5.51, 2.1.15

2.1.27, 2.2.26, 2.2.30, 2.4.47, 2.5.45
2.5.53
SEE ACCOUNTIN::>
2.1.26
1.2.31, 1.2.35, 1.4.49, 1.5.36, 1.5.54
2.3.03, 2.3.08, 2.3.25, 2.5.32
2.6.35
SEE BULLETIN BOARDS
1.4.33
2.3.45
1.5.35
1.1.17, 1.3.12, 1.3.14, 2.2.06
2.4.36
1.1.20,
1.2.34,
1.3.27,
2.3.11,

OOMPUSERVE 2.3.08
C'CMPUSERVE SEE ELEX::'rnCNIC MAIL
COMPUTER BULLETIN BROS SEE BULLETIN BOARDS
~GENERAL 2.2.30, 2.4.03, 2.4.26, 2.4.36, 2.5.45

1.1.22, 1.2.10, 1.2.46, 1.4.02
1.5.27
SEE SPELLIN:; CHED<ER
1.4.14, 1.5.48, 2.1.15, 2.1.19, 2.2.26
2.5.04, 2.6.19
1.2.04
2.2.18
1.1.32, 1.2.46
SEE PRODOCTS
2.5.07, 2.5.09, 2.5.21, 2.5.28, 2.5.37
1.4.12
2.5.07, 2.5.09, 2.5.12, 2.5.28
1.4.15
2.1.20, 2.3.06
1.3.15, 1.4.10, 2.6.07
1.3.18
2.6.31

CP/M 3.0
CP/M ERROR MESSAGES
CtJRMUrGIDN
DATA BASE S/W
DATABASE s/w
DATASTAR SOF'IWARE
DBASE II
DBASE I I BOOK
Dor
DEALERS
IXiRAPH SOF'IWARE
DIJ\ICCM, COMM SERV

CAREER OOBILITY S/W
CBBS
CEICS
cux::K (ADDITION)
cr.cx::K RATE (CClvlPUTER)
CO-PRa:ESSOR BOARD
c:x:loIDEX CClvlPUTER SHCW
<::cMroNICATION
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(MORSubject Index, cont.)
MAIm'AINENCE/CCX>1PUTER SEE REPAIRS 2.5.40, 2.6.19~ 2.6.52, 1.1.20, 1.2.44
MANUAlS, MICRO DECSN 1.4.25, 2.6.51 PUNCTUATICN+STYLE S/W 2.4.47
MBASIC 1.3.26, 1.3.38 QUEST ACCOONI'ING s/w 1.2.40, 1.3.42, 2.5.36, 1.1.18
MBASIC SEE BASIC QUESTICN &ANS BCX>K 1.2.35, 2.6.51
Mel MAIL SEE MAIL RADIO SHACK CCX>1PUTER 1.3.27
MDBITS S/W 2.2.20 RAMDISK 1.2.38, 1.3.12, 2.6.09
MlJI'20, 50, 60 SEE TERMINAL RBBS SEE BULLETIN BOARDS
ME)( S/W 2.2.31 REAOiOUT CCM-1 s/w 1.2.32 , 1.3.22, 2.3.11
MICRO DEX:ISICN 1.1.12, 1.1.34, 1.2.04, 1.2.14, 1.3.08 REPAIRS, COOPUTER 1.4.28

1.3.13, 1.3.14, 1.3.38, 1.3.42, 1.3.44 REPAIRS/mUIPMENT 2.1.09, 2.1.12, 2.2.35, 2.5.17, 2.6.51
1.4.12, 1.4.14, 1.4.22, 1.4.26, 1.5.23 REPORIMAKER GRAPHICS 1.3.18
1.5.36, 1.5.48, 2.1.13, 2.1.20, 2.1.37 RIBBCNS, PRINTER 2.3.21, 2.5.40

MICRO LINK SOF'IWARE 1.3.25 Ra-1 1.1.13, 1.1.21, 1.2.37, 2.6.19, 2.6.51
MICRO SUPPORT SERVICE 1.3.45 RS-232 1.1.29
MITE cx.:M1 S/W 1.1.20, 2.3.12, 2.3.22 SOID-1ATICS, MICRO DECSN2.6.51
MIX EDITOR S/W 2.4.17 SERIAL PORTS SEE I/O PORTS
MM300, MO~ MODEM 1.2.32 SERVICE 1.2.10, 1.2.13, 1.3.45, 1.4.10, 1.5.03
MODEM 1.1.20, 1.1.28, 1.3.26, 1.4.15, 2.2.06 2.5.04, 2.5.39, 2.6.07, 2.6.51

2.2.31, 2.2.35, 2.3.08, 2.3.11, 2.3.22 SEI'BAUD.COM s/w 1.1.16, 2.2.20
2.3.36, 2.3.42, 2.4.48, 2.6.31 SHAJX:M>RIm' SPCXJLER 2.4.49, 2.5.19

MODEM7XX 1.1.30 SIG SEE SPEX:IAL INI'EREST GRP
MODUIA-2 1.2.16 SIMUlATION S/W 2.6.35
MOROCM a-mERS REVIEW 1.2.02, 1.3.02, 1.4.32, 1.5.03, 2.1.02 SMARTKEY KE:YBCWID s/w 1.2.04, 1.2.26, 1.2.36, 1.4.12, 1.5.25

2.2.02, 2.2.19, 2.3.03, 2.5.44 2.1.37, 2.2.21, 2.4.08, 2.4.18, 2.4.36
MOROCM a-mERS REVIEW SEE ARTIClES 2.6.16
M:>R SEE IDROCW a-mERS REVIEW SMARTMODEM SEE MODElo1
MO~ DESIGN 2.3.20~ 2.5.02, 2.5.33, 2.6.02, 2.6.08 SPEX:IAL Im'EREST GRP 2.1.35

2.6.11, 2.6.18, 1.1.37 SOF'IWARE SOURCES 1.1.16
M:>RKM USER GROUP 1.1.35, 1.2.13, 1.2.43, 1.2.44, 1.2.45 SOF'IWARE, PURCHASING 2.5.40

1.3.16, 1.4.03, 1.4.18, 1.4.19, 1.5.54 SORT FlIES 2.1.26
2.1.06, 2.1.11, 2.1.23, 2.2.20 SPEEX:H SYNTHESIZERS 2.6.41

MORKM, GIDR3E 1.1.25, 1.2.11, 1.2.24, 1.4.32, 1.5.13 SPELLING CHOCKER 1.5.17 , 2.2.16, 2.4.18, 2.6.22
2.2.16 SP<XlLER, PRINT 2.4.49, 2.5.19

MP100 PRINTER 1.3.34, 2.1.16 SPREADSHEETS 1.4.22, 1.5.17, 1.5.18, 2.1.30, 2.2.30
MS-OOS 1.2.41, 1.3.09, 1.3.12, 1.3.14, 1.5.13 2.4.16

2.1.19, 2.2.23, 2.6.08, 2.6.09 STAT (US) s/w 2.1.20
MUG SEE MOROCW USER GROUP SUBMIT.COM 2.2.27
MULTIFORM DISK S/W 2.2.25, 2.4.52 SUBROUTINE 2.2.07
NEX: SPINWRITER 1.1.05 SUPERCALC SEE SPREADSHEET
NE'lW)RKS 2.6.31 SUPPORT/SERVICE SEE SERVICE
NEWWJRD,IDRD PR<X:ESSOR 1.1.08, 1.2.16, 1.2.22, 1.2.28, 1.4.14 SYSGEN S/W 2.1.20

1.4.35, 1.4.36, 1.5.17, 2.2.21, 2.3.20 TAX STATUS, MUGS 1.4.32
2.4.09, 2.4.18, 2.4.46, 2.5.17, 2.6.04 TAX, INC:CME 1.2.17

NOISE, DISK DRIVE 1.1.34, 1.2.34 TEI...ECa1MUNlCATION SEE cx:M-ruNlCATICN
NSWEEP FILE MANAGER 2.2.16, 2.4.54, 2.6.36 TELEVISICN INl'ERFERNC SEE 'IV!
OCTAL NUMBERS 2.6.27 TELEX NE'IW)RK 1.1.17
OKlDATA PRINTER 1.3.36, 1.4.14, 2.3.20 TERMINAL 1.1.21, 1.2.16, 1.2.23, 1.3.13, 1.3.15
OSB.COM DISK FORMAT 2.2.23 1.4.35, 1.4.36, 1.4.46, 1.5.17, 1.5.18
OUTLINE PRCX::ESSOR 2.4.27 1.5.27, 1.5.39, 2.1.12, 2.3.17, 2.4.18
PARK (HARD DISKS) 1.5.36 2.6.19
PASCAL PReX;RAM LANG. 1.1.38, 1.2.16, 1.3.14, 2.1.25, 2.2.20 TRICEP CCX>1PUTER 1.3.09

PCFILE LIST MANAGER 2.5.28 TURBO PASCAL LANGUAGE SEE PASCAL
PD SEE PUBLIC 1Xl'1AIN TURBOLINK MODEM 2.4.48
PEARL SEE PER.SC:NAL PEARL TVI 1.1.21, 1.2.36, 1.5.17
PEARL FILE WADER 2.5.26 TYPEWRITER S/W 1.4.15
PERSCNAL PEARL 1.1.21, 1.3.13, 1.3.14, 2.1.30, 2.2.11 U.S. ROBOTICS MODEM 1.4.15

2.5.09, 2.5.21, 2.5.26, 2.5.28, 2.5.41 UART CHIP 2.1.13, 1.2.42, 1.4.44
2.6.18, 2.6.26 UNIFORM DISK FORMATS 1.2.04, 2.2.24

PIGGYBANK, RAMDISK 1. 2.38 UNIX V 1.3.09
PIIm lANGUAGE 2.1.07, 2.2.38 UPGRADE, TERMINAL 1.4.46
PIP.COM, FIlE COPY 2.3.20 UPGRADES 1.1.17
PIPM:)DEM, CCM1 S/W 2.3.36 USED ~UTERS 2.4.26, 2.6.19
PIvar CCX>1PUTER 1.2.41, 1.3.09, 1.3.14, 1.5.23, 1.5.36 USER GROUPS SEE MUG

-1.5.50, 2.1.19, 2.5.02, 2.5.19, 2.5.33 VERSA•••AOCOUNTING S/W 2.6.43
2.6.07 VOICE SYNTHESIZER 1.3.08

PORTABLE Ca-1PUTERS SEE PIvar VISI~Y MODEM 2.3.42
Pa'lER PRarEX:TI CN 1.4.27 VISUALLY IMPAIRED 2.6.41
Pa'lER SUPPLIES 1. 2.36 w:x1EN/COMPUTING 1.1.22'

PRINTER BUFFER H/W 1.5.45 IDRD PRIXESSING 2.4.07, 2.4.18, 2.4.22, 2.4.23, 2.4.47

PRINTER PORT SEE I/O PORTS IDRDPATOi FOR WORDSTR 1.3.07
PRINTER SPCX::>LER S/W 1.5.45 WORDPLUS SPELLING CKR 2.4.08
PRINTER, OOT MATRIX 1.1.17, 1.2.21, 1.3.18 IDRDSTAR IDRD PRCX::ESSR 1.1.OS, 1.1.08, 1.1.17, 1.1.21, 1.1.37
PRINTER, GENERAL 1.1.29 1.2.17, 1.2.18, 1.2.21, 1.3.07, 1.3.14
PRINTER, MO~ 1.3.34, 2.1.16 1.3.28, 1.3.31, 1.3.33, 1. 3.34, 1.3.36
PRINTER, TESTING 2.2.16, 2.5.16 1.4.06, 1.4.14, 1.4.15, 1.4.33, 1.5.17
PRIm'ING OUTPUT 1.2.19, 1.3.31, 1.3.33, 1.3.34, 1.3.36 1.5.37, 1.5.39, 2.1.37, 2.3.06, 2.4.07

1.3.38, 1.4.14, 1.4.15, 1.4.33, 1.5.17 2.4.36, 2.4.53
2.1.16, 2.3.20, 2.3.21, 2.4.07, 2.4.49 WRITING STYLE 2.4.47
2.6.04 XER.COM DISK FORMATS 2.2.23

PRa'ffilTER GRAPHICS 1.3.18 XTRA-KEY KE:YBCWID s/w 2.4.39
PRO'JRlTER PRINTER 1.3.38 Z-cr.cx::K 2.3.45
PRa'ffilTER S/W 2.3.20 Z80A CPU 1.5.35
PUBLIC I:XX-1AIN SOF'IWARE 1.4.15, 1.4.41, 1.5.05, 2.4.53, 2.4.54 ZCPR, CPM REPIACEMENT 1.4.14, 1.5.26
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MORROW USERS GROUPS
January 1, 1986

[Listed in zip code o:rder]

Boston Morrow Users Group
45 North Beacon Street
Allston, MA 02134
Phone: (617) 254-3028
Contact: Alfred Butler

MUSE-PA
Morrow Users of Southeast Pennsylvania
2499 Lincoln Highway East
Lancaster, PA 17602
Phone: (717) 394-1812
Contact: Harper Hull

MUGW
Morrow Users Group of Washington
P. O. Box 9567
washington, DC 20016
Phone: (703) 533-8152
Contact: Michael Kelly

BaltiMUG
8530 Dogwood Road
Baltimore, MD 21207
Phone: (301) 597-4709

(301) 944-4622
Contact: Tim Evans

GMUG/LMUG
Greensboro/Lynchburg Morrow Users Group
P.O. Box 18724
Greens1:x:>ro, NC 27419
Phone: (919) 272-8399
Contact: Kenn Melton

MOR-Atlanta
5461 East Wind Drive
Lilburn, GA 30247
Phone: (404) 381-1384
Contact: David McDonald

Centra~ Florida Morrow Users Group
c/o Micro Data Systems
2428 East Robinson street
Orlando, FL 32803
Phone: (305) 896-6797
Contact: Peter Christensen

MUG Detroit
Morrow Users Group of Detroit
13825 Haverhill Court
Southgate, MI 48195
Phone: (313) 283-3016
Contact: Thomas C. Musolf

MAMUG
Milwaukee Area Morrow Users Group
1001 Keats Circle
Oconomowoc, WI 53066
Phone: (414) 567-5107
Contact: Helen Gust

WAMUG
Wichita Area Morrow Users Group
P.O. Box 47481
Wichita, KS 67210
Phone: (316) 788-4102
Contact: Frank Knipfer

MORROW OWNERS' REVIEW

DMUG
Denver Morrow Users Group
10070 East Ohio Avenue
Denver, CO 80231
Phone: (303) 344-0499
Contact: Jon Plachy

AZMUG
Arizona Monow Users Group
1041 East 6th Street
Tucson, AZ 85719
Phone: (602) 622-0170

(602) 293-5557
Contact: Phil Miles

Albuquerque Morrow Users Group
11820 Palo Duro NE
Albuquerque, NM 87111
Phone: (505) 292-7902
Contact: Ted Cochran

West Los Angeles MUG
1833 Franklin Canyon Drive
Beverly Hills, CA 90210
Phone: (213) 276-9096
Contact: Dr. Bernice Ennis

South Bay Morrow Computer SIG
c/o Jade Computer Company
18503 Hawthorne Boulevard
Torrance, CA 90501
Phone: (213) 370-7474
Contact: Eric Turnquist

LAMUG
Los Angeles Morrow Users Group
12613 Killion Street
North Hollywood, CA 91607
Phone: (818) 766-3307
Contact: Brian Leyton

The San Diego Computer Society
Morrow Users Group
P. O. BOx 81444
San Diego, CA 92138

MDBUG
Micro Decision. Bakersfield Users Group
P.O. Box 2594
Bakersfield, CA 93303
Phone: (805) 398-1885
Contact: Joe O'Bannon

SMUG
Stanford Morrow Users Group
221 Valencia Drive
Los Altos, CA 94022
Phone: (415) 941-1004
Contact: Lewis Dreyfous

DVMUG
Diablo Valley Micro Decision Users Group
31 Panoramic Way
Walnut Creek, CA 94595
Phone: (415) 935-9800
Contact: Curt Finney
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BAMDUA
Bay Area Micro Decision Users Association
P.O. Box 5152
Berkeley, CA 94705
Phone: (415) 644-2805

PETMUG
Petaluma Morrow Users Group
293 Circulo Puebla
Rohnert Park, CA 94928
Phone: (707) 585-2980
Contacts: Frank Nance

Lloyd Booth

SCMDUG
Santa Cruz Micro Decision Users Group
376 Lucinda
SCotts Valley, CA 95066
Phone: (408) 438-0662
Contact: Marianne Russell

CP/MORROW Computer Group
7100 Witchinghour Ct.
Citrus Heights, CA 95621
Phone: (916) 725-0873
Contact: Maxine Gilman

Seattle MUG
2626 SW 351st Street
Federal Way, WA 98023
Phone: (206) 624-2646 (day)

(206) 838-2521 (eve)
Contact: Bill Simpson

Fourth Corner KUG/MUG
P.O. Box 3028
Bellingham, WA 98227
Phone: (206) 734-9287

(206) 671-4340
Contact: Morgan Freeberg

CP/M Bangkok Users Group
P.O. Box 11-213
Bangkok 10110, Thailand
Contacts/Phones:

Nikom Viravatanadej: 311-4966
Pomarong Chotiwan: 252-7864
Karl Kunz: 233-5275

Today's To-Morrow Computer Club
1552-2 Kerns Road
Burlington, Ontario L7P 3A7
canada
Phone: (416) 632-3549
Contact: H. Penman Smith

Other Users Groups offering their
services to Morrow users:

CFOG
Chicago First Os1:x:>me Group
Box 1678
Chicago, IL 60690
Contact: Benjamin Cohen

Kaypro Users Group
300 East Harmony Rd. #172
Ft. Collins, CO 80525
Phone: (303) 223-9017
Contact: James Sinning
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CLASSIFIEDS

EUROPEAN USERS GROUP. If you're interested in
helping to start one in Germany, contact: Timothy
Slater, Saidelsteig 3, 0-8520 Erlangen-Tennenlohe,
West Germany. Or call: 091 31-60 3538.

Will purchase two or three complete MD3's. G.H.
Hickman, (512) 321-4311.

MD3 w/ ADM31 terminal & all soft.ware plus SmartKey.
$1095 BO. Marcus. (415) 455-5816 (5-11pm PST).

John W. Schork! Tried to include your classified,
but t.he phone number was in error. Please call
MOR office and leave your phone number. We'll
give it one more try. --Dana

LIST OF ADVERTISERS

Computer Techni es • • • • •
Bar nternational inside front cov
Centra .. omputer Product. • .24,
Civil Computing • • •• • .13,
Computer Editype System
F & K Manufacturing •• • • • •
Financial· Track Systems
Hollin worth Business Services
l'ra .':.,":., ,'.,:: •',-: .-' '" .,:-:-,:,-. ".' •.', :" .•".., ."'" .•-."-:,e, >::. •

Jacobs Computer .Services. • • • • • •.•.• 4
JamesRiverGroup •• 27,outside back cove
KAMASOFT • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1.
Micro Cornucopia • • • • • 4
PeopleTalk Associat • • • • • • 1
Public Domain Software enter
Soft.ware Toolworks • • • •
Westwind Computer
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t1rilml~rl\'1 dQ'~(i\~fl\)~ Cifl4t11ft1fi1)rilri/l Box 5487 Berkeley, CA 94705
[JJ[lJfurID~~W~ (415)644-2638

---------------------------------------------~
SUBSCRIBE e RENEW e ORDER BACK ISSUES

State Zip _

o 1 year MaR (6 issues) 0 2 years MaR (12 issues)
$18 $32

o All Canada & Mexico residents, add $8 US per year

o All other countries:
o Add $7 US for each year for Surface Mail
o Add $16 US for each year for Airmail

o For US First Class, add $8 per year.

o Please leave my name off your mailing list rentals.

o Please RENEW my subscription to MaR.

Name _

Subscriber No.* ---,- _
Phone. _

Address _

City _

MOR is published bi-monthly, starting in February. We must receive your subscription
application before the 15th of the month preceding publication in order to begin your
subscription with the next issue.

.. Applies to current subscribers only. This number is in the upper right corner of your mailing label, preceding
your expiration date.

BACK ISSUES cost $4 each, postage paid in the U.S., Canada, and
Mexico. For all other countries, $5.50 each, airmail postage paid. Total amount enclosed $ for Subscription 0 andlor Back Issues 0

Signature MOR3186

Account # _
Please send me the following issues:

VOL. 1: D#lAPR84 D#2JUN84 D#3AUG84 D#40CT84 D#5DEC84

VOL. 2: D#lFEB85 D#2APR85 D#3JUN85 D#4AUG85 D#50CT85 D#6DEC85

VOL. 3: D#lFEl386 D#2APR86 D#3JUN86 D#4AUG86 D#50CT86 D#6DEC86

o MasterCard o VISA o Check or Money Order

Exp. Date _

-----------------------~
MOR GIFT SUBSCRIPTIONS!

Total amount enclosed for $ _

Signature _

State Zip _

GIFT TO:
Name _

Address _

Phone _

City _

o 1 year MOR (6 issues) 0 2 years MOR (12 issues)
$18 $32

o All Canada & Mexico residents, add $8 US per year

o All other countries:
o Add $7 US for each year for Surface Mail
o Add $16 US for each year for Airmail

o For US First Class, add $8 per year.

o Please leave name off your mailing list. MOR3186-------------- ,..~

State Zip _

o Check or Money Order

Exp. Date _

o VISAo MasterCard

Account U '-_

FROM:
Name _

Subscriber No. _

Phone _

Address _

City _

CHANGE OF ADDRESS Allow six weeks for your Change of Address to take effect.

NEW ADDRESS:
Name _

Address _

Phone _

City _Zip _State _

OLD ADDRESS: (Paste your mailing label here)
Name _

Subscriber No. _

Address _

City _

MOR3186
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BACK ISSUES
A resource to help you make your Morrow really useful

VOL 1, 11 APRIL 84

Technical and Foreign Language Text with
WordStar + NewWoro vs. Wordstar + Meet
the Disk Drives in your Marrow + Adding
Disk Drives to your Marrow + serial Port
Communications + The "W-Tech
Electronics" RS-232 Switchbox + Using
the Hayes Smartmodem + Quieting down
your Morrow MD3 + Inexpensive PASCAL

VOL 1, 12 JUNE 84

Concurrent Frliting and Printing with
WardStar + Installing WordStar For Dot
Matrix Printers + Customizing NewWord +
Preliminary Review of Reachout + MCI
Mail + Trouble Shooting Your Micro
Decision + Experience with the E-Systems
"Piggybank."Ramdisk + About serial
Communications + Diskettes Deteriorate

VOL 1, 13 AUG 84

Graphics Package for the Morrow +
Friendly Telecommunications + Review of
Micro Link II Com munications SOftware +
A Very Simple Modem Program + Connecting
Your MD to a Radio Shack + Connecting
Your MD to an E[:son HX-20 + Proportional
Spacing with WoroStar + Patching
WordStar for an E[:son Printer +
Installing WordStar 3.0 for the MP100 +
WordStar Patches for the Okidata Printer
+ Using Basic to Control Your Printer

VOL 1, 14 OCT 84

Manuals + How To Tell What MD You Have +
About Surge and Spike Protectors: I
Thought It Would Never Happen to Me +
Never Too Old to Start with a Mo:r:row +
More Printing and Editing Concurrently
with WordStar + Brightening Your Day with
Newward + Programming Your Function Keys
with Newward + Public Domain Software
Made Easy

VOL 1, IS DEC84

George Marrow Faces the Nation + Notes
from a SmartKey User + Speeding Up Your
Computer + ZCPR3 Makes CP/M 2.2 Shine +
Deciphering Your Terminal Manual +

WordStarEmergency Treatment +
Customizing Worostar's Terminal Defaults
+ Spool-Away with Printer Buffers +
SOulof CP/M

VOL 2, 11 FEB8S

Teaching with PILOT + Trouble-Shooting
Your Morrow + Micro Justification and
Prop. Spacing in WordStar + Toward a
More Useful MD2 (1876K disk-space) +
Getting Started with TURBO PASCAL +
SmartKey Alert!

VOL 2, 12 APR8S

PILOT Programs for Children + Morrow
Drive Error Messages + MDBITS, a Program
to Replace SETBAUD + SUBMIT to I.e;s Work
+ saving Time in SUperCalc with X
(eXecute) + MEX, A GreatPD Modem
Program + The Morrow Toolbox + Automatic
Formatting with PILOT + SOFTWARE:
UniForm, a File Transfer Utility +
The CP/M Plus Handbook --Book Review

VOL 2, 13 JUN8S

Modems: What's All the FusS About? +
MM300 Modems and Com murric2tiDns Software
+ The CTS MM300 Modem with MITE + Short
Introduction to E1DONET + Getting
Started with Modem Programs + The
Smartest Modem of All (Visionary) +
Marrow Printer Ribbons + I.ocked Out of
LOGICALC? + Adding Z-CLOCK to MD3

VOL 2, 14 AUG8S

The Basic Morrow Word Processor +
Upgrading NewWord: Why and How? + The
MD3 as a Dedicated Word Proces9::lr + In
Search of the Perfect Writing Tool + New
Tricks for WordStar + KAMAS, an Outline
Processor + EUREKA! A CP/M Disk
Cataloger + Punctuation & Style +
ShadowPrint (SPRINT), a Print Spooler +
ShadowPrintatthe MOR Office +
MultiForm, a File Transfer Utility +
Day-Old Computers + New Product: The
Turbolink 1200 Modem + NSWEEP: A Public
Domain Jewel

VOL 2, IS OCT8S

Rurming a Small Business with a Morrow +
Reflections on dBASE lI, Comparing Gold
to Pearl + dBASE n Hints for Morrow
Users + An Overview of Personal Pearl +
Let's Get Rid of Personal Pearl, Look at
Options + POIL: A Fix for Personal
Pearl'sINSTALH.DAT + Accrual
Bookkeeping on QUEST Version 1.2 +
Affordable Computing (Almost) +
Eliminate Sort Disk Swap when Using
Pearl + ShadowPrint (SPRINT), an Update
+ Pearl File Load + Free Filer + How to
Make Money with Your Micro + James River
Group's Accounting for Micra:; +
Computer-Assisted Investment Handbook

VOL 2, 16, DEC8S

The WOrd from New York Dealers +
The Co-Processor Board Confusion +
CO-POWER 88 for the MD3 + Adding a Co
Processor Board to an MOll + The Dvorak
Keyboard--Life after Qwerty + Converting
your Morrow Keyboard to Dvorak +
Indexing withCorrect-It + Genealogy
with Personal Pearl +
Telecommunications: National and
International +Handicapped Users and
the Mon:ow + Software for the Visually
Impaired +New Software Announcements +
Block Letters far Toddlers + Conway's
Game of Life + The Animal Game + Labor
Turnover and Career Mobility +
VersaLedger II + More James River
Accounting for Micros

'-All this information canbe yours for $4.00 per issue-IL Order now while they last! .

Order Form for Back Issues on reverse side of this page.
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CP/Af®\I.'IfESI
westWind
COMPUTER

The

NEXT GENERATION
of Products from WestWind Computer is Here!

Now available for CP/M Systems including Osborne, Kaypro, Morrow, TeleVideo, Xerox and more

The Revolutionary NEW Drive C 2!
Up to 1 MegaByte of RAM-disk, Print Buffer and giant EXPANDED-MEMORY SuperSize SuperCalc2

BackPac!
Battery Backup for Drive C

NEW! 8 .. and 16-bit Trantor Hard Disks!
Use BOTH CP/M and IBM PC-DOS or MS-DOS on the SAME drive.

NEW! Daisy-chain Trantor Hard Disks!
Now, ADD more capacity as easy as plugging in a cable.

NEW! 20 Meg Tape System!
Quick, reliable low-cost Backup capability.

5 Meg Removable Cartridge System!
Removable Drive flexibility AND Backup capability. Ideal for multiple client businesses.

TurboPac and TurboTrantor Hard Disk Systems!
THE most powerful Hard Disk systems available today! Combine the power of Drive C and a Trantor
Hard Disk separately or in a single TurboTrantor enclosure. Simultaneous RAM-disk, Print Buffer, Super
Size SuperCalc2 and the INCREDIBLE speed of Cache-Buffered Hard Disk.

The Web MultiUser Network!
Up to 4 users, 3 printers, electronic mail. Now with up to 1 MegaByte of hi-speed Cache for the most
cost-effective, hi-performance CP/M Network ever.

WestWind's integrated family of products is designed to grow with your needs. WestWind Products include
all necessary hardware, easy-to-read complete documentation and powerful, user-friendly software.

Name _

Addn:ss _

Y~s! D I want my very own CP/M LIVES! TShirt!

Size S M L XL (Circle one)

City State__ Zip _

Enclose $9.95 plus $2.00 Shipping and Handling for each
Tshirt. CA residents add 6.5% Sales Tax.

Payment: D Check D Visa D MasterCard

Card No. Exp. Date__/ __

WestWind Computer 1690 65th St., Emeryville, CA 94608

\Nest\Nind
COM PUT E R

1690 65th Street, Emeryville, CA 94608, (415) 652-3222
Telex: 756329 (DRIVE CUD), WU EASYLINK 62533500

Trademarks: West Wind Computer-BackPac, DriveC, Trantor. TurboPac, TurboTrantor,
Web/Digital Research -CP/M/Computer Associates Sorcim/IUS - SuperCaIcZlOCC
Osborne/Kaypro Corp.- KayPro/Morrow- Morrow/TeleVideo-TeJeVideo/Xerox Corp.
-Xerox/International Business Machines Corp~lBM, PC-DOS/MicroSoft-MS-DOS

For Information or To Order:
CALL TOLLFREE
US 800·526·6500
CA 800·831·3144

For Technical Support:
CALL 415·652·3222

To learn more about our NEXT GENERATION products Call or Write NOW
for our New FREE Fall Catalog.

Save! Get your CP/M LIVES! "[-shirt FREE with any order over $100! OR, order
your "[-Shirt now for only $9.95 and we'll give you FULL CREDIT on any future
purchase of $100 or more.

-------------,
Yes! D Send me the new, FREE WestWind Fall Catalog.

My computer is a I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I




